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investigation of Computer iNetwork Research, sponsored bv the Advanced
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DAIIC-l.t»-6n-C-n2RS, under the direction of L. Kleinrock, Principal Investigator, and n. Hstrin, M. Melkanoff, and R. Muntz, Co-Principal Investipators,
in the Computer Science Department of the School of Engineerinp and Applied
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This report was the basis of a Ph.D. dissertation f.Tune 1971) submitted bv the author under the chairmanship of Leonard Kleinrock.
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ABSTRACT

The ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) computer network Involves
the interconnection of about twenty (~s of 1971) different research computers
across the country by means of a store-and-forward message switching net. The
development of such a network is an expensive and complicated undertaking
which involves a variety of engineering trade-offs and decisions.

Since

there has been little prior experience which directly relates to the design
of such a network, an extensive measurement and evaluation capability was
included in the message switching computers (the Interface Message Processors
or IMF's).

UCLA was designated to be the Network Measurement Center with the

responsibility of defining the measurements that were necessary for the
support of the analytic and simulation model activities, and to determine the
performance of the network by the use of these measurement facilities. The
primary concern of this report has been with the development of such a
measurement capability and the utilization of this capability to create (and
iteratively improve) analytic models of the network behavior as well as the
true system parameters.
The measurement facilities which were designed into the network included:
accumulated data such as histograms and totals; snap-shot data relating to
queue lengths and routing information; and traces of message flow through the
network.

Any of these measurement routines can be selectively enabled at one

or more of the network IMP's to avoid an excessive data collection and artifact
problem.

In addition to uhe selective control over the measurements, artifact

was further reduced by the careful selection of the variables to be measured,
and by the development of measurement techniques such as the use of non-uniform
(logarithmic) scale histograius for data which was expected to have an exponentiallike distribution.
vil

An extensive artificial traffic generation capability was also
developed at UCLA and was utilized with the measurement facilities to verify
and improve analytic models of the system behavior.

In some instances, these

models were initially developed based on a priori expectations of the system
behavior, while in other cases, the models were devised from observed system
performance data.

In both situations, the iterative usage of model-building

and experimental verification was found to provide valuable feedback regarding
needed improvements in the models, and resulted in good agreement between the
final models and the observed system behavior.
The models developed were chosen tc represent a reasonably broad spectrum
of interest, and included priority traffic analysis, message segmentation,
buffering consideration, message delay considerations, and network thru-put.
The models consisted of both original contributions, and extensions to previous
analytic results, although the most significant aspect of the research is felt
to be the demonstration that an extensive set of measurement facilities can be
developed uti.V.zing the existing network resources, and that such measurements
can provide valuable insight into the network behavior which can be utilized
as feedback in an iterative model-building, evaluation and design effort.
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CIPUTIK 1
WTRDDUCTION
In the quarter-century since the first electronic digital
canputer was developed, the oonputer industry has grown at a rapid rate
with hundreds of different corputers being marketed and scores of progranming languages being written.

This relatively unrestricted prolif-

eration of hardware and software systems has contributed to the rapid
development of oanputer technology, but has also created a tremendous
inccnpatability problem.

As a consequence, many programs have been

rewritten at each instance in which they were to be utilized on hardware unlike that of the originating facility, while in other cases,
programs have been so dependent on special harch^are or operating system
characteristics that they have not been exportable in any practical
manner.
Standardization of hardware and software systems has been
advocated as a solution to these inccmpatibilijy problems, but has not
been viable in the past, nor does it appear to he in the near future.
Some progress has been made in the areas ot ASCII character code standardization, data carmunication interface standards, und some language
definitions, but acceptable industry-wide standards on critical factors
such as data structures and access methods have not been established.
Indesd, not even the definition of many of these terms are standardized!
The computing ootmunity is then faced with the conflicting desires of
continuing the development of hardware-software systems in an

unfettered technological environment, while at the sane tijne, heirg
able to utilize each other's developments without extensive reprogiamming efforts.
Canputer networks offer a solution to this dilemw to the
extent that they offer a viable method for interconnecting inotnoatible
systems, and thereby allow resouroes to be sharad over a wider range of
users without having to standardize beyond the acceptanoe of a oomon
set of interface conventions for hardware, programs, and data.

Such a

network also allows the user ocmmlty to share other resources such as
data bases, large ocmputing power facilities, or specialized hardware
systans, a-»d in some cases to provide load-sharing and hack up reliability.

Fbr nore research oriented facilities, networks may provide

the itechanism for utilizing and building upon the work of others, and
eventually to allow us to oorrect the following situation as quoted
fron Herming (HA69) in regard to the lack of "science" in ccmputer
science,
"Indeed, one of my mjor complaints about the ocmputer
fiell is that whereas Newton could say 'If I have seen a
little further than others it is because I have stood on
the shoulders of giants', I am forced to say, 'Today we
stand on each other's feet.' Perhaps the central nroblen
we face in all of computer science is hew we are to get
to the situation where we build on top of the vnrk of
others rather than redoing so much of it in a trivially
different way. Science is sipoosed to be omulative, not
almost endless duplication of the sane kind of things."
The ARPA network cormunity* has already shewn a refreshing willingness
to work together to solve the problems of networking and to work
iT.e ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) network ocmnunity consists of about twenty different research centers across the country. A
description of the facilities in the network is given in Section 1.3.

towards the cumilative developnent effort to which Haraninq refeixed.
This onoporative spirit and inprcwed ccmnunications may provide an cnvirorwent suitable to bring together what Roberts (RD67) calls a
"critical nwss" of interdisciplina-y talents and resources to solve
problans v^ich heretofore were beyond the realm of solution.

In addi-

tion, the entire network is being considered as an experiment, and is
being modeled and evaluated Oaoth analytically and by direct measurement) to determine how well it meets its design goals, and to investigate areas of future irprovunent.
This dissertation is primarily concerned with the measurement
aspects of the network evaluation, and considers the design of a set of
measuranent facilities, the development of data gathering and reduction
techniques, and the a>uge of these measuranents to evaluate the network
performanoe.

The latter will include comparisons of measured results

with the predictions of analytic models which were developed for this
study.

Hcwever, before discussing the measurement considerations, we

will review some earlier efforts at network-related c-nalytic and simulation model developments.
1.1

Evolution of Ccmputer Networks
Computer networks are a natural part of the evolution of

teleccrrunication oriented cotputer systers.

These systems originated

with ttM utilization of telephone circuits for batch-oriented data
transfers, and blosscmed due to the need for rerote ccmputer access for
tine-sharing and remote-job-entry applications.

These remote terminals

were often made more sophisticated by the introduction of

pre-processing haru-are, terminal multiplexing functions, display
refresh requirements, or off-line data collection and minor processing
functions, ard hence becan to distribute the processing functions
acrosa such a network.
periitents

However, it was not until the ARPA network ex-

that autoncmously operating processors were interoonnected

for resource sharing functions.

The first APPA experiment involved the

experimental ; nttvconnection of a small Control Data Corporation leOA
corputer at SRI (Stanford Research Institute) to the large 0-32 canputer at SDC (System Developnent Corporation) in 1964.

These tests led

to the interconnection of two large processors, the 0-32 at SDC and the
TX-2 ccrputer at the Lincoln Laboratories in 1966 and 1967.

The ex-

perimental "network" was described by Marill and Roberts (^66), and
denonstrated the utilization of tvro large autonanDusly operating processors in a network configuration, and also provided a test bed for
developing an interoattnunication protoool» for evaluation of telephone
ocnrunication facilities, for integration of networking functions into
the two tiite-sharing monitors, and for daronstrating the usage of prograns at one facility as subroutines to the other cemputer.*
The Q-32/TX-2 "network" utilized conventional direct-dial
telephone facilities for the inter-processor cennunications, but these
comrunication facilities 'vere found to be unsatisfactoiy due to the
One exatple usage of the experimental TX-2 to Q-32 net involved the
use of a Q-32 LISP program at 3DC to perform an infix-to-prefix translation of a source program sent fron the TX-2 at Lincoln Laboratories.
The 0-32 would then return the translated form back to the TX-2 where
the progran would be executed. In this manner, the 0-32 program was
utilired as a subroutine to the TX-2 although they were different
madiines, separated by several thousand miles, ran under different operating systans, and utilized different programtdng languages.

time required to form the connection at each data transfer.

The only

alternative was to maintain the connection for the duration of the
experiment, ard therefore to utilize the line very inefficiently.
These problems lead to the development of a more oost-effective storeand-forward ocmnunication system for the more leoent ARPA network.
Such a system is referred to as a message switdiing system at; opposed
to the conventional line-switching system of the existing telephone
net rork, and required additional considerations of store-and-forward
delays, alternate routings, and error control.

However, the message

switching system provides the benefit of multiplexing the usage of
higher bandwidth lines so that the bandwidth can be more efficiently
utilized, and dynamically selects the transmission paths based on line
quality and congestion.

In contrast, line switching facilities dedi-

cate a fixed bandwidth to each user, and select the transnission path
via an electronic switch mechanism at the time the connection is first
made.
The choice between line and message switching depends on both
technological advances and tariff changes, such that the optimal selection between the two '.ecimiques may vary with time.

The ocmnunication

networks being proposed by MCI (Microwave Corrunications Incoroorated)
and QATRAN may also impact these considerations as may the use of PCM
(pulse code modulation) techniques by the existing ocrmon carriers,
since the higher banAvidth of the PCM system could be available for
direct-dial data transmission.*

However, at the present time, the use

*

Further information on teleocnmunications systems can be found in
Martin (MA69), Hansher (HA68), and Hersch (HE71).

of message switdiing is very cost effective, with a cost reduction of
two orders of magnitude being shown tay Roberts and Wpssler (RO70) for
the case of sending a megabit of information between two average network sites.
1.2

Other Canputer Networks
Before proceeding with a discussion of other networking

attempts, it is appropriate to define, or at least delimit, our meaning
of "corputer networks".

A precise definition is of little consequence

since we hope that many of our measurement and modeling techniques will
be useful to a wide variety of teleocntunicaticn and crmputer systems.
However, in the interest of delimiting the scope of the study, we offer
the following definition of a ccmputer network.

"A ccmputer network is

a set of interconnected processors which can be utilized jointly in a
productive manner, but which normally are controlled by separate operating systons, and can perform in an autonomous manner."

With this

description serving more as a guideline than definition, we will now
consider seme other network systems and experiments.
One of the earliest attempts at integrating a network of
conputers was the SAGE (Semi-Autcmatic Ground nwirorment) system which
was developed to collect, analyze, and display radar data trcm sensors
scattered over the continent (MAfiS).

The system became operational in

1958, and lias subsequently been updated and Ltproved.
time, the American Airlines

About that same

SABra: reservation system was being devel-

oped on a cennercial basis {EV67), and its success has lead to the use
of similar systems by other airlines, car rental agencies, hotels, etc.

The need for ijnproved data transmission facilities led the
military to development of the ALTTODIN (Autcmatic Digital Network) data
oonnunications system in 1963 (IIA68).

The system includes both mossaqe

and line switching facilities, and was designed with oonsiderable
thought being given to the network survivability and vulnerability.

In

contract to this military need for ultra-reliability, ccrmercial and
experimental networks have utilized relatively simple interconnection
patterns or have relied on the direct-dial telephone network for ccmnunications.

Exanples of such systems include the Control Data Cor-

poration Cybernet system (EE69) and the experimental CMJ-Princeton-IEfl
network (RLI69B) respectively.

The latter net consisted of three

IEM 360/57 oemputers, each operating \inder the TSS/67 time sharing
monitor.

Both networks are typical of most earlier networking attempts

in the similarity of machine types and operating systems within any
given net.
Several netvrorks have been designed using a central storeand-forward message switch, which can reduce the network cost, but of
course increases the vulnerability of the network to the loss of the
central node.

Such a topology has been utilized for the COINS (ron-

muni.ty On-Line Intelligence Network System), the Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory OCTOPUS system, and a proposed IBM network.

The COINS sys-

tem was described at the 1968 Ccmputer Network Workshop {(3:69), although little detail was given due to the military intelligence nature
of the system.

It appeared to be intended as a shared data base system,

and utilized a standardized ASCII character code and a MIIz-STO-lSSB
hardware interface to simplify the interconnections.

The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory network was called OCTOPUS
due to its star-like topology, and was described by Fletcher at this
same workshop.

The central conputer is a PDP-6 which serves as a

store-and-forward switch between the large processors such as CEC 6600,
7600, and STAR, as well as the IBM Stretch and 360/91 canputers.

The

central switch also provides access to the huge photo-store mass matory
by any of the other machines, and allows an evolutionary growth of the
nwlti-cmputer complex since new conputers can be connected to the system resources and can gradually be brought up to operational status.
The third star network is the IBM canputer network* which has
several unusual features.

The central node was initially to be a rradi-

un size 360/50 computer, but was later changed to be a oartition in the
large 360/91, which serves not only as a store-ard-forward switch, but
also as a master operating systan.

On network will consist of several

IBM 360 cotputers and a Control Data 6600 ccmputer, the latter being
connected via a small Honeywell DDP-516 preprocessor.

The non-IBM

machine will introduce a degree of generality into the network due to
the considerable difference in the CDC and IBM architecture and data
structures.
Several other networks or proposed networks utilize multiply
interconnected topologies, much like that utilized for the ARPA network.
The most sir" lar was a network nroposed by the National Plyuical Laboratory in Bigland and described by Davies, et ed. (IÄ67 & 68),
*The IEM network will be described in a future ACM conference paper by
D. McKay and D. Karp, entitled, "Network^O - IBM Research CcrEuter
Sciences Department Ccrputer Network".

although it has apparently not developed beyonci the proposal stage.

It

was first described in this country at the Gatlinburg oonfexenoe on
operating systems, concurrent with Roberts' description of the proposed
ARPA network (R067), which was an extension of his previously described
pioneering work.

Tte NPL network was to be a store-and-forward network

using interface oarputers and 1.5 Mb/sec. transmission lines for the
message switdiing net, with an expected network response time (the time
from the reoeipt of a padcet to the beginning of the output at the destination) of less than 100 msec.

Packets were defined as any multiple

of 128 bit secpnents up to a mrxiirun of 1024 bits.

The NPL network

design differed fror that of the ARPA net in the choice of acknowledgements (negative acknowledganents and "stop sending" nessages in the liPL
design oorpared to nositive acknowledgements in the ARPA net;, in the
use of a handover mufcer in the NPL design to discard messages in the
case of excessive loopim, and in the use of a check sun wit'i each 128
bit segrent while the ARPA net utilizes a 24 bit cyclic check code with
each packet.

Other features of tho ARPA net will be described in

Section 1.3.
A siial] experimental computer network is being developed at
Carnegie Mellon University (BE70A), consisting of tvo DEC PDP-10 computers, a pair of PDP-8 minicorputers, and a hybrid ccmputer.

All five

ocrputers will be located together, and since the oamunications costs
will be insignificant, they plan to experiment with ccmpletely connected nets as well as with more typical network interoonnection topologies.

They also plan to investigate various aspects of operating

system control.

Since CMU will also be a node in the ARPA network.

tliis may be one of several local sub nets within the overall network.
A network whidi is considerably different fron those discussed above is the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) network
which oonnects law enforcement data retrieval systems across the nation
into the Federal Bureau of Investigation data bank (GE69).

Many states

have expanded these facilities to include other data bases such as department of motor vehicles records and local police file systems.

Ihe

resulting network is quite complex, but has been reasonably successful
due to the ability of each system to simulate the terminal characteristics and inputs of air/ other system being accessed.

This was pos-

sible due to rigid format definitions and a reasonably snail number of
differing terminal types.
Numerous other networks are presently in the design stage,
and when implemented, will include several additional large universities.

New network structures are also being investigated with the

goal of providing more cost-effective data transmission facilities; one
such exerpln being the ring structure proposed by Pierce (PI71).

The

virtual explosion of interest in networking should produce significant
changes in the way in which computers are utilized, and will add a
valuable new set of resour»^ to each ccmputer center involved in such
a network envirorment.
1.3

The ARPA Conputer Network
The ARPA network of ocrputers is by far the most anbitious

network effort ever undertaken, both in terms of the variety of facilities and in the degree of sophistication of the resources being
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integrated.

Ihe basic ne^-ork ocmnunity consists of about twenty ARPA

sponsored research sites, many of whidi have areas of specialization
such as the graphics w-ik at the University of Utah, the man-machine
interaction work at SDC, the text editing and information retrieval
work at SRI ani the network measurement and modeling work at UCIA.
Sane other nodes have special hardware including the ILLIAC IV ocmputer, the trillion bit laser memory, and perhaps later, special microprogramning and list processing equipment.

The oanbination of these

hardware and software resources and the cooperating interdisciplinary
hunan resources at the various sites, creates a viable envirorment for
new research in oanputer related fields.
The various sites are interconnected via a distributed storeand-forward caimunication net consisting of IMF's (Interface Message
Processors) and 50 Kbit/sec. full duplex camunication lirK.-s.

Each site

typically consists of one or more HOST ccrputers operating in a tinesharing envirorment, but range in size fron a terminal PIP (a partition
within the IMP itself) to the very large ILLIAC IV.

More typical com-

puter facilities are in the Digital Equipnent Corporation PDP-IO or the
IBM 360/67 class, but often include special terminal or graphics equipment as well.
Each IMP connects to its local HOST(s) and typically to three
or four oermunication lines as shown in Figure 1.3.1.

The IMP is it-

self a small cotputer, a Honeywell DDP-516, with 12 K 16-bit words of
memory, special oermunication interface circuits, and other features
as needed to nerform the message switching task.

However, it does not

include any disk or tape storage facilities nor any redundant
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capability for back-up operation.

Ihe software for the IMP functions

consists of a set of interrupt driven routines which handle the real
tine 1/0 functions and create tasks which are then queued and scheduled
according to their relative priorities and need for output channels or
other resources.

A nimber of lew priority background programs are also

included in the IMP functions, and are considered to be special "Fake
HOST's" since they can be the source aid/or destination of messages.
These functions include the IMP console Teletype, the debug package and
the measurement facilities.*
HOST-IMP transmission are in terms of physical records called
"messages", which consist of a 32-bit leader followed by up to 8064
bits of data.

These messages are segmented into smaller "oackets" for

the store-and-forward transnission through the net, with each packet
consisting of a 64-bit header and up to 1008 bits of data.

The packets

are reassembled at the destination IMP with the IMP-to-HOST transnission being in terms of a message length record.

However, within the

network, the flow is in terms of packets, with each packet being saved
until a successful acknowledqement has been received from the next IMP
along the store-and-forward path.

The next step in the path is se-

lected at each IMP fron its own routing table which is updated about
every half-second based on nearest-neighbor routing information as
described by Fultz and Kleinrock (FU71).

The successful receipt of a

packet is based on the agreement of a 24-bit cyclic check code and the
availability of storage spaoe, and upon acceptance, it beocmes the
*

More detailed information on the Interface vtessage Processors can be
found in the paper by Heart, et al. (HE70).
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responsibility of that IMP to enßare the successful store-and-forward
treuTsniission along the next step of the path.

The oonbination of error

control and alternate routing makes the network a very reliable transmission media.
Congestion is a potential problem in any store-and-forward
net because the peak data rates can easily exceed the instantaneous
channel capacity.

However, several congestion control features were

built into the ARPA network to minimize the consequences of overload
conditions including; (1) the use of logical links for cortmunication
between programs at separate HOCT's, with the links beoondra blocked
until a RFNM (Request For Next Message) has been received, (2) the use
of adaptive alternate routing, (3) present limits on IMP buffer allocation maxima for reassembly and store-and-forward packets, and (4) the
use of time-outs to discard undeliverable messages or message fragnents.
The problems of congestion anrl message delays are sane of the
ncre interesting aspects of such a network from a measurement and modeling viewpoint, and will be pursued at length in subsequent portions
of this study.

Such models typically involve queues in which messages

or packets are delayed, and in the more general case involve netvrorks
of queues, both within the store-and-forward switches and across the
global aspect of the camunination net.

Since much of the measurement

and modeling work involves queueing theory and queueing related variables such as the arrival times, service times, waiting time, mmber in
the system, etc., it is appropriate to review the state of development
of this portion of queueing theory.
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1.4

Analysis and Modeling of Networks*
The analysis of queueing systons has reached a high degree of

applicability a«J mathanatical sophistication in reoent years. However,
the problems of tardem queues or networks of queues have been found to
be untractable except for certain special cases, due to the interactions between the various queues, and tne resulting dependencies
which ccmplicate the analysis.
Aurke (BU56) made an initial contribution to the analysis of
networks of queues by proving that for a siirple Markovian queueing system, (i.e., a system with infinite queueing space, exponentially distributed service tunes, awl Poisson arrivals with an arrival rate
X), the output process is also Poisson with parameter X.

of

Thus, for

such queueing subsystems, there are no dependencies and the analysis
can be handled in a reasonably straightforward manner.

J. R. Jackson

(JA57) utilized this approach for the analysis of a network of queues,
in which each node is an independent multiserver subsystem with exponential service, and with arrivals from both within the net and frcm
the outside, (but with all inputs forming a coroosite Poisson stretin).
This sunmary of developments in the analysis of networks of queues is
rather cursory, but is intended to give an appreciation for the problans involved in the analysis of interconnected queueing systems. For
nore infounation on these topics, the reader is referred to Reich
(RE57) and Finch (FI59) which define rroessary and sufficient conditions for Burke's result, and for the analysis of sequential arrays of
queues with finite storage, to Hunt (HU56), Kleinrock (KL65) and Cox
and anith (0061). Simulation results have been described by Kleinrock
(KL64 and KL70) and by Wallace (WA66), and have included performance
evaluation as well as topological, routing, and channel capacity assigment considerations. Recent work in the analysis of closed queueing systems using the results of Gordon and Newell (G067), is also
relevant to network analysis.
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However, this analysis did not consider ehe case of message transmission through a network which requires that tiv service, i.e., serial
trananissjon, be a fixed value at each subsequent serve;..

Kleinrock

(KL64) recognized this problan and concluded that the only tractable
analyt .c approach was to assure that the message length was an exponential random variable, to be selected independently at each server,
i.e., the "independence assumption".

His original model also assumed

noise free channels, reliable nodes, single destination messages, no
detections, infinite buffering, stationär!ty of the stochastic processes, fixed routing, negligible nodal delays, and the lack of induced
traffic such as response messages, but his more recent results (KL69B)
have included the latter two effects and have anproxiitated the effect
of non-exponential service.

Other work at UQA and other research

sites have utilized simulation methods to gain insights into the queueing behavior of such ccmplicated networks, with the combination of
analytic and simulation techniques being oatiplanentary in nany cases.
There have also been several recent developments in the design of optimal (or "sub-optinied") network topologies and channel capacity assigments.

These problems typically defy a precise optimal

solution but good selection techniques have been described by Frank,
et al. (FR70) and Kleinrock (KL70) respectively.
Inplicit in any optimal network design are one or more per^
formanoe measures which have been minimized (or maximized), and the
careful selection

of these performance criteria is quite ijTfx>rtant

since any subsequent optimization is based on satisfying these primary
goals.

Kleinrock (KL64) chose the average message delay as his

IG

performanoe neasure for a store-and-forward net, and analogous response
tiire performance measures have been utilized in tüne-sharing analysis
and other job turn-around time studies.

These meaiures meet the gen-

eral requirerents of a performance metric, nanely they have a physical
ireaning or interpretation, are quantitative, and cue an indicator of
the system effectiveness.*
The close tie between (1) performance measures, (2) analytic
and simulation nodels, and (3) measuranents was brought out be Estrin
ani Kleinrock (ES67B) in a paper titltjd "Measures, Models and Measuzenents for Time-Shared Ccmputer Utilities".

The combination of these

factors is felt to be basic to the scientific method of investigation,
and will be stressed throughout this study, although our main focus
will be on the measiurement aspects of the net>rork evaluation.
1.5

The Measurement Program Associated With the ARPA Network
Performanoe measurement of the ARPA network has been

considered to be an integral part of the design requirements from the
early stages of the network development.

This concern for measurements

is due to several factors including the desire to gain insights into
network behavior, to aid in modeling aid analysis, to evaluate the network design, and to indicate areas where redesign may be needed.

In

some cases, the measurements may even indicate design parameters which
can rwt be adequately selected as a constant value, but rather should
dynardcally vary depending on the network state or traffic load.

Such

parameters would then beocro functions of the measured values, similar
Adapted from Goode, H. and R. Machol, System Engineering, McGraw-Hill,
1957, pp. 125-126.
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to the present routing table dynamic updating.

However, our initial

concerns are primarily those of performance evaluation and gaining insight into critical perfontanoe parareters.
1.6

A Statanent of the Problem Being Considered
UCIA is actively involved in the measurement and analysis of

the ARPA network behavior, and as the Network Mea-orement Centrr (1*0,
has the responsibility of defining the measurement techniques, and
performing appropriate network measurements and experiments.

Ihese

efforts closely follow Hamming's philosophy* that "the purpose of
neasuraitents is insight, not numbers 1", with the measurement results
being utilized in support of the analytic and simulation modeling efforts, the determination of network performance, and to determine any
areas in which network improvements need to be made.
The overall measurement problem can be described in several
somewhat overlapping tasks, including:
1.

Identification of the measurement needs for modeling,
simulation, perforTnance evaluation, user behavior measurement, and possible areas of dynamic control.

2.

Development of new data gathering techniques as required
by the network environment and constraints.

3.

Design of a set of measurement routines of sufficient
power and generality to be useful for an open-ended set
of experiments.

T
An often paraphrased quote attributed to R. Hamming.
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4.

Provide test cases by developing several analytical
models for experimental evaluation.

5.

Bnpirical investigation of the usefulness of the measurement facilities in both model verification and in exploratory data gathering experiments, which might then produce new insights and results in an iterative sequence
of experiments.

These tasks are felt to be necessary to provide an extensive
measuronent capability of tiie ARPA network performance, and to overcome
the limitations observed by Estrin and Kleinrock (ES67B), that
"...present methods of measurement do not allow sufficient freedom in
design of experiments on cenplex systems",

^nd "Most of the weaknesses

in the relevancy of measurements to models arises, at present, from the
unavailability of tools for making desired observations of dynamic
systans".

Hopefully, the network measurement techniques have avoided

these past limitations, and will he sufficient to meet the needs of
future experiments, ard will provide the necessary feedback to evaluate
the continuing usage of the ARPA network.
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CHAPTER 2
DEVEDDPMENT OF A SET OF NETWORK MEASUREMENTS
'ilie desire to measure and evaluate the netWDrk performance
has been one of the goals of the ARPA network since early in its conception, but because there has been little precedence in this area of
measurement, we found it necessary to consider a nurber of .aspects of
the measurement needs and related costs in the network environment.
This investigation included a survey of measurement techniques in related conputer applications, considered seme of the more fundamental
measurement concepts, attanpted to identify the areas in which measurement data were needed, and ended in the design of a set of measurement
tools for the network study.
2,1

A Survey of Related Measurement Efforts
Although few previous netvrork measurements have been made,

there were seme data gathering facilities included in the earlier experimental links between the Q-32 conputer at SDC, the TO-2 conputer at
Lincoln Labcratories, and the DEC 338 display conputer at ARPA.*

These

results were quite dependent upon the particular programs being utilized
in the experimented net, and were limited to measurements of the number
of calls, the call durations, the number of messages sent, and the number of characters sent.

Seme data was also taken on the COINS network

(GE69) by use of a program which periodically started a pseudo-user job
As reported in "An Experimental Conputer Network", Cotputer Corporation of America Iteport No. ESD-TR69-74 (AD694-055), March 1969.

Preceding page blank
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and neasured the response time.

Earlier work in oatputer system

measurenents has developed a variety of hardware and software rwording
techniques.

These efforts can be categorized into three broad classes;

(1) measurements of time-sharing system behavior, (2) medsurements of
user-ocrpiter interactions, and (3) measurements of program behavior.
We stall suntBrize some of these results which relate to the network
measurements

in the following paragraphs.

Measurements were taken on the original time-sharing systems
and were reported by Scherr (9C«J7A) and Totschek (TD65) on the MIT
Project IWC Ccrpatible Time-Shared System (CTSS) and on the System
Developtent Corporation Q-32 system respectively.

Schorr's measure-

irents were related to analytic models which he developed and included
the effects of differing time quanta and nunber of users, as well as
neasuring distributions of user think time, program sizes, and processing requireirents.

Totscheck measured the distributions of service and

interarrival times, the effect of the nvirber of simultaneous users, and
the system overhead, and the utilization of the CPU, dnm and core
memory.

Many of the enpirical distributions were found to have similar

characteristics including a range that covered severed, orders of iragnitude, with density functions that displayed long slcwly decreasinc
tails, and resulted in a standard deviation exceeding the mean value.
He also observed that other data appeared to be from a non-honogeneous
peculation, and assured that the underlying population was actually a
set of different sub-groups.
In both of these measurement efforts, the data were obtained
as a result of modifications to the operating system programs to record
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appropriate t.ünes and events for later reduction, although Scherr
discussed the feasibility of statistical reduction of the data as it was
gathered.

In oontrast to these software techniques of measuronent, one

can utilize a hardware data gathering approadi as described by Schulman
{9C67B).

This device, called a Time-Sharing System Performance Activ-

ity Recorder (TS/SPAR), was able to record up to 25f internal signals
of the IBM 360/67 CPU, rjgisters, and channels which were being physically monitored by electrical probes.

The data was then written an a

separate magnetic tape which was part of the hardware monitor.

Similar

irani'cars have beoone ccrmercially available in recent years, as have
special software nonitoring packages.

Both have strengths and limita-

tions, and as usual, a suitable mixture of such hardware and software
techniques is often found to be efficient.

A proposed experiment which

utilized such a oonfcination of techniques was the SNIIPER cotrouter
(ES67A) wnich was designed to monitor the operation of a larger prooessor by the use of hardware nrobes, but with data selection instants
being determined by special calls that had been imbedded in the program
being executed.

However, a second mode of operation was included in

the design to eliminate the need to such program modificatiori by having
the monitor ccrputer sanple the state of the larger nir.chine at aopropriate times.

This latter ncde of operation is oonplicated by difficulty

in recognizing the desired states in the object machine.
•Hie location of the measurement "probes" and the sample
timing is a non-trivial task in both the hardware and software approaches, but can be simplified in both cases if performance monitoring
is considered in the early system design phases.

2^

For exatple, the

softarfare measurcnents on the American Airlines üAUHE reservation syst«n
(EV67) were reported to have been oorplicated by the need to modify
many of the programs to obtain suitable measurement points,

the author

strongly reocmended that monitoring be included in the design of any
subsequent system programs.
Several measuranents of the user-oarputer interface have been
made tc determine the data flow, response time, and ocmrunication needs
for interactive syscan users, and include the measurements of the JOSS
system at RAND (BR67), a oemparison of three systems by Fuchs, Jackson,
and Stvtobs (FU70 and JAfi*»), as well as th? previously described papers
by Scherr and Ttotschek.

The techniques used to measure and record the

interactions included both hardware and software methods.
Ooqputer program measurements have been made by a nunber of
investigators, and have primarily utilized xjftware monitoring techniques.

The degradation of the progran running time is not nearly as

ixjportant in many re these cases s noe no real-time or interactive applications are involved, and therefore the degree of artifact ranges
frrm a few percent to ar. order of magnitude reduction in operating
speed.

The latter jases are. those in which a more detailed examination

of each program suep is required, and are fairly infrequent due to the
large overhead oost involved in obtaining such data.
A sanpling of measurements of this category includes the
proqrcjn segment size study of Batson, et al. {BA70), tha measurements
on programs under the GEOOS II operating system by Cantrell and Ellison
(CAfSA), which were extended by Ca^abell and Heffner (CA68B), the measurements on FORTRAN programs by Russell and Estrin (RltfnA), the dey^n
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of translator prograns which autcmatically introduce suitable measurement points into object code as suggested by Presser and Melkaroff
(PR69), and the survey of measurements described by Uzgalis (UZ70).
Several observations can be made cbout general similarities
in the measurenent efforts described above.

First, in almost all cases,

significant systan performance degradations were disoovered and corrected.

A seoond cannon feature was the frequent occurrence of dis-

tributions with ejcponential-like shapes, but often with a higher coefficient of variation than the exponential density, and thirdly, the
general agreement that measurement facilities should be built into the
original system design rather than being an add-on or later system
modification.
2.2

Some Fundamental Ooncepts of Measurement
A given digital system can be defined by describing either

its detailed structure, i.e., the hardware and software corponent parts
and their interconnection, or by describing the system activity, i.e.,
the state vtctor transitions for all possible system states and input
stimuli.

Neither of these can be ocupletely measured or defined for

systems of any significant ccrplexity, so that measurements typically
record some subset of the system behavior, and the experimenter must
then draw conclusions or inferences frcm this limited set of observations.

The art of measurement is then to obtain the necessary informa-

tion about the system behavior from a relatively small set of data
points.
The type of measurement information which is desired will
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depend on the intended purpose of the measuranents, and may vary
considerably depending on whether we wish to determine if the system
performs as specified, or to determine the limiting factors in the system perfonrance.

In either case, the observed system behavior will be

only a subset of the state vector infornation, which will be sanpled
at seme subset of the state transitions.

This notion can be seen in

Figure 2.2.1 which shows a hypothetical system activity diagram in
terms of the state vector at sequential setps in time.*

If we include

the input stimuli in the state vector, then such an activity diagram
would uniquely define the systan behavior if the observations were made
over a sufficiently long time interval.
Measurements can be oonveniently related to such an activity
diagram, with the "ocrplete set" of measurement data being the ertire
activity record.

More typically, one samples the activity data in

"space" and time, (where "space" refers to the state vector spaoe).
For exanple, the snap-shot measurements which we shall consider in
Section 2.5.2 are a set of selected state vector ccrponents which are
recorded at 800 msec, time intervals; and therefore establishes a given
space-time resolution level for the resulting sampled data.

Some of

the other measuranents can be considered to generate additional state
vector ccrponents, such as the accunalated oounts of messages handled
or histograms of message size.

These new state vector ccrponents would

be periodically read-out and reset to zero, and might incliide counts,
sums, max or min values, most recent value, or inter-event times.

In

This approach is bused on the system activity theory of Klir (KL67).
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sate other instances, the data would be read-out ba^ed on Jxc occurrence
of sane particular s/stem state (or event), with the to*) situations
being generalized if clock values are considered to be part of the state
vector.

In fact, this assuiption that the clock value is part of the

state vector allows us to generalize all of our measuranent techniques
into one cannon activity representation, namely that sane subset of the
state vector is to be recorded at each occurrence of sane other state
vector corponent.

Since we will only be recording oatponents of the

state vector at the time of the sanple, any previous state infomatiai
nust be carried along as an extension to the basic state vector.

For

exariple, if we desire a count of the nunber of message inputs, we would
include an N-bit component in the rftate vector, and would increment
this field at each message input.

Other records of past history such

as histograms, or running suns would be handled similarly.
A more subtle measurement concept is that of observability of
the desired state ccrponents.

Since the data is to be taken upon the

occurrence of a predefined state vector corponent. we may or may not be
able to find meaningful data in some other ccrponent of interest deperxiircj on possible depertlencies of the two ootfwnents.

For example,

if corponent A can occur only when ootponent B is equal to zero, and if
the measuranent is triggered on the occurrence of oonponent A, then the
measured value of B would always be zero.

Such a situation actually

occurs in the network measuranents due to the relative priorities of
the task queue and the background routines.
Other aspects in the selection of a suitable set of state
vector corponent measuranents are those of necessary sets of
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measurements and sufficient sets of measurertents.

For exanple, if we

are interested in the behavior of three randan variables, x, y and z
where we knew that z = x + y, it is sufficient to measure the irean
value of any two to cotpute the mean of the third, but we need statistics on all three (or exact dependence information) to obtain variance
data on the three variables.

An increasing amount of information is

therefore necessary if we have dependent randan variables.

The ideal

set of measurements is then the minimal sec of values which is both
necessary and sufficient for the desired measurement objective.

How-

ever, such a mathematically precise approach is not generally feasible
due to imprecise descriptions, and the constraints and trade-offs involved in the design of the set of measurements.

These constraints in-

valve the oosts of iflplementing the measurements, including the manpower effort and the usage of system resources, as well as the allowable degradation of the system performance due to the presence of the
measurement facilities.

The trade-offs involve nany of these same

factors, but consider the possible alternatives with the constraint
boundaries.

We will consider such trade-offs in the design of tlie ARPA

network measurements in subsequent sections of this study.
2.3

Identification of the Measurement Needs
The network measurement efforts have been directed towards

serving a variety of measurement needs.

In one aspect, the entire net-

work is considered to be an experiment, and the measurements are to
evaluate its usage and degree of success.

In a second role, the meas-

urements cure to determine the performance level of the existing network
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and to ensure that it meets the original design goals, while another
aspect is to determine the areas in which these goals should be changed.
In this effort, the measurement functions are closely related to the
analytic and Simulation modeling work, since each can ocrplenent the
other in gaining \nsight into netxork behavior and in developing new
techniques c^. network flew oontrol to improve performanoe.
Since the delay which a message encounters in going through
the network is a primary performanoa measure, we cure particularly concerned with delay-related measurements.

These include measurements of

the overall end-to-end messag» delays, the oorponents of the delay due
to seriell transmission, queueing, retransmission, etc., and the effect
of system parameters such as channel barriwidth, priority classification, and packet lengths on the message delay.

We are also concerned

with measurements of the measage length distributions and the site-tosite traffic requirements t:ince these data are needed for analytic and
simulation modeling of delay-related network functions such as routing,
channel capacity, and network topology designs.

Other measurements

which will provide needed data for such designs include time-of-day
load variations, the peak buffer storage requirements, the allocation
of buffers between store-and-forwand and reassembly functions, and the
routing effectiveness in avoiding loops and in bifurcating flew in
heavy traffic oonditions.
The above cement of using message delay as the primary performanoe measure needs further clarification since the message delay is
actually a random variable.

Therefore, we must utilise sane attribute

of the underlying distribution as the performance measure if we are to
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have meaningful and quantitative measure of performance.

The use of

the average delay is most ccnron in the literature, but is not necessarily sufficient for the total design.

For example, we are also in-

terested in some measure of the variation in the delay (such as the
variance or the 90th percentile) and therefore, need more than just
average delay infontation.

In many cases, we shall attenpt to measure

actual distributions to obtain this additional information, especially
since such information is of value in the modeling efforts as well.
These measurements should include distributions of message lengths,
packet lengths, queueing delays, buffer requirements, and of course,
the message delay itself.
Many of these measurements are associated with the queueing
phenomena since it can cause a significant portion of the total delay,
and can be modified by appropriate strategies in selecting the queue
and servioe disciplines.

Such changes sue less expensive than brute

force increases in comnunication line bandwidth or processor speed, and
may acaatplish similar reductions in the effective message delays.
There are several

ways of measuring queueing congestion including

measurements of the time in the queueing system, the nunber in the system, and the busy period of the server.

The first tw factors are of

concern to us since they directly relate to the message delays and the
buffer requirements, and will therefore be part of our measurement requirements.

The busy period is difficult to interpret in such a con-

text, so it was not considered to be of particular interest.
The desire to utilize the measurement facilities and data to
improve the network design can be considered to be a feedback process
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in which design deficiencies are detected and subsequently rorrected.
Such deficiencies would not necessarily mean that the original design
was poorly done, but could be due to changing demands on the network,
or in other cases could be a matter of fine-tuning the network parameters.*

Of course, gross-tuning would also be accorplished if im-

balances existed in the overall system, e.g., if the store-and-forward
processor could not support the transmission speeds of the comnunication lines.

Tlie occurrenoe of such "bottlenecks" will be the subject

of certain exploratory measurements which will search for exceptional
conditions, in addition to gathering informaHon about the overall
network behavior.
2.4

The Design of a Set of Network Measurements
TTie general design goal of the network measurement effort

was to provide a flexible set of measurement tools which would allow
an experimenter to evaluate various aspects of the network behavior,
without having to solicit the assistance of other network sites, and
without introducing an excessive burden on the UlP's and comnunicacion
facilities.

These measurements were to be designed to support the pre-

viously described needs of network performance evaluation and providing
insight and feedback for the development of analytic and simulation
models of network behavior, and several of these design considerations
are discussed in the following paragraphs.
»

Parameters which vary with loading might be made self-adaptive by
introducing a continual measurement and feedback loop in the design.
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a.

A priori expectations;

Due to the fact that the network

consists primarily of time-shared computer facilities, we took advantage of previous mtiasurement results (regarding terminal-to-ccrputer
message lengths aid response times) in the design of the data gathering
techniques.
b.

Time and space distribution of measurgnents;

A spectrum

of measurement techniques is possible ranging fron taking very detailed
measuranents at a single node, to taking more gross measurements across
the entire netvork.

Ihe measurement facilities of the ARPA network

cover a large portion of this spectrum by means of selective control
over the data gathering routines which are enabled at the various IMP's,
but are limited by several factors including (1) the rate at which the
destination HOST can accept the data, (2) the bandwidth required for
the data transmission, and (3) the resulting bias in the measurement
data due to the use of the network for trananission.
Our experience has indicatüd that extensive data can be
accumilated simultaneously fron our three nearest neighbor IMF's, or
fron an arbitrary pair of IMF's, but that severe performance degradation occurs when eight or ten IMF's are monitored siioultaneously.

Of

course, these figures should be considered to be guidelines rather than
well defined limits, since the measurement effects are quite dependent
upon the type of measurements being made and the other network utilization at the time.
c.

Hardware versus software measurement techniques? Hardware

itteasurement techniques have the advantage of introducing little or no
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degradation to the system being nonitored.

However, the techniques

have limited versatility and do not have ready access to data that are
kept in software formats.

For exaitple, packet lengths can be deter-

mined fron a pair of buffer pointers, but these pointers are kept in
core locations, and therefore, the hardware probes could not assess the
values without the aid of special software support.

The need for such

software support in either case, as well as the oost and inflexibility
of the hardware monitoring techniques, led to the adoption of an entire
software monitoring approach.
d.

Transmission of the measurement data;

Ihe data must be

transmitted to the experimenter for analysis, and preferably this
transmission should be in a near real-time manner to allow interactive
experimentation.

The logical choice of transmission media is to use

the network itself, and indeed, this was the selected mode of operation,
although it introduced artifact considerations which will be discussed
later.

The alternative of storing the data for transmission during off

hours would require a bulk store

facility at each IMP, or H3ST assist-

ance in such storage, and neither weis felt to be a desirable alternative.

However, the interactive experimentation which one can perform

with a real-time feedback of the resulting data has been found to be
extremely beneficial, if not absolutely necessary, and other alternatives which do not provide such feedback are of questionable utility.
e.

Artifact considerations;

Transmitting the measurement

data in the regular message stream introduces perturbations in several
portions of the data.

Any message statistics, such as length
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distributions and site-to-site traffic are biased due to these data
messages, as are the statitstics on round trip delays, buffer utilization, and modem channel traffic.

A more subtle artifact is introduced

in the irput handling characteristics of the IMP, since any full buffer
must be servioed and an empty buffer linked in its place before the
next message starts to arrive on that channel.

This oondition can

occur simultaneously on all input channels, so the code involved in the
input servicing must be kept to a minimum.

For this reason, statistics

are taken at the modem outputs rather than the inputs whenever possibla
A third form of artifact of oonoem is the creation of disruptive oonditicns in a situation when they would not otherwise occur.
FOr exanple, if statistics messages create a shortage of buffers at the
Network Measurement Center IMP, that IMP becomes blocked for subsequent
messages to its HOST.

Neighboring IMP's may then have their stnre-and-

forward buffer supply exhausted as they fail to reoeive acknowledgements on packets sent to the WC.*

Fortunately, this condition does

not persist due to time-out periods which allow such messages to be
discarded, but the transient effect could easily occur if the experiments are not carefully designed to avoid surfi conditions.

These and

other artifact considerations will be discussed in more detail in
Section 3.4.
f.

Data ocrtpaction and selection tediniques;

The concern

for minimizing the data transnission requirements for statistics
The analysis of such blocking and oongestion effects has been considered as another part of the UCIA network research, and has been
reported by Zeigler and Kleinrock (ZE71).
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messages leads one to utilize data compacting techniques such as total
counts, averages, histogräns, etc. instead of transmitting the raw data
satples.

Ihe need for processing in such data cotpaction cchores re-

sults in a trade-off between data conpression and data transmission,
with the optimal balance of the t>ro being determined by their costs and
the value of the resulting data to the experimenter.

The problem is

complicated by the fact that the measurement tools are designed for an
open set of experiments, such that the designer must make decisions
based on an incorplete knowledge of the total requirements.

No guide-

lines can be given for these decisions other than ocrrnon sense, intuition, and close ooordination with the expected users of the measurement
facilities.

In the ARPA network measurements, we were only concerned

with determining the general shapes of density functions, and with
estimates of average values to the order of ± 10%.

However, these same

facilities did allow us to precisely verify the measurement capabilities
on known traffic experiments, due to the combination of histograms,
total word counts, etc.
Our primary application of data conpacting techniques, in the
sense of reducing a set of data values to some considerably smaller set
of numbers, was in the usage of histograms for message and packet
lengths, and total counts of the vrords transmitted, the nuirber of acknowledgements, RPNM's, retransmissions, etc., and averages of round
trip times.

However, an even more important aspect of minimizing the

data transnission is the careful selection of what data is to be collected.

These considerations enter into both the design of the meas-

urement package itself, and the design of the individual experiments.
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Our measurement to:>ls were separated into several types, each of which
can be selectively ouiabled or disabled at any IMP.

Itierfore, only a

subset of the measur»5tient facilities would be enabled at a selected set
of nodes, resulting in a considerable reduction in the data transnission artifact and also minimizing the data retrieval and reduction
problem at the NMC.
An additional technique to minimize the data transmission
requirenent is to use a "report by exception" method.

Ihis technique

results in data being sent only when a certain change has been noted
fron seme stored set of values, and in one sense, only sends data wlvn
something interesting has happened.

The method requires additional

storage for the set of ocrparison values, and additional processing for
the ocrparison operations, but of more ooncem, it requires a precise
definition of what is of interest, and may result in a huge nurrbor of
"exception reports" when unusual circumstances such as line errors or
buffer congestion occur.

These are situations in which one certainly

does not want to send a multitude of statistics messages, and althouqh
logic could be built in to send no more often than every N seconds, the
added conplexity detracts from the desirability of the method.

Our

usage of the technique was limited to reporting arrived times (only
sent when arrivals occur) and traces (only sent when certain flags cure
set), but in general the measurement philosophy was more one of "take
the data every N seconds, and discard it at the NNC if it is not of
interest".

This approach also has the advantage of placing the deter-

mination cf what is "of interest" in a local facility where it can be
modified depending on the particular experiment being conducted.
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g.

Data reduction and analysis;

iTift design of the data

reduction and artalysis methods snuld be considered in an overall design
to avoid inocppatabilities with thr data aoquisiticn methods.

In the

case of the ARPA netvork statistics messages, each message had tag infonnation which identifies its source, its type of measurement data and
the IMP clock value.

Information can be retrieved by selecting mes-

sages based on these tag fields and then indexing to the appropriate
data field within the message.

Our present teciinique is to forrat the

desired information, and print it out with suitable annotation to provide a readable sunmary of the measurcnent data.

Most -»xtensive data

reduction and analysis technigues oould be utilized, particularly when
such resources beoome available via the network.
2.5

The Set of Measurement Tools
The measurement facilities can be categorized into three

classes; (1) those within the TIP, (2) those that have been developed
at the NMC (UCLA), and (3) those available in cooperating HDST sites.
The IMP generated statistics consist of accunulated statistics, snapshots, trace data, arrival times, and status reports and the IMP also
has the capability of artificial traffic generation.

The NMT facilities

include a more extensive artificial traffic generation capability,
having either deterministic or pseudc-random message lengths and intermessage tunes, as well as the ability to enable to disable the various
E1P statistics generators, to scan the netvaork for interesting traffic
activity, and to perform reduction and print-cut of annotated data
summaries.

Ihe cooperating HOST facilities are primarily a future
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expectation rather than a present capability, but some oooperative work
has been done, particularly with SRI.

Future oooperative experiments

may include the measurement of HOST induced delays and total user
cmmand-to-response round trip d 3 lays

as well as the usage of remote

site data reduction and display techniques for data analysis.
Each of the measurement facilities is described in some detail in the following sections starting with the IMP generated statistics.

Ihe IMP generates these data messages in a set of background

(low priority) programs which are selectively enabled as needed.

The

statistics are sent to the N!C at periodic time intervals from the
"fake HOST" mechanian in the IMP's, although being low priority programs, their generation can be delayed considerably if the IMP beocmes
congested.

The individual TIP statistics programs are suttnarized in

Sections 2.5.1 to 2.5.6, and the reader is referred to tho BEN description of their nechanization if more detail is desired.*
2.5.1

Accunulated Statistics
The accunulated statistics routine has been utilized noro

freq

"tly than any of the other measurement tools, since it provides a

sunnary report of the activity at each node where such statistics have
been enabled.

These data reports include histograms of the lengths of

any HOST-to-IMP or IMP-to-HOST messages, and of packets which were
transmitted on the modem output lines, as well as oounts of ACK's,
RFtW's, input errors, retransmissions, total words sent, and other data
BBN Report No. 1822, "Specification for the Connection of a HDST and
an IMP, "Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 1970.
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of conoem.

Each such data mcssaqo represents the activity over a

12.8 second interval, this period being determined primarily by the
conoem for oounter overflow.

The data is sent to the Network Measuro-

n«nt Center as a 390 byte message, which is then inspected and either
discarded, printed, or put in a file for further data corpacting.

When

printed, the data is annotated, reformatted, and in sane instances additional values are oonputed, with a resulting print-out as shorn in
Figure 2.5.1.

The various fields of this data format are described

below.
Part 1 of the data gives message size statistics for both
HDST-to-IMP and IMP-to-HOST data transfers.

(In cases where more than

one HOST share the sane IMP, these data are the amposite of all such
transfers.)

Ihe statistics on single packet messages are accunulated

in a logarithmic scale histogran, while multipacket traffic is recorded
as a uniform interval histogram.

The average nurber of words in the

last packet of a message is also given, which in many ca-.es, allows one
to nore precisely compute the actual message lengths.

In the example

shown, there were a total of 220 messages received frnn the HOSTS, of
which 208 were single packet messages and twelve were two packets in
length.

A single message was sent to the HOST, namely this statistics

message which can be seen to consist of four packets v/ith only six
words in the fourth packet for a total message length of:
length = 3 • 63 + 6 = 195 IMP words.
The second part of Figure 2.5.1 shews tJiat these 220 messages
were split fairly evenly between six destinations.

Ihese sites were

st lected as destinations of the artificial traffic to shew the
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difference in delays when messages are sent through several store-andforward ncdes.

TTie locatiuis of these sites relative to UCIA are shown

in Figure 1.3.1, and the round trip times can be reasonably well correlated with the topological locations, even though subsequent investigation showed that the packet routing was not as expected.
The round trip tunes are measured fron the receipt of the
first packet of the message at the originating IMT, until the receipt
of the RFNM by this IMP.

(The RfNM is generated by the destination IMP

when the first packet has been accepted by the HOST.)

The data values

cure accunulated as a sun of round trip times and a count of the number
of round trips, with the average being catrouted at the WC.
The selection of the clock resolution for the round trip
times was found to be quite important.

Initially the 25.6 msec. IMP

clock was utilized, but this was too coarse since many round trip times
are of the order of 20 msec.

The alternative 100 usec. clock was then

utilized, and while the resulting resolution was very good, the 16-bit
total count frequently overflowed.

On some tests, this overflew could

be detected and corrected by reasonableness checks, but for experiments
involving hundreds of round trips, such correction was not possible.
"Hie clock resolution was then changed to 0.8 msec, by an IMP code
change which shifted the 100 usec. clock value by three bit positions
prior to recording the time.

The 0.8 msec, resolution is quite adequate

for the round trip times, and avoids any overflow until a total round
trip time of 52.5 seoonds has been exceeded.

Even this range is sub-

ject to overflow in some cases, e.g., for 1000 round trips with an
average round trip time of more than 52.5 msec, but such overflow
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should be correctable in most cases.
Part 3 lists the activity for each HOST, both real and fake,
the latter being referred to as GHOST*s.

The table helps to determine

which HDST's contributed to the coqposite HOST-to-IMP behavior as recorded in Parts 1 and 2.

The "fake HOST's" are those listed previously

in Section 1.3.
The activity on the individual modem channels is reoordec in
Part 4.

HFT.Tf) and IHY (I Heard You) messages are sent periodically,

and proper counts indicate that the lines are active.

(The HELLO mes-

sage is oortüned with the routing table update message.)

The "iPKTS

RECVD" toted includes these HELLO messages, and any ACK's and RFNM's
that have been received, as well as the nunber of actual message
packets that have been received (both those received successfully and
any having check sun errors.)

Other data include the number of RFNM's

sent, the total number of data words sent, the number of times an
arrival found the free storage list empty, and in such cases, the number of times that an unacknowledged store-and-forward packet was discarded to free an input buffer.

Each of these items arc recorded

separately for the various modem channels connected to the IMP, except
for the number of retransmissions.

No information is kept as to the

channel on which a packet was originally sent, so when retransmissions
are required, only a conposite total is kept.
If we consider the data fron channel 1 (to SRI) we see that a
toted of 335 packets were received, consisting of the 23 IHY's, 156
RFNM's (for which the 156 ACK's were sent), and 156 ACK's (fron the
packets sent via SRI).

These values agree within one count to that of
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Part 5, but the data for channel 3 (to RAND) do not, because of the 65
ACK's sent, when about 40 vculd have been expected.

This effect can

not be resolved fron the accmtiulated data at one site due to the lack
of additional input data.

Such data is not available because of the

input time constraints described in Section 2.4 (e).
The final section of Figure 2.5.1 shows logarithmic scale
histograms of packet lengths on each modem channel.

Only the message

content of the transmissions are recorded in these histograms, i.e.,
they do not include the HELLO, IHY, ACK, or RFTW traffic.

The choice

of the logarithmic scale was due to the a priori expectations on the
length distribution and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
The various portions of the accumulated data can be utilized
together to develop a reasonably good picture of the activity over the
12.8 second interval.

In the example of Figure 2.5.1

we know the

total number of messages fron the HOST, their final destinations, and
their average round trip times.

Ihe HDST-IMP histograms give us in-

formation of the message size distribution, and in the modem channel
histograms give similar data for the packet size distribution as well
as channel utilization information.

In this example, the modem channel

statistics shew that more packets were sent via SRI than was expected
from the routing table at the UCIA IMP, which would normally send
about half of these packets via RAND.

Such data can lead the experi-

menter to probe further into the cause of such behavior, but to do so,
he needs the routing table information which is contained in another
set of measurements called snap-shots.
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2.5.2

Snap-Shot Statistics
Each snap-shot statistics message oontains the queue lengths

ard the routing table information for that particular IMP and that particular instant of time.

These values are recorded and sent at 0.82

second intervals, this time period being a reasonable oonprtxnise between the desire to see a time-sequence of state changes, and the conflicting desire to reduce the artifact caused by sending the statistics
too frequently.

Like all of the other measurement tools, the snap-

shots can be enabled or disabled at each individual PIP.
Before describing the snap-shot measurements of the queue
lengths, sate background is needed on the internal operation of the IMP
and the interconnections of the various queues within the IMP.

Figure

2.5.2 shows a simplified picture of this queue structure, which includes the high priority task queues,* and the hierarchy of queues for
the modem and HOST output channels.

Each modem output channel also

has a SENT queue which holds the packets which have been transmitted,
but not yet acknowledged.

When an ACK is received, the appropriate

packet buffer is returned to the free storage list, but if no ACK is
received by the end of the tijne-out period (of about 100 msec.), the
packet is retransmitted.
The buffer handling statistics are divided into two classes;
(1) store-and-forward buffers for the modem output functions, and (2)
Ihe task queue is a linked list of service requests for routing of
packets, routing updates, acknowledgement handling, etc. Its priority
is such that the background snap-shot routine will be deferred any
time that a task requires service, and therefore it is not measurable
by this method.
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2
z

reassembly buffers for the messages which are to be sent to the local
HOST.

Upper lijnits are set on each of these two functions, and thc^r

total is presently limited to 41 buffers.*
A typical formatted and annotated snap-shot print-out is
shewn in Figure 2.5.3, with this particular message being the state of
the SRI IMI during a test in which a moderately heavy traffic load was
being sustained between ÜCIA and Utah.

Part 4 of the data shows that

six store-and-forward buffers are in use, and the utilization of these
buffers is shewn in Part 2, where one buffer is on the regular output
queue to Utah, another is on the priority queue, three are on the SENT
queues, and the sixth buffer is the one being transnitted.
The third part of the print-out shews the routing table at
the instant the snap-shot was taken, which includes; (1) the HOP#, i.e.,
the nuirber of store-and-forward "links" to get to the various destinations, (2) the estiJTiated delay to get to the other sites (in arbitrary
units of delay), (3) the best modem channel to take to get to the various sites, and (4) the status of each HOST.

It should be noted that

although the routing tables are based on the outpaL queue lengths, the
routing updates and snap-shots occur at different times, so one can not
necessarily correlate the two sets of values.
*

There are actually a total of about 70 buffers in the IMP, but several
are dedicated to high priority functions such as input handling, and
others form a contingency pool to avoid deadlock conditions. More
detailed information on this and other IMP functions can be found in
Reference HE70.
These two accountings of the buffers do not always agree since the
snap-shot data values are gathered as a low priority background
routine, and therefore nay be preempted. Such preemption can result
in differing values when the routine is continued at a later time.
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Figure 2.5.3, A lypical Snep-Shot Print-Out
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"Hie snap-shot measurements were developed primarily with
routing measurements in mind, but have also been found to be useful for
other experiments involving the queueing behavior of the IMF's.

Some

exanples of these experiments will be given in Chapters 4 and 5.
2.5.3

Trace Statistics
The trace capability allows one to literally follow a message

through the network, and ro learn of the route which it takes and the
delays which it encounters.

However, it is one of the more occrplicated

of the measurement data formats to describe because the interpretation
of the data depends on the function of the IMP handling the message,
i.e., either source, store-and-forward, or destination, as well as
depending on the possibility of retransmissions or multiple copies of
packets.
A typical store and forward situation will, when traced,
result in a record of (1) the dme of arrival, (2) the time at which
the message is prooessed, i.e., put on ein output queue, (3) the time at
which transmission is initiated, and f4) the time when the ACK is received.

In the case of a retrananission, this latter time is the time

of retransmission, and is so iiKicated by a tag bit in the data block.
At the destination IMP, this fourth word is the time at which the P1Pto-HOST transmission was ccmpleted.

All times are recorded in terms of

a clock with a 100 usec. resolution, and with a full scale range of
about 6.5 seconds (for a 16-bit word).
The other information in the trace data message includes the
output channel (if on a modem channel), the HOST number, or the "fake
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HOST" nixtoer plus three, as well as the entire header of the packet.
The header contains the source, the destination, the link nmtoer, the
message ramber, the packet number, and the priority/non-priority status.
A typical trace data message is shewn in Figure 2.5.4, which
records the times of the various events at the SDC IMP, which also happens to the destination of the message.

The message was four packets

in length, and was sent from HOST *0 at ÜCIA on link nurtoer one.

(The

GHOST 3 destination is the "fake HOST* which is used to discard artificial traffic.

Such discarding is necessary to generate the RFNM for

the logic link.)
The interarrival times can be obtained from the T{IN) data,
and indicate the presence of sane interferenae traffic since the packets
are otherwise contiguous at 23.0 msec, intervals.

Since this data

nessage is from the destination IMP, the values of T(QUEUE) are the
times at which the packets were placed on the reassembly queue, and a
catparison of the clock readings shows that the transnission to the
discard "fake HOST" did not begin until after the last packet of the
message was received, i.e., the entire message had been reassembled.
The value of T(*) is the time at vhich the transmission to the HOST was
conpleted, with the discard "fake HOST" accepting a full packet of data
in about 2.5 msec.

Similar trace data could have been obtained at each

IMP which handled the ittessage, although the data content would have differed in some aspects as described earlier.
An IMP will generate trace data if it handles a packet with
its trace bit set arri if the trace function has been enabled at that
particular IMP.

The traoe bit in the packet header can be set in
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either of two ways; (1) if the trace bit was set in the leader of the
iressage as reoeived frcm the HOST, or (2) by means of the autotrace
feature of the measurements.

The latter function allows one to trace

every Nth message originating at one or more IMF's.
It is inportant to note that the various statistics messages
are irdeed "messages", and therefore are included in the autotrace
count, and will be traced if they are so chosen.

The frequent status

report lYjssages* have therefore lessened the value of the autotrace
feature for use in monitoring the early network usage on a "report by
exception" basis.

That is, one could have otherwise obtained data on

network message transmissions without a continual polling of the network nodes.
2.5.4

Arrival Time Data
The times at which packets arrive on a specified channel can

be recorded by selectively turning on this measurenent routine.

The

arrival tijnes are in terms of a clock with 100 ysec. resolution and
will be sent to the preselected destination at ].6 second intervals.
The allocated buffering is such that no more than sixty such arrivals
can be recorded in the 1.6 second period, but this is not a problem
since the statistic of interest is the interarrival time, and losing
sera arrivals n^erely reduces the sample size sonewhat.

*The status report messages are described in Section 2.5.5.
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2.5.5

Status Reports
Reports are sent to a specified HOST (most often the IMP

Teletype at BEN) to indicate the status of the IMF's, the HOST'S, and
the data transnission lines.

Ihese reports are sent at 52 second

intervals if the status has changed, or otherwise at 14 minute
intervcils.
2.5.6

Pseudo-Message Generator
Each IMP can be utilized as a source of periodic messages

referred to as pseudo-messages since they have no actual information
content.

Such messages are useful as artificial traffic in network

loading tests, for use as periodic traced messages for delay sampling,
and for any other tests in which one desires knom selectable message
characteristics.
The control parameters allow the experimenter to select the
length of the message fron 0 to 777

16-bit words, the period at which

the message is sent in 25.6 increments of time (subject to having received any previous RFNM), the destination of the messages, the link
nunfcer, and to set the trace bit if traces are desired.

These param-

eters are single valued, e.g., the message generator cannot send to
more than one destination at a time nor can it send on more than one
link at a time.
The pseudo-messages originate from "fake HOST" *3, and
typically are sent to the discard "fake HOST" at some other side.

This

discard HOST accepts messages at a rate of about one 16-bit word every
40 ysec, although being a lew priority bakeground routine, the discard
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routine is subject to preenption, and therefore the effective discard
rate may be considerably slower when the IMP is very active.
2.5.7

Network Measurement Center Control Prograns
Several routines have been written at UCLA to control the

data gathering and reduction processes, and have been integrated into
an overall measurement control program of considerable flexibility and
generality.

This program consists of routines which (1) accept meas-

urement data fron the network, (2) control its processing and print
out, and (3) handle the initialization, control and termination of
tests.

Ihe data handling routine is a FORTRAN nrogram which formats

and prints out the measurement statistics generated by the IMF's.

The

program uses a number of assembly language subroucines which interface
with the system monitor and control the interrupts, the clock and the
IMP interface.
The measurement program is controlled from the operator's
console in a manner similar to that used to set up experiments at the
IMP console.

For example, the experimenter would type SNAP

followed by 5

(NL)

(NL;

if he wished to have only every fifth snap-shot

data message printed out.

Pfe has similar control capabilities for the

accumulated statistics and trace data messages, as well as having control over the destination of the data (the line printer or magnetic
tape), the source of the data (frcm the IMP or magnetic tape), and
other optional features such as a decimal "dunp" print-out of the received data.
Ihe measuranent prograra can be utilized in a time-sharing
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environment, but for extensive data gathering and traffic generation
oxperünents, it is operated as a dodicatou system function.

Most of

the tests which have been run as part of this research have required
the latter type of operation, although the use of the tine-sharing is
also a very pwoerful mode of operation since it provides auxiliary
services to the measurement activity.

"ITiese capabilities, both within

the UCIA HOST and at other network facilities, will be utilized extensively in future network monitoring and data analysis.
2.5.8

NMT Artificial Traffic Generation
One of the routines which the IWC control program can call

is the artificial traffic generator.

This routine allows the user to

specify which of the 63 possible generators that he wishes to utilize,
and to define the destination, the initial message length, the final
message length, the increments for successive runs, the duration of the
run in milliseconds, and the number of messages sent on each link.

If

a non-zero length increment has been specified, the experiment will
terminate after the end message length has been run, but for a zero
increment value, it will create continuous traffic until stepped from
the operator's console.

Statistics on the artificial traffic can also

be printed out on the console at the operator's request.
The artificial traffic can be either deterministic, (predefined message lengths and transnission intervals) or can be stochastic with pseudo-random message lengths and/or intertransmission
times.

In the NMT implementation, these two variables are selected

from tables of random digits having the desired distribution shape; and
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parameters.

(Run-time generation of sucii randan variables was too time

oonsuning due to the lack of floating point hardware on the UCIA
Sigma 7.)
The operation of the artificial traffic generator involves
additional logic to ensure that transmission are not attenpted on any
link that is blocked, i.e., that is vaiting for a RFTOI from a previous
transnission.

If nC' link is free for use, the next time interval. At,

is selected f ran the random nuntoer table and the program waits At
seconds to retry the transmission.

A notf message length is selected

for each tranauission fron a table of randan lengths, thereby providing
the desired distribution of message lengths.

The two tables are inde-

pendent and can be initialized separately to have different distributions for the intertran&mission times and message lengths.

Doth tables

are circular, i.e., the pointers wrap around from the botton of the
list back to the top, but are of differing lengths to avoid a cyclic
repetition each time through the lists.
Artificial traffic can be sent to any destination since the
leader information can be supplied separately for subsets of links.
However, the network traffic loading patterns that can be obtained by
such traffic are limited by the topology of the network, and by the
proximity of the nodes and lines to the NMC.

For example, the inter-

arrival times of messages can be reasonably well controlled at the
UCLA IMP to observe the queueing and alternate routing behavior, but
little control can be maintained over these factors at other nodes due
to the approximately equal input and output data rates.

(Alternate

routing effects can provide transient caiditions in which the input
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and output rates cure not equal, but these effects can not be well
controlled as part of an experiment.)
The serial transnission time of the HOST-to-IMP interface
also tends to limit the degree of control over the interarrival times
of messages at the IMP, but since the transnission rate is tmoe that
of the IMP-to-IMP modem channels, the effect has not been a serious
problem in the establishment of high traffic levels.

Hcwever, the

queue which may form on the HOST side of this interface will result in
a tandem queue system which Is particularly difficult to analyze.

This

effect will be discussed further in Section 5.3.1.
Since the modem channel requires about 5 to 20 msec, to
service a typical short message, the artificial traffic generator must
be able to provide new arrivals with at least this frequency.

The need

to provide seme control over the arrivals, e.g., to have approximately
exponential interarrival times, requires a higher resolution timer and
the 2 msec, clock of the Sigma 7 was used for this purpose.

Such arti-

ficial traffic generation required the dedicated use of the machine,
since these real-time functions could not be performed in a timesharing environment.
2.5.9

HOST Cooperation in Measurements
Although a measurement ground rule was that we would not

require the assistance of the various HOST catputers to obtain data,
HOST cooperation can add significantly to the confidence in the measurements.

An early exartple of such cooperation is described in the

experiment of Section 4.2.1 in which John Melvin of SRI modified his
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progran to record the console activity.
well with the neasuranent results.

Ihe data correlated quite

Further discussions of their mode

of operation clarified other aspects of the data such as the predcminanoe of 5 word packets and 5 packet messages.

Such cooperation will

hopefully lead to more extensive measurement of HOST related network
activities.
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CHAPTER 3
DMCA GATHERING AND REDUCTION TFCHNIQUES
The network measurervent package includes a variety of
monitoring techniques such as obtaining counts, averages, histograms,
event times, and traces of store-and-forward flow.

The use of a spec-

trum of measurement methods was required to meet the wide range of
interests of the measurement project, including design verification
tests, performance evaluation, support of the analytic and simulation
modeling efforts, and gaining insights into potential network inprovements.

Some of the results of these tests and evaluations will be pre-

sented in Chapter 4, but first we shall describe the techniques that
were developed for gathering and reducing the data.
3.1

Time Sequence Data
Many of the network functions of interest can be considered

to be stochastic processes (i.e., time sequences of randan variables).
These functions include queueing processes, routing effects, blocking
effects, and the randan nature of the user-conputer carmunications.
The time element is an important factor in each of these areas, since
the sequence in which events occur can alter the resulting behavior to
a considerable degree.

Therefore in many cases we will be more oon-

cemed with following the sequence of such events rather than measuring
averages or distributions.

Preceding page blank
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3.1.1

Queue Lengths as a Function of Time
The detailed time behavior of queue lengths is not of

particular conoem, but we are interested in a more gross time scale
for the effects on routing and possible blocking conditions.

Indeed,

the detailed queue behavior is not measurable by our methods due to the
relatively short period in which the queue lengths can change.
packet of 1008 bits can be transnitted over the 50 Kbit/sec.

A full
line in

about 20 msec., while our snap-shot measurements of queue lengths occur
only every 820 msec, which is as frequently as they can occur without
introducing an excessive transmission artifact.

However, the snap-shot

timing is satisfactory for investigating longer term phenanena such as
congestion periods and their effect on routing and blocking, as well as
the effectiveness of time-outs and alternate routing in circumventing
b.locked or defective lines or nodes.
3.1.2

Routing Table iMeasurements
Each IMP maintains its cwn routing table which it updates

about every half second using nearest neighbor estimates of delay to
each destination.

This procedure is adaptive, although it is not

optimal or even necessarily stable.

An example of an instability in

routing is the simple case in which node A routes messages to node B to
be forwarded to their destination C, and node B thinks that the best
path to get to C is via node A.
between A and B.

A ping-oonging effect would then occur

Such loops can occur as transient cases between up-

dates, but should not persist indefinitely.

Measurements of the PIP

routing tables are included in the snap-shot data which can be taken
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at 820 msec, intervals.

The snap-shot timing is reasonably synchronized

across the network to help detect such loops and to provide an instantaneous picture of the entire net.
The delay estimates which are utilized in the routing updates
are formed in a matrix which includts all of the destinations and all
of the cannunication channels to the nearest neighbors.

For exanple,

the estunated delay to a given uestination, if the channel to node A
is taken, is the delay from A to the destination, plus the queue length
on the channel to A, plus four.

The delay is expressed in arbitrary

units since the intent is merely to find the best diannel to take.
(The number four is a threshold value for the alternate routing.)

Many

variations of this routing update scheme are possible, and part of the
measurement effort is to provide sane insight into viable alternative
procedures which may improve the netotfork performance (FU71B).
3.1.3

Blocking Effects
If a store-ani-forward node exhausts its buffer supply, it

becomes blocked in the sense that neighboring nodes can not successfuJ-ly transmit messages to it.

This massive congestion can then propo-

gate throughout a surrounding region until such time as the congestion
is cleared by successful transmissions, alternate routing, or discarding of nessages due to time outc.

We are interested in such blocking

effects, including the time and place at which they occur, the number
of nodes affected, and the duration of the blockage (ZE71).

Unfor-

tunately, the present measurement data messages tend to suffer the same
congestion as other messages in such a blocked condition, and do not
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necessarily reech the NMC.

Ihe fact that the measurements cire a

background task also limits their effectiveness in such instances when
the IMP becanes very "busy" with foroqround tasks.

However, the loss

or skew in the data message timing is seme indication in itself of the
blocking effect, so a first-order measure of the blocking can be
obtained.
Blocking can occur in either store-and-forward and/or reassembly functions because each of these functions has a separate upper
limit on buffer allocation.

Iherefore, blocking might occur in the

reassembly function, which would not allow subsequent "for HOST" inputs, but the IMP could continue store-and-forward message handling
including the sending of snap-shot data.

The opposite effect could

also allow measurement data to be obtained, but only if the store-andforward blockage occurred at the NMC.
3.1.4

Inferences of User Behavior
The observed network traffic can scmetimes be used to infer

the type of oemputer applications which are being utilized via the
network.

For example, in one early test, the traffic data clearly

showed a pattern of large file transmissions follcwed by a period of
interactive traffic, with the interactive traffic consisting of character-by-character connands in one direction and line-by-line traramission for the replies.

(Ihis test is described in some detail in

Section 4.2.1).
In other instances, the use of the network for interactive
applications versus batch work and file transfers should be apparent.
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particularly when the source-destination pairs are considered.
3.2

The Use of Histograms to Estijnate Density Functions
A oommon practice in the analysis of test data is to generate

a histogram or relative frequency bar chart.

Such a histogram gives an

estijnate of the underlying probability density function, and if the
sanpJe size and the histogram interval size are chosen properly, the
histogram can model the density function quite closely.

Typically the

interval size is selected after an inspection of the test data, so that
the estimate of the density function has an acceptable quantization,
and as many intervals would be used as were felt to be necessary.

How-

ever, in experiments where there is a limited ability to store and/or
transmit the raw data values, sane acrpaction of the data is necessary,
and therefore, one can not use a heuristic aporoach.

Such an experi-

ment would have to be designed with a predetenoined mxnber of histogram incervals covering a particular range of the variable.

Ihe succe«

of such an allocation of the histogram intervals would depend on the
amount of knowledge which the experimenter had about the density
function being measured.
Conventional histograms are ocnposed of a number of equal
size intervals covering the range of the variable.

Therefore, for a

given range and numb*^ of intervals, the interval size is fixed.

For

skewed densities such is the exponential, the resulting histograms are
often very poorly quantized since most of the occurrences fall in a
relatively small fraction of the intervals.

A more satisfactory ap-

proach to the measurement in such cases is to use non-uniform interval
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sizes, so that the intervals are smaller in those regions which are
most likely to occur.

For exponentially skewed densities, a loga-

rithmic variation has been found to be a viable solution to this problem, and the rest of this section is devoted to the analysis of such
logarithmic histograms.

3

'2.1

The Rationale for the Use of Log-Histograrg
logarithmic histograms are of particular interest because;

(1) there is an expectation that certain measurements will be of an
exponential shape, e.g., more short packets than long packets, and (2)
the logarithmic intervals are ocmputationally easy to obtain in the
case of base two logarithms. A binary corcuter data word can be readily
categorized into one of the logarithmic intervals by merely finding the
most significant CNE in the vord.

In this manner the first interval is

for a value equal to one, the next for two or three, the next for four
through seven, etc.

Zero can also be included if it is a meaningful

value.
An intuitive measure of the capability of a histocrram to
model a density was mentioned in the above example of the exponential
density function.
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concluded that non-uniform interval sizes should

be used, because most of the data would otherwise occur in a few intervals.

This observation leads to the conclusion that an optimal choice

of non-uniform interval sizes would be to have an equal probability of
occurrence for each interval.

Such a histogram would appear to be a

uniform density, and in effect, vrould be the result of a special
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transformation of the Independent variable.

The logarithmic interval

histogram is one such transformation, and as shown in Figure 3.2.1,
does produce a more uniform distribution of values ia the histogram
intervals

Of oourse

the original density shape is lost in the trans-

formation, but as wfi whall see later, it may actually be easier to test
"goodness of fit" for analytic functions on the transformed variable
than on the original variable.*
The data in any realistic experiment is of finite resolution,
and therefore our randan process would oe a discrete rather than a
continuous process.

This discrete nature is even further emphasized

when we consider the data in histogram form.

Howevcj:, there is a con-

siderable analytic value in considering the continuous case since it
represents the envelope of the discrete function, and is in some cases
more easily handled in the mathematical formulation.

We will actually

consider both c^ses, since each provides a certain insight into the
problem.
3.2.2

Consideration of the Log-Histogram as a Transfomation
Variable
A oonparison of the conventional and logarithrrc histograms

in Figure 3.2.1 lead us to the observation that, what, or ,-; feet, ted happened was a transformation of the independent variable.

T1.3 original

e>qx>nential density function:
*

A classical goodness of fit test does not apply outside of the domain
for which the test was made, however, the transformed equivalent of
exponential-like densities have more significant differences in appearance in the log-histogram domain than in the con/entional scale
domain.
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e(x;a) = a exp{-ax)

0 <_ x

(3.1)

was transformed into a new function, e(?;a) by the transformation of
variables:
5 = log2x

(3.2)

The new density function can be obtained by:
e(x;a)dx = e(C;a)d5

V x^

(3.3)

which yields:
e(C;a) = e[x = exp(C In 2)] > §£
or:
e(C;a) = a exp(-a expfc In 2)) • (In 2 exp(C In 2)
If we make use of the identity:
a = exp(ln a)

(3.4)

we then obtain:
e(C;a) = In 2 exp[{K In 2 + In a) - exp(^ In 2 + In a)]
(3.5a)
We rote in passing that this density is the "doubly exponential" or
Fisher-Tippett type 1 density (SA61), which is also known as the distribution of extreme values,

A footn which more closely represents the

physical probelm being studied can be obtained by converting to base
two exponentials.
e(C;a) = In 2 exp[(C + ET*1"

C,9

2

" ««P^

+

T^7)ln

?)]

or
e(C;a) = In 2 exp2[(f; + log2a) - j~2 ^^2^

+ lo

^2a)]

(3 5b)

'

This equation can be written as a function of a standardized
variable ip,
^ = C + log2a

(3.6)

resulting in:
eW = In 2 exp2[\li - j^exp2{\l))]

(3.7)

"Ihe definition of ^ shews that it is merely the variable 5 plus the
constant log2a, i.e., assuuing a fixed value of the parameter

a.

Therefore, the function e(C;a) is of the same shape as city), but is
shifted along the C axis by an amount equal to log2a.

This observation

has some interesting and important oonsequenoes.
1.

The transformed exponential will have exactly the same
shape regardless of its mean value.

2.

The effect of the mean Ls merely to shift the function
along the C axis by log»a.

3.

Fran Theorem 3.2.1 we shall see that the mean value, 1/a,
will ooincice with the mode of the transformed density.

4.

The standardized density cdi») will have its modal value
at ij; = 0.

These observations are shown pictorially in Figure 3.2.2 which shows
the original exponential density and both the transformed density and
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(a) THE EXPONENTIAL P.D.F.

(b) THE LOGARITHMIC TRANSFORMATION

(c) THE NORMALIZED TRANSFORMATION

Figure 3.2.2. Examples of the Exponential Density
and the Transformed Equivalents
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the standardized version of the transfonr^d function.
rnoorem 3.2.1
The modal value of the function e (£; a) , which is the loghistogram transform of the exrxDnential density function,
e{x;a), occurs at a ^'alue, £, where £

is related to th?

mean value of the original density function by:

Proof:
This relationship can be shewn by setting the deriva:ive of e(£;a) to
zero,
-rf
e(£;a) =
dC

d? ja in 2 expUK In 2) - a exp(C In 2)]

TJT

= 0
^-^n

such that:
a In 2 {expf^ln 2 - a expfE In 2)]}
• [In 2 - a In 2 exp(£mIn 2)] = 0
Solving for £ , wc have:

a explain 2) = 1
So that:
^m " -^2

a

(3.8)

which cenpietes the proof of the theorem.
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Other analytic density functions could be t-ransfonned in a
manner similar to that for the exponential.

However, we prefer to con-

sider only the hyperexponential and Erlang(K) families at this time,
since they allcw a mathematical simplification in some of the subsequent analysis.

Ihese two families of functions are also called the

Erlang parallel and series functions respectively, i.e, they are
equivalent to a parallel or cascade group of exponential functions.

In

the case of interest, the packet lengths may be modeled by such density
f'jnctions, and therefore, so would the resulting servioe time density
for a seriell transmission facility.
a.

Ihe Logarithmic Transformation for Hyperexponential Densities
If we consider the two component hyperexponential density:
h(x;a1,a2) = w^ ^exp(-a^) ] + w [a-exp (-ajX) ], ^ < x

(3.9)
where:
w1 + w- = 1

and

w.. ,w_ >^ 0,

and the logarithmic transformation:
C = log2x

we obtain the transformed density:
n(C) = h(x = exp(C In 2)) •
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dx

so that:
n(£) = {w1a1exp[-a1exp(C In 2)] + w a2exp[-a9exp(? In 2)]}
. s{In 2 e:p(C In 2)}
or:
n(5) = Wj^ln 2 e^3[C In 2 - a.fypiZ, In 2) ]}
+ w2{a2ln 2 exp[C In 2 - a2exp(C In 2)]}

(3.10)

Vie can put these expressions in the doubly exponential form by a
manipulation similar to that of equation (3.5a) and obtain:
n(5) = WjCln 2 exp[(ln a1 + ^ In 2) - exp(ln aj^ + ^ In 2) ]}
+ w2{ln 2 exp[(ln a2 + ^ In 2) - exp(ln a2 + <; In 2)]}
(3.11)
We can recognize this form as the weighted superposition of the two
exponential conponents,
n(C) =w1e(5;a1) +w2e(5;a2)
This form can be generalized to the

(3.12)

n component case, namely:

n
(3.13)
l-l
where:

£ wi = 1
i=l

and

w

i'w2"-"wn -
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0

Ihe weighted superposition can be visualized as the density resulting
from the sum of

n of the e (^) functions, each of which has been

scaled in anplitude by its w. weighting and shifted by the log_a.
value.

Some examples of sioch hyperexponential densities and their

transfonted functions are shewn in Figure 3.2.3.
D.

The Logarithmic Transformation for the Erlang (K) Family
A second family of "generalized" density functions is the

set of Erlang (K) functions which can be used to model densities which
have a variance to mean-square ratio of less than unity» i.e., whose
standard deviation is less than the mean.
Ihe general form for this family of density function is:
g(x;a,k) = ^ L-l IcaOax)

exp(-kax),

0 < x

(3.14)

where, in all cases, the mean is 1/a.
For

k = 1, this equation reverts back to the exponential

For

k = 2,

it is:
g(x;a,2) = 4a2x exp(-2ax)

0 <^x

(3.15)

Ihe logarithmic transfontation of variables of Equation (3.2), with
k = 2, produces:
Y(^;a,2) = 4a2ln 2 exp(2C In 2] • exp[-2a exp(C In 2)]
(3.16)
Sane additional algebraic manipulation and the use of the identity of
Equation (3.4) result in:
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7=1/4
^ exp (-/JX)
h(x) = 0.5 ß exp i-tix) + 0.5 7/J exp (-Tpx)
yp expl-i/ux)
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ib) THE TRANSFORMED DENSITY CO * ONENTS

Fijure 3.2.3. The Two Component Hyperexponential Denvity
and the Equivalent Transformed Components
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4^

Y(5;a,2) = 4 In 2 exp[2(ln a + ? In 2) - 2 exp(ln a + ^ In 2) ]
vrfiich can also be written as:
Y(Oa,2) = 4 In 2 exp[2 In 2{K + log2a) - 2 exp(ln 2(C + log a))]
If we make the substitution of variables of Equation (3.6), and convert to base two exponentials, we obtain:
Y(*;2) = 4 In 2 |exp2^ - ^ exp2(*)] 12

(3.17)

for:
exp (y) = 2y = exp(y In 2)
and:
^ = C + log2a
We can ccrpare this result with the exponential case of Equation (3.7),
which is also a member of the Erlang family,

Y(*;l) - e(ij») = In 2 exp2[i|; - j-i^e*),«;)]
TWo observations can be made fron the conparison.

First, a generaliza-

tion seems to be readily available, and seoondly, the functions both
have their modal points at the transformed values of the mean.

The

latter observation is apparent because only the exponent portion of the
expression can be equal to zero, and this portion is the sane in both
equations.
The general case for the transformed function can be shown
to be:
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(k)kln 2
Y(C;a,JO = (k - 1)1 exp[(lri a + C In 2) - exp(ln a + ^ In 2)]
or in normalized form:
/, i \
(k) In 2
Y(^;k) = ^k'_ ^i

MB

,.
exp^ -

UTT

exD

2W]

(3.18)

can find the modal point by taking the derivative:

"(k)kln 2" • • • •

k 1

' . 3d ««p2[<»-:Erjexp2(*)]
d^

$yi**) -k L(k- IJlJ

The only part of the resulting derivative which can be equal to zero is:

al^-Eryexp^)] =0
which results in:
v

m

=

^m

+ log a = 0

2

or:
(3.19)

^n " -1^2a

This result is a particularly interesting generalization for the entire
Erlang (K) family.

The rrode of the transformed density will occur at

the transfonred equivalent of the mean, 1/a, and as seen for the exponential case, changes in the mean will merely shift the function
along the £ cüds.
c.

The Logarithmic Transformation of the Geonetric p.m.f.
The geonetric probability mass function is of special

interest since it is the discrete analog of the exponential density,
and thereby has the well known memory less property which is so useful
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and sijiplifying in analysis.

Fortunately, these two functions are

reasonable models for many real-world processes, e.g., processes in
which we are interested in the time (or ntmber of bemoulli trials) before an event will occur.

In our particular application, that "event"

is the occurrence of the "end of packet" terminator.
The geometric p.m.f. can be considered as the prcbabilities
associated with a series of bemoulli trials.

The trials are repeated

until a success is achieved, with a probability of success equal to
on each trial.

ITie probability of a success, preceded by

n

q

failures

is the classical geonetric p.m.f.;
p(n;q) = q(l - q)n

n= 0,1,2,...

(3.20)

In our application, the "success" is the occurrence of the special
terminator symbols, which will, in all cases, be preceded by at least
one word of message content.

Iherefore, we require that:

p(0;q) = 0
so that we must renormalize the p.m.f. by:

P(n;q)

=

1 - p(0;q)

[< (1

3

n

" ^

Since we know that p(0;q) is equal to
p(n;q) = q(l - q)11"1

q

" 1»2,3,...

we have:

n = 1,2,3,...

(3.21)

This new function is merely the original geometric p.m.f. shifted to
the right one integer value in n, and serves as an exanple of the
memoryless property.

That is, the conditional p.m.f., . Iven that the

length is greater than zero, is still a georetric p.m.f., as would be
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the case for the oonditional p.m.f. given that the length is greater
than any arbitrary value, n.
•nie transformation which we wish to consider causes the data
to be grouped into a logarithmic histogram according to the most significant bit of the binary data representation.
will oontain the occurrences of
occurrence of
etc.

Iherefore, one interval

n = 1, the next will contain the

n = 2 or 3, the next the occurrences of

n = 4,5,6, or 7,

The probabilities of each of these intervals is therefore:
Tr(0;q) = p{l) = q
ff(l;q) = p{2) + p(3) = q(l - q) + q(l - q)2
Tr(2;q) = p(4) + p(5) + p(6) + p(7) = q(l - q)3 + ... + q(l-q)ß

Each of these expressions can be considered to be a truncated geonetric
series, resulting in the set of equations:
TT(0;q) = q
77(1 - q)[l - (1 - q)2]
7V(2;q) = (1 -q)3[l - (1-q)4]
or in general:

Tr(v;q) = (1 - q)2 "^l - (1 - q)2 J

(3.22)

For ease of ocnputation, a recursive form of the equations is more
convenient, namely:
2v-i

2v-l

TT(v;q) - ir(v - l#q) ' (1-q)

1 + (1 - q)

(3.23)

The discrete function TrCwq) is analogous to the continuous function.
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e(C;a), in the previous analysis.

However, in the TT(v;q) caso, the

mode is not so precisely locatahle, and henoe is not such a good indicator of the average value.

Fortunately, there is another indicator

for the discrete case, as follows:
iT(0;q) » q,

and sinoe we know that,
E[n] » n = 1/q,
we therefore have:
n- 1/Tr(0;q).
3.2.3

(3.24)

ApproxijTTatinq Density Functions
The preceding section considered lo (-histogram representations

of density functions, and discussed a number of their properties and
characteristic shapes.

These histogram shape

differences are both an

asset and a liability, as shown in Figure 3.2.4.
hyperexponential and truncated

1/x

In this example

the

densities are shewn to have

significantly different log-histogram shapes, but differ only slightly
in their uniform interval histograms,* due to the poor resolution near
the origin.

However, the uniform histogram has tlie intuitive advantage

of approximately resembling the general shape of the density being
epproximated, while the log-histograms have shapes which are initially
scrawhat peculiar.

However, with seme experience in using them, these

log-histogram shapes become readily recognizable, and are very useful
Histograms with uniform, i.e., equally spaced, intervals will be
referred to as "unifom histograms" in the sequel.
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for distinguisl'.ing between different density functions such as the two
shown in Figure 3.2.4.

Part (c) of that figure shows two scales on the

log-histogram, and leads to an alternative representation which has the
best features of both types of histograms as shown in Ficrures 3.2.5 and
3.2.6, where these same two log-histograms are shewn with a rescaled
probability axis.
Ths rescaling ia based on the probability area preserving
property of the transformation of variables,
f(x)dx«*(Od^

(3.25)

which makes quantiles of the density invariant to the transformation,
and therefore allows one to transform a density function in a pieoewise fashion.*

That is, the ocrponent of the ^(C) density function

between £. and C-+1 can be transformed into the equivalent corponent
of f (x) between x. and Jc.+,,

-here:

xi = g(q)

(3.2.'»)

is the appropriate transformation of variables.
Because such a transformation must preserve the probability
area, we have the discrete equivalent of Equation (3.25),

V^i-V^Vi-V

(3 27)

-

The k
quantile of an arbitrary density function, p(y), is the value,
Y., for which:

/

p(y)dy = k

0

lk 1 i
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where ir. and p- and the density values in the i
and

x

domains respectively.

intervals of the

For the general loq-histogram trans-

forrcat.on of variables,
xi = (b)

1

(3.28)

and:
q = i,

i = 0,1,2,...,N-1,

v*iich results in the simplification:
Ci+1 - «i - 1

(3.29>

and chc density rescaling beoanes:
p. = ^/[(b - IHb)1]

(3.30)

Fiqares 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 show that such are« transformations
do indeed produce estimates of the density function which closely model
the true density for the hyperoxponential and truncated 1/x densities,
and in Figure 3.2.7 a similar fit is noted for the Erlang(2) density.
Figure 3.2.8 shows the log-histogran form of the Erlang(2) density,
and one can see that the function is somewhat more peaked than that for
the exj-onential, and that the mode corresponds to the transformed value
of the mean as shown in Section 3.2.2 «TD) .
These examples show that for the exponential-like densities
of interest, i.e., densities with most of the probability area near the
origin and with a long "tail" extending over a wide range, that loghistograms provide an effective measurement technique, and require a
relatively snail number of histogram segments.
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Although no claim is
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(256) (x)

male that log-histograns are appropriate for arbitrary density
functions, these exanples do oover a reasonable range of skewed densities, and in the Erlang (2) case,

differs considerably fron the

"equal interval area'' criterion expressed in Section 3.2.1.

For den-

sities with sere other general shape, another transformation of variablo mey <3ive similar ui^rovements, and much of the resulting analysis
would be similar to that presented here and in the moment estimation
aspect considered in Section 3.3.
A variation of the ccmponent-by-caiponent transformation can
be obtained if we consider each histogram interval in the £, domain to
be a uniform density segment, and transform these uniform segments
into their equivalent f (x) oomponents, as indicated in the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.2.2
The uniform density secjnent,
^(0 *\ »

i<_C<i + l

is the transform equivalent of the segment:
f i (x) =

I^/J:

(3.31)

In b

for the transformation of variables.

x = (b)
Proof:
The i1^ segront of a log-histogram has a functional form of:
^(O -irl »

i<?<i + l
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._

such that for the transformation of variables,
x - (b)C
ana:

f(x)dx = <MC)dS
•ve have the approximating function:

V*>-*i<«i
or:
(b)1 < x < (b)1+1

^(x) - «./x in b

(3.32)

Thus, the density f (x) is approximated by a set of truncated 1/x
density segment.s wl ich are wei^ited by the TT. probabilities.

This

result proves the thec-.m, but unfortunately proves an asthetically
poor ^jproximation to the f (x) function due to the sharp cusps at the
beginning of each density segment.

The technique would be increasingly

worse as the density departed further frcm the 1/x shane, and thcroforo
was not serioosly considered as a density modo ling tcchniquo.

[InMcvor,

a variation of the ntethod is pursued in Section 3.3.2.2 for estimatinq
mements.
3.3

rstimation of ftonents
Theoretically all of the information about a sinple randan

variable is given by either its density function, the cunulative distribution function, the characteristic function, or the set of all
mnments.

The latter is infinite in number, but fortunately the higher
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order mcments are of rapidly decreasing interest.

Indeed, for much

analysis work, only the first one or two manents arc of concern.

Fc

example, in some processes the expected performance of the system can
be obtained fron given average values of the variables, while in others,
such as the queueing system considered in the Pollaczek-Khinchinc
equation (SA61),
p 2 ^+ A,2aS 2
E[n] = Xx + 2(1 _ p)

(3.33)

both the first and second moments of the dependent variable are necessary to predict the average system behavior.

In both cases, this

analytical tract ability is the basic reason that moments play such a
promLtent role in analysis work, rather than other sets of parameters
such as quantiles.

In the latter case, there is no analogous basis for

ccmbining random variables in even such a simple case as:
E[x + y] = E[x] + E[y]
due to the mathematically awkward definition of quantiles; where as
previously defxned, the k

quantile is at the value Y.

for which:

Y

k
p(y)dy = k

0 < k ^ 1

(3.34)

/

In contrast, the n

moment is defined as:
CO

n

E[x ] = yxn p(x)dx

(3.35)

for a continuous density function, p(x), or in general:
oo

E[xn] = /xndP(x)

(3-36)

—oo

This latter fonr. is the Stieltjes integral form v^.ich also includes
discontinuous and discrete functions.

A similar definition applies to

mcnvents about a point, a,
oo

E[(X_

a)n] = /(x - a)ndP(x)

(3.37)

which are the oentral mcments for the asual case of a = E [x].
3.3.1

A Conparison of Moment Estimation Techniques
Ihe irost streiightforwari method of estimating the moments of

a population is the classical approach,
_,.
1 v
E [xn,] = 77
L xn
" N
Ihis method is quite satisfactory for estimates of the mean because
only the sutmation is necessary in that case.

Hcwever, the requirement

to raise each measured data value to a newer for the higher mcments nay
be infeasible in soro applications.

In the network measurement exanple,

the operation of the IMP would have been degraded by the calculation
necessary for even the second mement due to the lack of multiplication
hardware, and due to the possibility of register overflow unless doublrprecision arithmetic were used.

These lengthy processing requirements

were not felt to be consistent with the need for real time message
handling capabilities, so other tediniques were investigated.
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A viable alternative method to estimate the mcments is the
use of grouped data accunulation procedures, the best known of which is
the simple uniform histogram.

Other variations are the log-histogram

and the quantile-gram which were intended to have more optimal interval
sizes based on the equal probability area criterion.

However, a better

criteria for the moment estimates would be to have intervals with approxixnately equal

x 'p{x) or x" • p(x) values, which would typically

require narrower intervals at higner values of

x; which are just the

opposite of the interval variatioi^ which were desired for density
estimates.

The desire for optimal interval sizes based on not only
2
equal probability' areas, but also equal x p(x) and x D(X) ocrponents

would require three separate sets of grouped data.

Hcwever, we will

find that for our purposes, histograms provide an appropriate oonpromise between these needs.

The oontribution of each such histogram

conponent to the probability area and to the first and second moments
of an exponential density is shewn in Tables 3.3.1(a) and (b) for both
uniform and log-histograms.

While none of the estijnation criteria are

optimal, the histograms do provide a reasonable balance of the three
estimation needs.*
3.3.2

Methods of Estimating Moments from Log-Histogram Data
Several different methods are possible for estimating the

motents of the actual density function,
data.

f (x), from the log-histogram

For exanple, if we consider the transformation of variable

The area and mement totals for the two tables are exactly the same
since the conponent values are calculated trom the moment integrals.
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TABLE 3.3.1
COMPONIOTS OF TOE DENSITY AND FIRST AND SECOND MOMENTS
FOR LOG AND UNIFORM HISTOGRAM INTERVALS (EXPONENTIAL DENSITY)
a.

Interval
I

Log-Histogram Intervals

Pr[xel]

/x p(x)dx
I

Jx'pMdx

0-1

.061

.05

.5

1-2

.056

.08

.5

2-4

.104

.29

1.5

4-8

.173

1.05

5.1

8-16

.238

2.76

33.2

16-32

.233

5.31

125.7

32-64

.117

5.01

225.5

64-128

.ni8

1.42

114.0

1.000

15.97

506.0

Totals
b.

Interval
I

Uniform Histogram Intervals

Pr[xel]

jx p(x)dx

yjc2 p(x)dx

0-16

.632

4.23

40.8

16-32

.233

5.31

125.7

32-48

.085

3.26

127.5

48-64

.032

1.75

198.0

64-80

.011

.77

55.0

80-96

.004

.38

33.0

96-112

.002

.20

17.0

112-128

.001

.07

9.0

1.000

15.97

506.0

Totals
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♦(?)

approach, we can cxaifxite the moments of the
the two sets of manents.

function and relate

Alternatively, we can transform each elenent

of the log-histogram into an equivalent

f (x)

elemental ccrponent, or

finally, we can make a simple area transformation.

In the latter case,

a considerable refinement of the estimates can be made by introducing a
first-order approximation to the slope of the density function over
each interval.

Each of these tecJiniques shall be considered in detail

in the following sections.
3.3.2.1

!torent Transformations
If data sanples are accurtulated in a log-histogram, we can

consider the resulting information to be in the transformed or
domain, and can tnerofore estimate the moments of
are actually concerned with the moments of

<MO •

C

Of course, we

f (x), and therefore need

sate relation o- transfer ration between the two sets of manents.

Such

a relation is shown in the corollaries to the following theorem.
Iheorem 2.2.1
The moments of

f (x)

can be related to those of

Ef [xn] » yjw - n Inb) - E^e1*1^!

<M£)

by:
(3.39)

where i* (jw) is the characteristic function of the
density, #(C)i
00

V^w) ■ y^Jw^COdC

(3.40)

and the transformation of variables has been aeneralized to:
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5 = io^x
Proof:
The n

mcnpnt of

f (x)

is:

= /x
x<n »
# xnff(x)dx

0 < x

0
which for the logarithmic transformation of variables,
C ■ log^jX

x ■ exp(^ In b)

beccnes:

xn = y

{exp(C In b)}n[f (x = exp(C In b))^)d?

We can recognize the tern in the brackets as

4»{£), so we have:

xn = y exp(n ^ In b)<)>(C)dC
-oo

The integral expression is identical to the definition of the d-aracteristic function if we replace

jw by

n In 2.

Therefore, we have:

x1 = "Mjw ^ n In 2)
<P

which oarpletes the proof of the theorem.
The characteristic function contains all the mcment information; indeed a similar developnent using a real variable exponent is
called the mcment generating function.

We can modify the result of the

theorem to make the monents explicit by expanding the exponential term
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as shown in the following CGi.ollary.
Coroli..:.ry 1
The relationship between the moments of
$(0

f (x)

and those of

is:

Ef[xn] ■ f) <" If b>i ^

(3.42)

i=0
Proof;
The exponential tern can be expanded in a pcwer series,
2
exp[n5 inb] = 1 + nf, In b+(n ^f

b)

♦ ...

(3.43)

which when substituted into Equation (3.39), results in:

X0

= f[l+ (nC2n2) ♦

(n

^2f

2)

♦ ...1 ♦«)<«

from whic± we obtain:

<n = J<P(Odt. + n li\2 ft 4>(Od!, +
or
2
3 —
n ,
, ., y . (n In 2) r2 . (n In 2. ..3
x=l + nln2C +
öj
'
31
♦ •••

,3

44)

K^-'*'*)

which CQTipletes the proof of the corollary.
Equation (3.44) literally says that we need to know all of
the ratents of
f (x).

'MU

to calculate any one (or all) of the moments of

In practice, we would expect that the first few moments of

QS

.

${0

would be adequate to estimate tha wean and variance of

f (x).

Unfor-

tunately, the series does not oonverye very rapidly, and is therefore
of little general value.
Appendix Z, in which
ing to

♦(C)

f (x) = 1/x In M.

An exatple usage of the equation is shewn in
is the uniform density function correspondThe exarple demonstrates the poor convergence

since even after considering the first five monents of
estimate of x

♦(C)

the

is still in error by 26%.

A variation of the moment expansion which results in inproved
convergence properties involves the central monents of

QiOr and is

developed in the following corollary.
Corollary 2

The monents of f (x)
moments of 4)(C)

can be found in terms of the central

by:

Ef[xn] =exp[nS lnb]|l* f]

(n

b)1

^

E^U - fl"] |

(3.45)

i=2

Proof;
If we consider the transformation of variables to be the function,
x = g(a = exp[£; In b]

(3.46)

and expand the function in a Taylor series about the mean,*
2

9(0 = g(a + (« -Dg'ß) +

{K

lP 9n(0 + ...

(3. 47)

This approach is similar to that considered by Papoulis (PA658),
pp. 151-152, in which he apprcocijnates the expected value of cr(z) in
terms of the first few monents of the density function for z.
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so that when we take expected values, we obtain:

vfe then have an expression for x in terms of the central mnmonts of
0(0, which wr.en we make the substitution,
gW(8 = (In 2)kexp(C In 2)
we obtain:

x = exp(r In 2){H- u2
where u.

is the k

2
^) » U3

(ln

3
f
♦ ...)
3

(ln

(3.48)

centred nonent of 0(5)» e.g.,

Wj^ = 0
2

For the exponential transformation of interest, the method can be extended to higher mcnents of

f (x)

by considering:

xn = [g(C)]n = exp[n £ In 2] = g(n C)

(3.49)

so that-. tvie Taylor series expansion about the mean becanes,
g(n C) = g(n D + n(C - X) g'(n 0 + ...

Wte need to consider the derivatives a bit more carefully at this point;

g(k) (n D = —SL-t- exp(n C In 2)

d(n 0

c=r
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g(k) (n O = (In 2)k exp(n r In 2)
Therefore, the expansion becomes:
g(n O - exp(n £ In 2) + n(C - £) In 2 exp(n C In 2) ♦ ...
g(n 0 - exp(n I In 2){1 + n In 2(C - C) +

(n

|j

" CC - C)2 ♦...)

2)

When we take expected values, we obtain:

?=exp(nrin2){l

+

-^i^u2 + -^-^y3+ ...)

(3.50)

which completes the proof of the corollary.
The analysis also considered other forms of monent-like
parametars including cutnulants, which are related to the central
mcnents by:
k

l

= u

l

k2 = u2 - (u^)

2

= a

2
2

k3 = U3 - 3^1

+ 2

^1^

etc.,

or in general by their respective generating functions:
K(t) » In ♦(t)

(3.51)

The curmilants are also kncwn as the semi-invariants since, with the
exception of k,, they are invariant to the translation of the density
along the axis.

The use of cunulants in selected test case examples
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resulted in convergence properties similar to that observed for the
central ranents, and siitce more viable moment estimation approaches
wore found, no further invostitjation of the noncnt trans form, »t ion .ij»proa* was pursued.

These ot'ier techniquos will be described in the

following sections.
3.3.2.2

Superpogition of Transformed Histogram Segments
We can find an cltemative method of estimating the mannnts

by an extension of the results of Theorem 3.2.2.
that a uniformly shaped

0 (U

This theorem shewed

oorresponds to a truncated

1/x

density

function for

f (x), and that translating a uniform density segnent

along the

axis was equivalent to selecting a new segment of the

?

1/x density, and weighting it by the probability
If we consider a histogram in the

C

IK.

domain to be a set of

uniform density components, we can then apply the theorem result to
cjnpute a oorresponding set of properly scaled
cemposite function in the

1/x

corponents.

The

x danain would r^t bo icsthotically pleas-

ing due to the discontinuities and sharply peaked cusps at the beginning of each 1/x density segment.

Hcviever, the'e spikes do not

necessarily contain sufficient area to affect t-^e mement estimates
which are the real objective of the rrethod.

We can find tie momemt

estimates by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.2

The nonents of the distribution in the x domain are related
to the log-histogran interval probabilities,

9Q

TK

ty the

relationship:

i=0
where

b

is the base of the exponential transformation, such

that:
x = (b)^

(3.53a)

»i " "W 1 5 < i+1]

(3.53b)

and:

Prooi:

We know fron Theorem 3.2.2 that for the cotponent:
i^O = iti

i 1 ^ <

i+1

the or.Tjsponding segment in the x dottain is:
^(x) =

TT^X

In b

< x < (b)3

(b)

This ocnponent will hava a cxantribution to the n
/.i+1
)

x

moment of

n

JTInT^
1

(b)

or:
Ef [xn | the i^ conponent] = ^-^ [^^((b)" - 1)]

inn

(3.54)
f (x) of:

which when all such ooiponer.ts are considered, becanes:

N

ir,

r

1
1
v^-Zinkr"
^^)]
i=0
or:

^•[Ä^jt'i«

ru

i=0

whidi is equivalent to assvming that all of the probability mass, TK,
is located at

C = 0,1,2,.,,,K.,..., and correcting for this offset by

the coefficient outside the sunmation.

This oorpletes the proof of

Theorem 3.3.2, and we shall later consider sone exanples of this method
of estünating manents, for the special case of

b

equal co two, i.e.,

the base two histograms which are most convenient with binary oarputers.
The above theorem oonsidered the general case since it requires little
additional effort, and because it will be of value in subsequent
analysis.
Theorem 3.3.2 is valid for
1 < x.

* < ^

which corresponds to

Since the log-histogram method is also viable for

0 £ x , we

need to extend the moment estimate to include this interval to be
mathematically oorplete.

(In the case of integer values of

x, the

only value to be added is zero, which has no contribution to the moments.

However, for seme of our test cases, we consider a continuum of

values of

x. and such values might also be found in sane other appli-

cation of the technique.)
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Corollary 1
The interval

0 < x < 1 has a contribution to the n

mcment of approximately:
E[x"|01x<llS(byi-_1i-;r^T

(3.56)

where w_

is the probability for the oorresponding interval

in the

dcrv^ln.

C

Proof:
We can not utilize a

1/x density in the region

the resulting area does not remain finite.
uniform density in the

0 < x < 1

because

Instead, we will assvme a

x danain for that region, and knowing that the

prdaability ocrponents in the

C

donain are (fron Equations (3.53a)

and (3.53b)):

which to maintain a uniform density in
n

-l

x, must be:

"-1
b

1T_ ■

b

(3.57)

*-! b - 1

such that ••

»-l1

b - 1
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b - 1

Since the theorem results are explicable for both positive and negative
values of the index, we have:
00
n
111
| due to 0 < x < 1] = [-^Vb1] E »-1 (b)"
i=l

E[xn

.^llLir/b-lU
(b) -m
nlnb
1

SU) / -

which sinpLLfies to:
E[x | due to 0 < :: < 1] = -SjLf L • ^^
(b)

(3.58)

- 1

and therefore proves the corollary.
Corollary 2
The theorem result is the discrete analog of that of
Theorem 3.3.1, such that:

lim

[¥znr] t ^r = / ♦(c)«nei*dc

where

AC

(3.59)

is tne histogram interval.

Proof:
The resolution of a log-histogram is inversely proportioned to the base
of the logarithms, sinoe the intervals in the
the values

b,b2,b ,...

etc.

x

domain are bounded by

Therefore, as one allows the value of

to approach unity, the histogram intervals become arbitrarily small,
and the sun approaches an integral form, with the probability element
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b

».

being replaced by the differential element

^{Odc.,

•Hie limit then

becancs:
lim

n.

Ef[x ]

lim
b*l

(b:n- 1
n In b | -.- ^
i=0

(b) m

und since one can show by L'Hospital's rule that:

lim
b»l

{b)n- 1
n In b

= 1

we are left with the limit:
N
n

lim E,[x
} = lim V!
t
Ar-»o
br*l C=0
fe(
AC-^0
b*l

TT

^

Cb)n?

(3.60)

N-

where we have taken advantage o£ the result of Theorem 3.3.2 that
allows one to consider all of the probability mass to be located at
C = i.

We can then writ^ the exponential berm P.B:

vstiich we can show to be invariant to the limit process since for any
given value of the variable

x

the value of

C

is:

5 = log. x ■ In x/ln b
such that:
(3.61)

^ In b = In x
and therefore, for a given value of

x, the product

The overall limit then beoones the integral,
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C In b

is fixed.

lim Ef[xn] = /'♦(C)enClllbdC

(3.62)

\jA\i.cb is the result f.rcm Theorem 3.3.1. The analogy is further indicated by noting that the original form of the sun can be considered to
be a probability generating function;
E[xn] = [W^yjnCf b»)

(3.63)

where:
N

n(7) = )c=0
53 Vk

(3 64)

-

and this pmbability generating function can be considered to be the
discrete equivalent of the characteristic function (or its more similarly named variation, the moment generating function).
Corollary 3
Ihe result of Theorem 3.3.2 produces estimates of the mements
which are asymptotically unbiased.
Proof;
The mement estimate from Theorem 3.3.2 was:
N
n

E[x | log histogram] = [^^-] T \ (b)"1
i=0
which was shown in the limit to be equivalent to the continuous result
of Theorem 3.3.1. Therefore, the limiting value of the estimate is
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unbiased as the interval size decreases tcward zero since:
E[xn | log-histogram] - E[xn]
Corollary 4
The result of Theoran 3.3.2 produces a consistent escunator
of the mean.
Proof;
The factors, TT. , should actually be considered to be estimates of the
probabilities, and will be therefore indicated as

TK,

the observed

relative frequency of events occurring in the interval

i < ? < i+l.

Since the coefficient outside the sunmation is a deterministic factor,
(b)111

as are the

terms, v;e can consider the estimate of the mean to

be a weighted average of other estimated values, namely the
Each of the

t,

T^'S.

estimates is known to be a consistent estimator of

TT,

so we must show that the weighted average of a set of consistent estimators, is itself consistent.

This can be easily shorn if the oonpon-

ents of the set are independent, since if we have the randan variables
u, v, and w

such that:

w = a u + b v
then:
E[w] = a F[u] + b E[v]
and assuning independence of

0

w =

Of a total of

a a

u

n

u

and

f b a

v

sanples,

riu will contribute to
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.

v,

v

and the

remaining
both

n

n

will contribute to

and

n

v, in such a manner that as

n -*■

%äll also increase without bound, so that:

lim - Jl- ■

n

0

which proves that the estimator is not only unbiased, but also approaches the true value of the population mean with unity probability,
and id therefore a consistent estimator.
3.3.2.3

Monent Estimates from the Approximated

f (x)

Function

The density function approximations of Section 3.2.3, which
converted rectangular segnents of

<MC)

i^to rescaled rectangular

A

segments of

f (x), can also be utilized for moment estimates.

Fror,

aquation (3.30) we know that this rescaling function is,
Pi - ir /[(b -DO))1!
and therefore, mement estimates can be obtained by:
,i+l

'.[S] -E{ /
i=ol i

^dx

(3.65)
)

where the caret indicates that it is an estimate of the expected value.
Note that this estimate is not in general the sane as assuning that all
of the probability mass is concentrated at the center of the interval,
which generates estimates of:
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N-l

,^ ■ E
i=0

n
(b

>(b)1

^

(b-DWVi

(3.66)

•Ihe assutption that the probability is uniformly spread across each
interval is typically closer to the actual density function being
node led than is the oonoentrated mass assunption.

Hcwever, an even

better density approximation can be formed if additional information
can be obtained oonoeming the distribution of the probability within
each intarval.

Such information is often available in the relative

probabilities of the adjacent intervals as shewn in Figure 3.3.1, and

Vl
f(xl

r

i*1

V

(b) M

(bl i*i

(b)*

rigura 3.3.1 A First-Ora« Approximation to the Probability
Distribution Arro» a Histogram Intarval

can be utilized to improve the mement estimates by creating a firstordpr approximation to the slope of the density function over each intorval.

Instead of assuming that the density is uniform over the

inter'al, it would then be assvmed to be 1
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i

arly distributed according

to the function:
f. (x) = n^x ♦ Bi,

b)x < x < (b)x+1

(3.67)

with
f. (interval Midpoint) = p.

(3.68)

The probability area of the interval is maintained autocnatically for
the first-order ar/proximation, as indicated in Figure 3.3.1.
•Oie analysis of such first-order corrections is fairly
lengthy, and therefore

has been relegated to Appendix D.

Ihis analysis

includes; (1) a general approach to the problem, (2) the selection of
appropriate adjacent slope weighting functions, and (3) the application
of the nttthod to both unifom and log-histograms.

Some exanple applica-

tions will be shown in Section 3.3.2.4 to indicate the effect of

e

udi

a first-order correction, and to canpure monent estimates fron uruiorm
and log-histograms.
3.3.2.4

A Comparison of Moment Estimates from Uniform and
Log-Histograms
A series of Nionte Carlo tests were made to evaluate the

monent estimation capabilities of uniform and log-histograms, and indicated surprisingly conaarable results fron the two techniques,

the

log-histograns were expected to fare rather poorly in such a ocmparison
due to the fact that the log-scale intervals are relatively large at the
upper end of the scale, and the mcment estimates are quite sensitive to
this region.

However, the first-order correction techniques, as de-

veloped in Section 3.3.2.3, were found to be quite effective in
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reducing the errors in the estimates, and were applicable to a variety
of density function shapes.
The tests considered five different densities; thr uniform.
Erlang(2),
functions.

exponential, hyperexponential, and truncated

1/x

density

Randan variables in the range of 0 to 1 were generated by

a oomputer subroutine and were transformed to cover the range of 0 to
500 with the desired density by a transformation of variable.

The

resulting randan variables were sorted into uniform and log-histogi/ams,
with 10 intervals each, and estim?tes of the mean, meansquare, and
variance were then calculated fron the histogram data.

The actual sam-

ple manents were also accutulated during the tests and were utilized to
calculate the estimate errors for each test.

These results have been

suroarized in Table 3.3.2, but are presented in detail in Appendix E
along with a more complete description of the test procedures.
3.3.3

Sere Guidelines for the Measurement of Manents
The only manents of interest are typically the mean, mean-

square, and variance, so we shall only consider those throe manents,
although many of the considerations and limitations could apply to
higher manents as well.

There are severed possible alternatives for

gathering monent estimates including:
• collecting reu data sartples
• calculating the manents at the data source
• ocrpacting the data into histograns or other grouped data
formats.
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TABU:

3.3.2

A SJWARIZATION OF TOE MONTE CARLO TEST RESULTS
T

,,
Density
Function

,

Mean/
Variance i

Unifom Histogran i
Error
Mean

| Varianoe

Loq-Histogram
Error
Mean

Variance

j

-1
247
21,300

+0.3%

Erlang (2)

82.0
3,280

-1.4%

Exponential

80.7
6,090

+2.3%

Hypei^
exponential

80.8
7,310

+2.5%

80.9
14,100

+9.0%

Unifom

Truncated

Vx

+1.0%
+ 7.nf

+ 2.8%
-0.7%
-35.0%

+20.3%
-0.6%

- 5.4%

+ 8.0%
+0.3%

- 4.8%

+ 4.3%
+1.6%
- 4.0%

+ 4.1%

TOese techniques are listed in order of their preference fron
a statistical viewpoint, but unfortunately several practical constraints
limit the applicability of the first two.

For nxanplo, to calculate a

mean value to within 2% to 3% accuracy with a 90% confidence level requires about 1000 sanples, and such large samples can require an excessive amount of the buffering and transnission facilities of a network.

In contrast, we obtained about this same accuracy in the Monte

Carlo tests of Section 3.3.2.4, but only transnitted the ten histogram
slot values.

Ihis reduction was possible due to the ccnpacting of the

data at the source.

Such ootpaction oould further reduce the trans-

mission requirements by directly computing the nt?nents, but for other
than the mean, the squaring and multiple precision operations (to avoid
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overflow) are too tinv» oonsuning in most anall oonmunications <x>ntrol
ocmputers.
•nie accunulatod statistics measurement facility as described
in Section 2.5.1 provides sane practical examples of the trade-offs between these noroent estimating techniques.

A prunary performance meas-

ure of the net is message delay, and such delays are recorded by running
totals of messages sent, and *.ixne for the round trip (message out and
RFW1 back).

Higher monent data would have been very desirable rather

than having only the average values, but the multiplicity of destinations made it impractical to keep separate histograns on each, and a
oenposite histogram would be virtually meaningless.

The selection of

an expropriate set of histogram intervals would have been interesting
due to the open ended range of delay values, and the lack of any round
trip tijnes of less than about eight milliseconds.

A suitable set of

histogram intervals might have been obtained by dividing all delay values by eight (a simple shift operation) and oonsidering the intervals
to be

0 to 8, 8 to 16, 16 to 32, etc. up to a "catch-all" interval

such as "> 256".

However, the need for seven such intervals for oach

of 32 destinations would increase the measuranent load considerably.
No precise statement can be made regarding the accuracy
requirement for an open ended set of experiments, although some reasonableness guidelines can be stated based on the natural units of the
system such as the packet length, the time to service an average message, and the fixed service time due to the packet overhead.

Queueing

delays will be of the order of one to five times the average service
time (under test oonditions such as described in Chapter 4), and
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should be measured with a resolution of at least 10% to 20% of this
average service tüne.

Higher resolution is, of course, very desirable

but must be balanced against the possibility of overflow (for short
word lengths) or the need for excessive measurement data transmission.
The allowable error in the second moment will depend on the
experiment being conducted, but in the queueing delay exaiple, its
effect can be seen in the Pollaczek-Khinchine formula (SA61):

-

D

?

E[time in the system] = x + ■*-=— • £1
~ p
2x

(3.fi9)

where:
p ■ Xx

For a traffic intensity of about

p

equal to 0.5 and for exponential-

like service tunes, the two terms will be of cxrrarable magnitude, and
therefore should have similar accuracies.
and x

If we consider only the

x

error effects, and write the estimates as the actual value

plus an error term, we have:
E[x] = (1 + Ej^x

(3.70a)

2
T
E[x ] « (1 + e^x46

(3.70b)

p = X(l + E^X

(3.70c)

The queueing delay term of Equation (3.69) then becomes:

B ^

£jX2] _

Ad-.E^X

(14 E2)?

1 - X(l + c^x

2(1 + E^x

(3.71)
1 - p

2E[x]
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or:

(1 ♦ r,)X ?
E[queue delay] =

For anall values of

p

—
2[1 - X(l + e^x]

this estijiate is approxiirately,

E(queue delay | small p] S (1 + ty ^-

while for values of

p

(3.72)

(3.73)

near 0.5, the estimate beocmes;
1 + e

2 „ n.
E(qv>eue delay ] p « 0.5] 2 -.i - —e1 (X x )
or approximately:
E[queue delay | p » 0.5] S (1 + e1 + e^X x'

(3.74)

Therefore, the fractional, or percentage errors, in the estimates of
and

x

x

are of ocrparable significance in determining the queueinq

delay estimate accuracies.
DM variance can be calculated i-ron these mcnents about the
origin by:
a2 = E[x2] - (E[x])2

(3.75)

and similarly, an estimate of the varience can be obtained frcm estimates of these moments by:
a2 = Etx2] - (E[x])2

(3.76)

If we subtract Equation (3.75) fron aquation (3.76) we obtain an expression for the error in the variance estimate.
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2

Ä

2

?

er(cr) = o^ - a^
or:
er(o2) = {E[x2] - E[x2)} - {(E[x])2 - (E[x])2}

(>.77)

which can be written as:
er(o2) =er(x2) - {(EM + E[x]) • er(x)}
For most purposes, this expression can be approxixnated by,
2
~?
er(a^) 3 er(x,t) - 2 x er(x)

(3.78)

which relates the error in the variance estimate to the errors in the
escinates of the mean and meansquare values.

Note that if the latter

two errors are of the same sign, they will tend to cancel in the variance estimate, and this is precisely the situation that occurred in the
exponential density exanple of the Monte Carlo test described in
Section 3.3.2.4 and Appcnüix E.
The square root of the variance is the standard deviation,
which is dimensionally the sane as the mean and indicates the spread or
dispersion of the density function.

Intuitively, the accuracy of the

standard deviation should be caiparable to that of the mean, and could
be represented by,
o

S (1 + e1)a

(3.7*»)

for which the corresponding error in the variance beccmes:
a2 - (o)2 3 (1 + 2€1)a2

(3.80)
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Therefore, while the errors in the meansquare and mean values should be
oatparab'e, the allowable error in the variance can be twice this value.
This relationship can also be seen in the Pollaczek-Khinchinc formula
of Equation (3.69) which can be written as:
Eftijne in system] = x + ^^

i [(x)2 + o2]

(3.81)

and clearly shows that the percentage errors in the mean and standard
deviation are of oortparable significance.

The moment estimates fron

the Monte Carlo tests of Section 3.3.2.4 indicate the second mcment
estimates frcm histograms will be sanewhat less accurate than the estimates of the mean, and will therefore be the mote significant source of
error in such calculations.
3.4

Artifact Considerations and Corrections
Artifact in measurement data refers to any effect that results

in a differenoe between the actual system variables (as they would
exist if the measurements had not been made), and the observed system
variables obtained from the measurement.

Such artifact can occur either

by measurerent effects which change the actual system behavior, such as
introducing additional delays, or frcm effects which distort the measured results without actually changing the system behavior.

An example

of the latter type of "apparent artifact" would occur if, in a hardware
monitor, the sarpling period is inadvertently made in synchronism with
some time varying behavior, and thereby does not record a true picture
of the behavior.

Both types of artifact will be found to occur in the

network nteasurements as discussed in the following paragraphs.
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There are two basic aspects of the network artifact; (1) that
introduced in the IMP to generate the statistics data, and (2) that
introduced in the transtvission facilitiea to get the measurement results to the ?WC.

We shall consider each of these areas with regard to

the identification of the artifact conditions, the possible ways of
correcting for the artifact, the ways in which the artifact was reduced,
ard sat» suggestions on how subsequent implementation might further
reduce the artifact.
3.4.1

The Use of PIP Resources to Generate the Measurements
The measurement progrars reside within the IMP core manory

and ocmpete for the IMP processing resources to generate the statistics
data.

Since many of the IMP processing functions require real-time in-

put data handling (e.g., setting vp a nw buffer before the next packet
starts to arrive) the itteasurement functions have been designed to minimize their interference with the input operations.

Except for the

trace and arrived statistics, the measiiranents concentrate on the modem
channel output functions to record the packet size dati, etc.

(The

hoST-IMP iata transfers do not have such time constraints, since they
are bit asynchronous, and therefore measurement data are taken in both
directions between the IMP a'd HOST.)

The modem output test data also

includes the effects of the measuranent message lengths, which will be
considered as part of transmission artifact.
The snap-shot statistics are intended to capture the state
vector of the IMP queues aid routing tables, but have been assigned a
priority below the interrupt handling functions to also avoid
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interference with the real-tij« routines.

Therefore, the higher prior-

ity task queues will always be empty when the background statistics
progran is executed, and similarly the L.^ckground program may be intcrrupted to handle subsequent higher priority functions.

As a result, the

snap-shot data may be skewed in time, and will not necessarily be conpletely consistent.

For example, the total nunber of store-and-forward

buffers may differ fron that reported in the queue length measurements,
if a lengthy interruption has occurred between trie time that these two
items are recorded.

Such skewed results have bpen observed, but typi-

cally occur only when very heavy traffic is introduced into the TIP.
The need for core memory space for the measurement routines
introduces an artifact in any blodcing effect measurements, sines if
that same space had been utilized for buffers, the blocking might not
have occurred.

However, this effect would only be of concern if block-

ing oocurred frequently, and otherwise the information gained on the
system perfornance is well worth the cost.
approximately 750

In the case of the IMP,

16-bit words are utilized for the neasurement rou-

tines, which would correspond to about ten additional buffers beyond
the present total of seventy (HE70).
The ocmbination of the above mentioned decisions and design
oempromises, effectively reduced the IMP resource artifact to a very
small effect,

unfortunately, the transmission artifact is not nearly

as negligible, and requires considerable care in defining experiments
and in oorrecting the artifact distortions of the data.
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3.4.2

The Use of the Network Trananissior. Rcsouroes for the
Measurorent Data
The ireasurefnent data messages tend to be fairly long and

occur at frequencies which can utilize considerable transnission bandwidth as shown in Table 3.4.1. These data messages have been canpreseed

TABLE 3.4.1
TRANSMISSION REQUIREHrNTS FOR MEASUHEMQTT DATA

Measuremant

Approximate Data
Mpssage Length

Period

Typ. BW6

Traces

80 + 160 N bits1

as generated

0.4 Kb/sec.2

Snap-Shots

2200 bits

0.82 sec.

2.7 ¥h/sec.

64 + 16 M bits3

see note

1 Arrival Times
Aocun. Data

4

12.8 sec.

3120 bits

0.34 Kb/sec.5
0.25 Kb/sec.

1.

N is the nunber of trace blocks in a trace message.

2.

Based on N = 2 and sent once per second.

3.

M is the number of arrival times recorded per message.

4.

Sent either every 1.6 sec, when 60 arrivals occur, or
when airjther statistics program must be run, whichever
oocurs first.

5.

Based on M = 30 and sent every 1.6 seconds.

6.

Peak bandwidth requirements are much larger due to the
burst nature of the measurement traffic.
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in size as much as possible by utilizing «-he IMP CPU to oorr>act the
data into oour/s, averages, histograns, etc.,but then? are a large variety of IMP functicns to record and the resulting test data messages are
up to four packets in length.

These data messages can affect the not-

work performance by the extra traffic load, longer queues, etc., area in
sane cases, require oorrections to the reoorded values.

For example,

each acctnulated statistics messaje includes the previously sent statistics message in the modgn channel traffic, but being of known length,
it can be subtracted out to oorrect the measurements.

However, if this

was one of several messages sent to the MC, the round trip times
oould only be partially corrected based on known average data message
delays.
Ihe snap-shot statistics are particularly expensive in terms
of transmission reqoirements due to their length and frequency, but cire
taken at rather gross time increments relative to the "time constant"
of the network.

Some further data oempaction within the IMP might be

possible, but is not readily definable duo to the changinq moasurment
needs, e.g., for peak queue lengths in one exporimont versus avoraqo
queue lengths in anotner.

An additional artifact involved with tho

snap-shots is due to the fact that they are taken in approximate synchronism across cne net, and therefore introduce traffic in bursts.

Of

coarse, the snap-shots are only generated at those IMP's which have had
the appropriate flags set for the experiment.

(This is true for each

of the different measurement facilities as described in Section 2.5.)
The methods of artifact reduction which Estrin, et

al. des-

cribed (ES67A) are applicable candidate techniques if one were to
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reduce the transmission artifact of the network measurements.

Those

methods are paraphrased below:
1.

make measurements on gross events rather thin detailed
operations.

2.

selective injection of meaiuranent "probes" at key points
of interest.

3.

use of external measurement devioes such as a hardware
monitor.

The first technioue was somewhat orthogonal to the measurement intent of obtaining detailed measurement data to provide insight
into the netwoik be-^avior, but was utilized in the sense that oompacted
data was taKen when appropriate.

Tne selectivity of the

?cond tech-

nique has vaiying degrees, and in the case of the networkr involved
enabling any subset of the five b^sic measurement routines, (i.e., the
accjnulated statistics, snap-shcts, traces, arrival times, and status
reports) at the IMP'r involved un an experiment.

Further selectivity

could have reduced the tXfirtJ.dssion requirements somewhat, but only if
a clear-cut subdivision could be defined within the data sets.

Ttie

choioe of having fixed or variable data message formats v;as decided in
favor of fixed formats due to the ccmplications in the I2-1P measurement
code if it were made variable.

However, this choioe would have to be

reconsidered if the net changed radically in the nunber of nodes or
their interoonnectivity.
The third method, i.e., the introduction of special measurement related devioes, would have oonriderable significance in the
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resulting measurement capabilities.

For example, the addition of a

magnetic tape reoorder at each IMP could provide a storage facility for
measuranent data lhat would allow more thorough roeasurenents and would
avoid the transnission artifact during the experiment.

The data would

be transmitted after the test, at sane cif hour, or by nail if the
quantity of data was

very large.

Severed, interesting tests could be

run if sucn equipment were available,* such as blocking effect measurements which are presently thwarted by the blockage itself. Simultaneous
measurements oould also be taker, at more nodes of the network, where
presently the bandwidth limitations require fairly austere experiment
planning.
No attenpt has been made in these discussions of artifact to
identify each and every source of artifact, but merely to point out
several typical cases in which such artifact occurs, and how it might
be oorrected, or in other designs, eliminated.

Each experiment must

carefully consider the artifact which is introduced for that oanbination of traffic and measurement data, and attempt to correct, or at
least identify, such sources of error.
3.5

Data Analysis
While our basic measurement philosophy was in oorplete

agreement with Harming1 s observation that "the purpose of measurement
is insight, not mxnbers"; one must also adnit that the direct output of
measurement is numbers, and insight must cone from analysis and
J

H3ST oooperation in the measurement activity oould provide an
alternative source of local storage.
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reduction of these nuneric results.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to

develop algorithms for providing insight fron a given set of data
values, and therefore much of the data analysis requires hunan intervention, at least until a hypothesis has been rurmilated on sane aspect
of the network behavior of interest.

Due to this need for hunan obser-

vation of the data, our experiments have been run utilizing line printer
reoards (at the UCLA Network Measurement Center HOST), for the various
measurement data from each experiment.
These records were initially printed in a hexadecimal cutout
form, and shortly thereafter in a more readable decimal form.

Hcwever,

these records were very difficult to scan for particular items of interest, so special print formats were developed which provided several
advantages including approp1"^^ annotation, a more convenient arrangement of the data, and sor« sinple calculations and bar charts.

Such

print-outs were shown in the figures of Section 2.5, and have been
found to be quite adequate for both the rapid scanning of the results
during the data collection phase of an experiment, ajxä for subsequent
data analysis and reduction.
Ihe data analysis activities will certainly evolve fron this
initial manual mode of operation to more sophisticated conputer-aided
techniques.

The first step of this change is presently being imple-

nented as the data collection routines are being integrated into the
UdA time-sharing system.

Ihis change allows the experimenter to

analyze his data as it is obtained, and to take advantage of the other
system facilities for this purpose; a significant improvanent over the
stand-alone operation in which the Signa 7 computer was dedicated to
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the data collection phase of experünents.

Future epochs of this

evolution will include the utilization of other network resouroes for
data reduction retrieval, and display, and perhaps may also result in
machine-aided perception or insight through the use of artificial
intelligence programs in the network.
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CHAPTCR 4
MEASURTMFNTS OF NPIVDRK PERPDRMATJCK
The set of medsurenent tools described in Chapter 2 and the
analysis techniques of Chapter 3 can best be illustrated by actual network measurement situations.

In this chapter we will consider seme

exarple measurements to further demonstrate the utility of the measurements (e.g., to simulate a prescribed level of traffic and measure the
resulting delays) and for ejqaloratory tests to answer selected "what
if" questions such as, "What happens to the routing mechanian if the
traffic load becomes extremely heavy?"

These *-ests will therefore be

oriented toward determining what questions should be asked regarding
the network behavior.

In contrast, the measurements which will be con-

sidered in Chapter 5 will be based on the verification of analytic
models of the system behavior.

Actually these two measurement func-

tions operate together in an iterative manner, with the exploratory
measurements resulting in the formulation of models, and subsequent
tests being designed to test the validity of the models.

TTiese latter

tests will typically provide some additional insights which can be
utilized to improve the model, and then additional verification tests
would be run, etc.
The motivation for these test and model development efforts
is to gain insight into the system behavior, and in particular, to
determine '■he "sensitive" areas, i.e., those areas in which small parameter variation can result in large performance changes.
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The intent

of Chapters 4 and 5 is to provide sane examples of this measurementmodeling technique to a variety of problem areas, seme of which will be
seen to have definite areas of parameter sensitivity, while others will
be relatively insensitive to change.

Both types of conclusions provide

useful information regarding the system behavior, although the former
is oertainly more gratifying.
4.1

Message Delay Measurements
Message delay is a primary performanoe measure in a computer

network due to its oontribution to the overall response time of an interarHve message, although like "response time", it is subject to a
variety of definitions.

For exanple, in the MPL network described in

Section 1.2, the oorponent of the delay due to the netvrork was defined
as being the time frcm the receipt of the last bit of a packet at the
source node, to the start of the output transmission at the destination.
Variations of the definition are possible, such as by considering the
latter time to be the end of trananission at the destination, or alternatively, to consider definitions based on messaqc delays rather than
packet delays.

Most such definitions differ by reasonably constant

terms, and therefore can be ootpared in a relatively simple manner if a
precise definition of each measurement is given in terms of its starting and ending points in time.

A potential problem arises because

these starting and ending events occur at different sites, i.e., the
source and destination nodes.

Unless each site has an accurate and

synchronized clock, the time difference will be meaningless, and while
such synchronization technqiues are feasible, the ARPA network delay
measurements were based on time values at a single node by utilizing
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the notion of round trip tines of messages and their associated RFWs
(Request For Next Message).

The coqponent delays involved in this defi-

nition are shown in Figure 4.1.1 for the case of two adjacent nodes,
with nore separated nodes requiring additional store-and-forward q\jcueing delays and trananission tur^s.

the delays of the RFNM return will

be small due to their short leiqth, and reasonably predictable due to
their high priority, so that tin return delay can be subtracted fron
the total round trip time to cive a good estiirate of the message transmission delay.

Unless otherwise specified, all of the follo/ing delay

measurenents will be based on the total round trip delay.
4.1.1

Delays Due to Store-and-Forward Handling
The exaiple utilized in Section 2.5.1 to describe the accumu-

lated statistics functions, demonstrates the effect of additional storeana- forward operations between the source and destination sites.

Hew-

ever, that particular exanple was not felt to reflect the normal topology because of the unexpected ratio in which the traffic was split
between the paths via the SRI and RAND nodes.

The test was repeated at

a later date and resulted in the data shown in Table 4.1.1, which met
the expected traffic distribution and round trip delays.

Closer in-

spection of the previous test data indicated that the BEN-MIT channel
was inoperative and therefore resulted in an extra store-and-forvard
delay for the MIT, Lincoln Laboratories, and Case destinations.
The round trip delays consist of two major components; (1)
the serial transmission requirements of the message, and (2) the propagation delays which occur twice in the round trip measurement.
artificial traffic nessages

being sent had an average length of
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TABLE 4.1.1
MEASURED ROUND TRIP TRAN»USSION TIMES
FROM UCIA TO SEVERAL DIFFEREttT SITES
Moasurod Average
1 MB

1
1

Destination

No. of S & F
Transmissions

Ro
Round Trip Time
msec.

S & F Path
fron UCIA

UCSB

22.4 msec.

direct

Utah

53.2 msec.

via SRI

MIT

94.0 msec.

via RAND

Lincoln Labs

114.0 msec.

via RAND

Case

137.5 msec.

j via RAND

320 bits, which require a total of about 12.0 msec. i:or serial transmission, when one includes the overhead characters ard the RFNM.

The

propagation delay is about 10 usec./faile (HE70),* resulting in a crosscountry delay of approxijtiately 30 msec.

Therefore, the round trip time

fron UCIA to MIT vrould be expected to require 36 msec, for the three
store-and-forward transmissions and 60 msec, for the propagation delays
(both ways), for a toted of about 96 msec.
delay is shown in Table 4.1.1 to be 94 msec.

The observed round trip
The round trip time to

Case Institute of Technology is the largest of the val'jes shown due to
the five store-and-forward delays and the fact that the path fron UCIA
to Case goes via Boston, whidi adds even more propagation delay.

(Such

seemingly peculiar topological aspects are due to the evolving nature
of the network, with only a subset of the ocmunication net being presently installed.)

In each instance the delays were quite acceptable

As ocmpared to 5.4 ysec./mile for the speed of light in free space.
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fron a user interaction point of view, although of course no queueing
delays were involved in these transmissions (due to the lack of any
oorpeting traffic).
4.1.2

Delay as a Function of Message Length
Message length variations influence the round trip times in

two ways; (1) by the serial transnission delays, and (2) by the effect
of the message service requirement on the queueing delays. This latter
oomponent of delay will be considered in Section 4.1.3, and for new we
will only be concerned with the serial transmission delay.

In the

description of the previous experiment this component of delay was
approximately 12.0 msec, for a 320 bit message, of which 6.4 msec, is
required for the transmission of the average size 320 bit message (at
20 usec./bit or 50 Kbits/sec.), 2.7 msec, is required for the header
and line control characters, and an additional 2.7 msec, is for the
RFNM. Ihese values do not add to 12.0 msec., since this latter figure
includes the fact that the message lengths are randan variables, and
seme messages will exceed one pocket in length, and therefore will require additional header and line control overhead, with the expected
number of packets per message (for the exponential message length case)
being:
E[# pkts. per mes.] = 1/[1 - e
where L

V]

is the segment or packet length, and I

message length.
5.2.3.1).

s/

(4.1)
is the average

(This equation will be developed later in Section

When this effect is considered, we obtain the expected
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message service times shown in Ta'jle 4.1.2.*

Ohese values do not

include the RFTJM delay, since it is not appropriate for some of our
later use of these delay con^xsnents, such as the following gueueing
delay analysis.

TABLE 4.1.2
EXPECTED SERVICE TIMES FOR VARIOUS LQKJTH
PARAMETER VALUES OF RANDOM ARTIFICIAL TRAFFIC GENERATOR
Avg. Mes.
Length fron
Sigma 7 Gen.
(32-bit words)

1

Avg. Mes.
T<Rngth in
the IMP
(bits)

E[# pkts]
per message

l.on

32
64
160
320
480
640
800
960

2

5
10
15
20
25
30

E[* bits ppr
mps. incl.
pkt. overhead]

168
200
296
463
635
813
990

1.00
1.00
1.05
1.14
1.27
1.40
1.54

1170

E[mes.
service
tiire]
(msec.)

3.4
4.0
5.9
9.3
1?.7
16.3
19.7
23.4

i

4.1.3

The Queueing Conponent of Message Delay
If several message sources are in contentio;*. for the service

facility, queues may form with resulting increases in the average message delay.

Such queueing behavior is a function of the average

messaqe servioe requirement,

x,

and the average arrival rate of

For exatple. Table 4.1.2 indicates an average message servioe time of
9.3 msec, for a message with an expected length of 320 bits. If we
add the 2.7 instc. servioe for the RFNM, we obtain the 12.0 msec, delay
value used in the above discussion.
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messages, X, with these two factors determining the server utilization
parameter, p, by the relationship:
p = X x

(4.2)

Ihe message servioe requirement is a function of the message length as
described earlier, and the average arrival rate can be controlled for
experimental purposes by the selection of the two other paraneters of
the artificial traffic generator, i.e., the "transnission attempt interval", T , and the number of message generators being utilized. (Ihe
RFNM mechanism for congestion control is the reason for oonsidering

T

to be the time interval between "atterpts" at transnission, since no
transnission will occur on a link which is wai j.ng for a RFTJM return.)
The RET1M will also create a second aspect of oonoem, sinoe
each RFWM must be acknowledged.

Therefore, a nunber of ACK's will be

in contention for the service facility along with the messages thanselves, and in heavy traffic conditions, will effectively increase each
service time by the 3.0 msec, that is required to transnit a higher
priority ACK.

However, for lesser traffic levels, the fiCK's can not be

considered to be simply an additional portion of the average servioe
time, but instead, appear to be separate high priority arrivals.

These

two effects can be ccmbined by use of the priority model result that
will be developed in Section " 1.1.

This result shews that the queue-

ing delay for a priority message (the ACK in this case) will be:
Wj =
where

W.

W

0/(l - aXx^

(4.3)

is the expected time to cortplete a servioe,

average arrival rate of the ACK's, and
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x,

aX

is the

is the servioe time of the

ACK's. Similarly, the expected queueing delay of non-priority arrivals
(the regular messages in this case) is shewn to bo:
w2 = Wl/(1 - P)

(4-4)

where the value of p is a function of the oorposite arrival rate and
service times (i.e., messages and ACK's).

By substitution of Equation

(4.3) into Equation (4.4) and reoognizing that the arrival rate of
messages and ACK's will be equal, we obtain:
W0
W..
=
'2 a - yca) (i - xm*c)
where X

(4.5)

is the service time for an ACK, and x

is the average

a
'ccitposite service time for a message and an ackncwledgement,
xc = Xa

+

^

(4-6)

The value of VL can be shown to be:

where the theoretical value of the average arrivax rate is:
(4-8)

J^-H^

with N being the nurnber of generators utilized in the experiment.

We

also need an expression for x , which must include both the ACK' s and
the messages. Since the two sets of arrivals are equally likely, one
can show by Equation (A.6) fron Appendix A, that:
^aI(Xa)2

+

M(Xa)2

+ 2X

a\+2(^)2]
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(4 9)

-

which sinplifies to

:?_
/v ^
,7)2
xA = (X
) x+ vX x ++ (x^
c
a
am
m

(4.10)

Ccc±>ining these equations produces an expression for the expected

message queueing delay of:

^-|(V2+Xa^+ (V2

w

=_aj

(4.11)

+

T

!'•" a J

. _ M(Xaa xmm)
Ta

which is plotted as the theoretical queueing delay curve in Figure
4.1.2.

Each of the test conditions used to obtain the plotted experi-

mental data involved constant values of NAa and Xa, with the
variable being the average message service requirement, i^. The
figure shows that a rather poor match is obtained between the theory
and experiment for the four generator case, with this discrepancy being
due to the RETW effect which increases the message interarrival times.*
The other two test cases utilized a larger nurber of generators, which
decreased this RFNM effect, and provided a nuch better aqroement with
the theoretical expectations.

However, these tvo cases also exhibit a

departure fron the theoretical values for larger message lengths, and
other test data confirmsi that this behavior was also due to the RFNM
effect.
Figure 4.1.3 shows a related effect that was observed in the
experiments, i.e., that the effective value of p decreases due to the
*Eadi message generator utiUzes a separate logical ^nk^i* is
"blocked" following a transmission until such tame as the RFNM is
returned.
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jficiai Traffic Generator

increased interarrival times.

In fact, the system approaches a "closed

queueing system" in which the "customers" circulate through the server
and then return for more service after some random idle period.

For

such a system the arrival rate must arynptotically approach the service
rate, i.e.,

p

approaches unity as shown in the figure.

The effect of

alternate routing perturbs this portion of the curvo since it provides
an instantaneous increase in the service rate, and makes the region
rather unpredictable.

However, the actual region of interest is the

lower portion of the curve which approxiitates the more classical random
arrival, infinite population, queueing model.

This data will be util-

ized to select the experünent parameters, i.e., message length, number
of generators, and the "transuission atterpt interval", T , for sub■

sequent experünents such as the priority model verification experiment
of Section 5.1.2.5.
4.2

>ieasurements Related to Network Applications
Applications of the network were initially limited by the

lack of an established protocol for ir>ST-to-HnKT transmission, although
several sites made use of the network by establishing special purpose
protocol subsets for handling their particular functions of interest
such as interactive work, file transmissions, or graphics display functions.

Rather than sunnarizing the measurement facilities relative to

a number of these application areas, we will present a more detailed
accounting of the measurements that were taken on the activity of one
set of users.
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4.2.1

>teasureiTents of Network Usage
The activity of interest involved the use of the DEC PDP-10

at the University of Utah and the XDS 940 at SRI, with the geueral
nature of the interaction being as follows.

A file would be sent from

SRI to Utah, and then a nunfcer of interactive debug operations would be
perfonred, with transmission from the XDS 940 to the PDP-10 being on a
character-by-character basis, and responses being handled on a line at
a time basis.

The files were transmitted in blocks of 4608 bits, which

was a convenient nultiple of the 24-bit word length of the XDS 940 and
the 36-bit word length of the PDP-10, and also provided the desired
ijiock size of 128 words for the PDP-10.
The established protocol involved several special characters
to indicate the message type and length, such that a single character
nessage required five IMP-words of transmitted data.

Due to these

character-by-character and file transnission protocol conventions, alnost all of the SRI-to-Utah transnissions consisted of either 5-word
messages or 5-packet iressages respectively, as shorn in the sample
print-out of Table 4.2.1.

Each line corresponds to one 12.8 second

statistics nessage, with the time-of-day being determined by adding
12.8 second incrarvents to the starting time since the data values were
taken consecutively.

The sequenoe of events which is shewn includes a

10-word "file name" message, the file transnission of 67

5-packet

messages plus a 4-packet file fragment, an "end of file" message, and
a sequence of interactive traffic.

This particular file transmission

consisted of approximately 39,300 bytes and occurred over a 25.6 second
period for an average bandwidth usage of about 12.5 Wsits/seoond.
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IP

maxuium file transnission bandwidth observed during any 12.8 second
interval was one in which 73

5-packet messages were transmitted.

Each

message was the standard 576 byte record, for a total bantfcridth usage
of:
26.3 Kb/sec for data ("effective" data rate")
0.3 Ki/sec for marking, padding, and protocol format
3.9 Kb/sec for network header, checksun, etc.
30.5 Kb/sec toted bandwidth used.
Transnission occurred during the entire interval since the
file transmissio." was measured over three 12.8 sec. intervals, and this
was the center interval.

The average round trip tiine for a message was

159 msec, (measured from the time the source IMP reoeives the first
packet until it reoeives the RFTW).

The mininum round trip time would

be about 138 msec, based on the time for serial transmissions and propagation delays.

The extra delay of 159 minus 138, or 21 msec., was due

to the delays in the PDP-10 acceptance of messages.

The effective

round trip cycle must irclude an additional 12 msec, for HOST processinq
of the RFNM and for the leader and first packet transmission frcin the
HOST to the IMP.

Therefore, the maximum single link data rate is ap-

proximately one 576 byte record every 150 msec, or 30.7 Kb/sec. of
actual data, oonpared with the observed maximum effective data rate of
26.3 WD/sec.

A similar calculation using the measured average round

trip time and the resulting effective data rate indicates that about 4
to 5 msec, are required for HOST processing of the RFNM and setting up
the next transnission.

These results are sumnarized be lew:
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Measured

Iheoretical minimun
(or naximum)

Round trip time

159 msec.

138 msec. min.

Effective data rate

26.3 ifc)/sec.

30.7 Kb/sec. max.

Average HOST ?Fm
Proc. & roes.
set up tme

5 msec.

HOST delay in taking
mes.

21 msec.

The round trip time required for messages between the two
HOST'S was plotted in Figure 4.2.1 as a function of message length

L.

Each point of this scatter plot represents one interactive message,
i.e., a one-packet message.

The scattering is an indication of the

frequency of occurrence of both message length variations and rcund
trip delay variations.

A definite lower limit of delay was observed a^.

indicated by the dashed line, and this lüniting delay function is just
what would be expected based on estimated values of the various ocmponents of delay.

In this minimum delay case, there is no queueing

time such that the expected delay consists of:
• Serial transmission at souroe IMP = 2.0 + 0.32L msec.
• Propagation and modem delay

=7.5

msec.

• Prooessing time at destination

=0.5

msec.

• Serial IMP-HOST transmission

= 0.3 + 0.16L msec.

• Seried transmission of RFNM

= 2.0

msec.

• Propagation and modem delay

= 7.5

msec.

• Processing of RFNM

-0.2

msec.

TVcal

20.0 + 0.48L msec.

This estimated total delay agrees very well with tte experimental
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minimum delay values as shown in Figure 4.2.1.

Ttie other points in the

figure represent messages whose delay values exceeded the minimum due
to queueing delays and/or HOST delays in taki nq the message from the
IMP.
4.2.2

Estimating User Behavior
The exarple of the SRI-Utah interactive traffic measurements

can also serve as an indication of the degree to which one can obtain
information regarding the user behavior.

Table 4.2.1 showed a pattern

of data transfers which could readily be seen to be a sequence of file
transfers followed by bursts of interactive traffic.

Of course, no in-

formation could be obtained regarding the usage of the files, i.e.,
they could have been display images or small data bases, but the fact
that they all consisted of five packet messages gives sane information
regarding the file transfer protocol.

Similarly, the predoninanoe of

five word nessages might lead one to speculate that the user-to-oanputer messages were sent on a character-by-character basis, while the
corputer response traffic was sent in longer and more variable length
nessages.

(The latter were included in the measurements, but are not

shown in the table.)
4.2.3

Estimating Traffic Statistics
The reduction of the data from the SRI-Utah traffic example

would have been made more difficult if the traffic had been a cemposite
representation of several simultaneous user transnissions, but seme insights oould probably have still been gained.

The initial tests of

user behavior were typically measurements of single user characteristics
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due to the absence of heavy network usage, but as the traffic loads
build up, such cases will occur with less frequency.

However, in rtany

instances the ccnposite data transnission may be of particular interest,
such as the case of a HOST site desiring to measure its total network
activity over a given period of time.

A hypothetical exarple of such

data is shown in Figure 4.2.2 and is the result of artifically generated
traffic.

This particular exarple was selected at randan fran a se-

quenoe of test data involving messages with various average lengths,
but in each case having an exponential distribution of lengths.

The

histogram data values were utilized (with the oorrection formulas as
developed in Appendix D) to determine the mean message length, with an
average length of 65.6 IMP-words being obtained ccrpared to a theoretical expected value of 64.0 words.

(The effect of the oorrection was to

reduce the error fron 3.2 to 1.6 words.)

A seoond exarple is shown in

Figure 4.2.3, with an estimated mean value of 25.9 oorpared to a theoretical value of 24.0.

In this exanple the oorrection factor reduced

the error from 5.0 to 1.9.

Ihis exanple also shows the peak of the log-

histogram density function occurring at the mean of the exponential
function; a result that weis developed in Section 3.2.2.
Figure 4.2.3 also shows the density estimate fron the loghistograni data oonpared with the theoretical density function, and a
reasonably good match is seen.

In oontrast, the data from Figure 4.2.2

would not have a very recognizable density shape due to the small
sample size, cd though such a plot has not been shown.
A sanple histogram for a modem output channel is also shewn
in Figure 4.2.2, and serves as an exanple of a potential source of
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error for the channel estijnates.

The histogram interval covering the

range of 32 to 63 includes a large nmber of full 63-wDrd packets,
which should be considered separately in any estimates made fron the
histogram.

In the example we can oorrect for this effect, since the

HOST-to-IMP data shows that there were 35 full packets (i.e., 19 from
the 2-packet messages, 10 from the 3-packet messages, and 6 fron the
4-packet messages).*

Using this information, the estmated length was

39.5 words ocnpared to a theoretical value of 40.4, with the correction
factor causing the error to increase from 0.8 to 0.9.

The fact that

this "correction" actually made the error scnewhat larger is a reminder
that the correction will improve the estimates on the average, but not
nacessarily in each individual case.
Wte were able to determine the nunber of full 63-word packets
on the modem channel for the above exanple because those packets originated at the local HOST and additional length data was available.

In

general, we can only make such a calculation based on long iÄrm average
values, and this limitation indicates a weakness in the channel data
gathering facilities.

An additional histogram interval for full 63-word

packets would be a worthwhile extension of the measurement capabilities
to avoid this uncertainty.
4.3

Interference Between Users
A major oonoem in the evaluation of a conpater-ocmunications

network is the determination of how many simultaneous users the net^iork
can support.

Several criteria for such an evaluation are possible.

Each 3-packet nessage contributes two full packets, so that the five
3-packet rressages result in ten full packets, etc.
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ranging from being able to staisfy the peak

reouimnent of all usom

siinultaneously, to satisfying the average need for all users.

In the

latter case, if a user required an average of 500 bits/sec., then one
might estimate that a 50 Kbit/sec. transnission facility could support
100 such users.

Of course, such a system would not be .Drkable since

the service rate barely neets the average demand for service, and very
large queues ard delays would develop.

The other case is overly con-

servative, since the probability of all users requiring their peak
service simultaneously is very small, but these two conditions do tend
to bound the nurnber of users that such a network could supoort.

In the

following analysis we shall attempt to determine a better measure of
the network capabilities in this regard.
4.3.1

Estimates of the Nvirber of Users That a Comnanications
Channel Can Support
Ihe nature of the measured traffic in the SRI-Utah test of

Section 4.2.1 involved both file transmissions and interactive messages, with the two types of traffic being seen to utilize the conrunications bandwidth in grossly differing ways.

Ihe file transnissions

were quite infrequent, but utilized a large portion of the available
bandwidth during bursts of activity.

In contrast, the interactive

usage consisted of longer intervals of lew bandwidth traasfers interspersed between idle or "think" periods.

Due to these differences in

bandwidth characteristics, and the differing consequences of delays for
the two classes of traffic, one should not expect to utilize the same
criteria for estimating the nurnber of simultaneous users that could
share the systan.

Therefore, we shall consider the two aspects of the
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problan rr>parately, and then attentpt to carbine the resultinq estimates.
The interactive traffic utilization of the oonrunication
facility for several siirultaneous users is analogous to the tine-sharing
of a corputer systan, and we shall take advantage of these earlier results to estimate the effects of sharing the oomunication channel.
Scherr (SC67A) developed a time-sharing model which showed that the degradafri of response due to mutliple users was lev until the mmber of
users exceeded a threshold or saturation point, above which the degradation rapidly increased.

(Kleinrock (KL69C) generalized this model to

evaluate multiple channels and investigated the notion of saturation.)
The nodel considered exponential think time and service cycles for the
various users, with an average think time of
service requirement of

1/uC

6

seconds and an average

seoonds per service cycle, where

the rate at which work can be performed by the server, and
average service requirerent of an arrival.

1/u

C

is
is the

However, due to the sharing

of the server, each user spends an average of

T

seoonds in the server

during a oatpute cycle, and then retoms to the think state where he
spends m iverage of
For a total cf

M

6

seoonds before making another service request.

simultaneous users, the nunber in the think state

will, on the average, be equal to:

which will produce an effective arrival rate for the server of
approximately,
(4.13)

X. = M/(T + 6)
in
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The output rate of the server will be:

W ■ "W " Po)
where

pC

„.Ml

is the servioe rate and

server is idle.

p.

is the probability that the

The input and output rates must be equal, such that:

UC(1 - p0) = IV(T + 9)

(4.15)

which when solved for a normalized value of
ucr

Sinoe

T

T

beoomes:

=-H
yce
1
" po

(4.16)

is the average time spent in the processor to gain

seconds of servioe, the value of
gradation due to the

M

users.

uCT

l/yC

is a measure of the system de-

For very snail values of

M,

the

degradation factor is near unity, but above a threshold or saturation
value, the degradation increases rapidly and beoanes approximately
proportional to the nuntoer of users.

This threshold value can be shewn

to be (KL69C):
M' = 1 + uCe

(4.17)

which can be written as:
:V »I—T
where

T

(4.18)

is the average servioe time requirement,
T

= l/yC

(4.19)

Therefore, the relation beoanes,
(M« -

1)T

= 6

(4.20)
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which is intuitively satisfying sine» it says that the degradation
which any user will see will begin to beoane excessive when the average
service requiranent of the other

M* - 1

users equals his average

think time.
To apply this theory to our shared comunication channel
model, we need only define the serial server by:
C = transmission rate in bits/sec.
l/y = service requirement in bits/message
such that the average service requirement, T,
T

= 1/yC

is:

sec. per message

(4.21)

Ihe model assumes that this is the average servic? needed considering
both user-to-conputer and conputer-to-user messages, which is a reasonable assunption for full duplex lines with users at both sites.
The measured data fron the SRI-Utah test showed an average
message length of about seven 16-bit words for interactive messages,
which ir^-~ ading the header, line control characters, the RFNM, and the
ACK's results in an average total service requirement of:
T

2 16.4 msec./Message

The think time was not measurable with the accumulated statistics due
to their 12.8 second period, so the average value of 4.3 seconds observed by Jackson and Stubbs (JA69) was utilized, resulting in:
6 = 4.3 seconds
If we substitute these values into Equation (4.18), we obtain:
M' = - - 1 S 260 users.
T
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However, the message lengths in the observed activity were much shorter
than would be expected for a more typical mix of users, and if we take
Jackson and Stubbs average values of:
E[user-to-conputer message] =

12 characters

E [corputer-to-user message] = 154 characters
and assume an equal fraction of each type of message, we obtain an
average service requirement, including the overhead, of:
T

= 24.7 msec./Message

For the same 4.3 second average think time, the critical number of
users becomes:
M' = 170 users.
The effect of the file transfer bandwidth requiranents is much more
stringent on the number of users that oould be supported simultaneously.
A typical file length for the SRI-Utah test was about 25 K bytes, \tiich
for an effective channel bandwidth of about 40 Kbits/sec. ,* would require 5 seoonds of channel time for serial transmission.

(The actual

transmission would typically require considerably longer due to HOST
delays m accepting and inserting messages.)

The SRI-Utah file trans-

missions occurred at a frequency of about one every 12 minutes, during
the period of active use, such that one user would require on the order
of 1% of the effective channel bandwidth.

This would set an upper limit

of about 100 such users before exhausting the available bandwidth, but
Based on a traiprussion overhead due to header, line control, etc. of
about 6 msec, for each 20 msec, of effective data transmission on the
50 Wsits/sec. line.
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for delay (Considerations, the maximum would be limited to about half
that number.
We have therefore established sotne rather crude estimates of
the nunber of users that such a network interconnection oould support
as being about 170 interactive users, or 50 file transmission users.
Since users typically do seme of each, we would like tc combine these
values in seme proper manner.

A reasonable ocrfcination would seem to

be:
# interactive
users +. # file transmi;:
users =1.
_
_

/>,
oox
(4.22)

which satisfies the two end conditions, and allocates the bandwidth
appropriately for a mix of the two classes of users.
4.3.2

Interference Tests Utilizing Artificial Traffic
Ihe effect of multiple users can be simulated by utilizing

many artificial traffic generators with random arrivals, but this situation differs from Scherr's model in the "think time" behavior.

In his

model, the think time period started at the oonpletion of the previous
service period, while in the artificial traffic generation scheme, the
interval for the next "transmission attempt", T , is selected at the
time the message is enqueued for transmission.
tive "think time" is the difference between
obtaining service.

T

As a result, the effecand the time spent

We can include this effect in Kleinrock"s equation

for the number of users

at the "interferenoe break point" from Equation

(4.20);
(M* - 1)T = e
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where

T

is the average service requiramont of a ncssaqe (an averaqo

round trip tijne in our exanplo), nrei
T

fl

is the think tinm.

ff wo aAi

to both sides of the equation we obtain:
M'T

in which

= 6 + T

6 + T
M'T

■ T

(4.23)

is our

T ,
fll

such that:
(4.24)

a

For the exanples shown in Figure 4.3.1, the value of

Ta

is 200 msec,

and the average round trip time can be seen to be about 20 msec., resulting in a value of

M*

of 10, which agrees well with the experi-

mental data for both exponential and fixed message lengths.
The theoretical model curves shown in the figure refer to the
analysis of Equation (4.11) which includes the effect of the acknowledganent traffic.

A particularly good match was obtained with the ex-

ponential massage length experiment, although, as expected, the two
results diverged at a higher number of generators since the model does
not include the effect of Figure 4.1.3 which shews that
approaches unity.

p

gradually

A less satisfactory match between theory and oxperi-

nrait was obtained for the fixed length message experiment.
The linear slopes of the two experiment cases, i.e., with
exponential (randan variable) lengths and with fixed message lengths,
were found to be approximately 10 msec./generator and 7.5 msec./generator respectively, although each has a mean service time of 12.^ msec,
including the ACK for the RPNM.

This difference is academically of in-

terest and will be pursued in a later investigation, but the linear
slope portion of the curves is not of particular concern for our present
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needs of (1) finding the point at which interference occurs, and (2)
establishing a predictable set of systan stinuli for use in subsequent
experiments.
4.3.3

Queueing Behavior in a Closed System
Ihe ultimate user interference occurs in a closed or cyclic

queueing system in which each user rejoins the queue after obtaininq
sate amount of service.

Such closed systems have been considered by

Gordon and Newell (0067), and more recently by a nunber of other queueing system analysts.

Our model differs from theirs in several aspects,

including the effect of non-zero arrival time, i.e., a message arrival
occurs when the last bit of a serial bit-sti.j.nq has been received.
Such arrival processes have been described by Cohen (CO70), who also
considered the effect of finite storage capacities.
The non-zero arrival time functions can be utilized with
unfinished work diagrams as shown in Figure 4.3.2, in which several
different arrival rates are shown (relative to the service rate).

In

each example, three -inits share the server in a cyclic manner, but require a tine interval of
fixed service tine.

ST

to rejoin the queue, where

T

is the

In fact, an additional "arrival queue" is implicit

in this scheme and corresponds to the HDST-IMP serial interface which
may transnit only one message at a time, and which is in cascade with
the IMP-IMP queue, with the latter being considered to be the actual
service facility.

In all three examples, the unfinished work builds up

to a limiting value of approximately
limiting value is shown to be

2T,

and in Figure 4.3.3, this

(N - 1)T for the general case of

items in the cyclic queue (with oonstant service times).
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seen in the previous case for

N

equal to three, this limit is only an

approximation, but the peak values of the unfinished work function can
be shown to range between the value of
(N - 1)«T

for

ß

N'T

for

ß

equal to zero and

equal to unity, which provides a reasonably tight

bound for the larger values of

N

which are us'ially of interest.

Figure 4.3.3 indicates a gecmetric proof that this limiting
value of unfinished work will be approxiinately
that the rate at which the work increases is

(N - !)• T,
;i - ß)/ß

by shewing

until such

time as a message generator is expected to provide an arrived, but is
blocked by not having oonpleted its previous service.
the

i

In the figure,

generator is available to provide an arrival, but the i+1

is not, ani results in the steady-state oondition of the unfinished
work diagram.

Knowing the slope at which the unfinished work accumu-

latps, and the fact that for the critical timing oondition,
seconds occur between the previous arrival fron the

i

(N - DßT

generator and

the time at which the next arrival should s-.art across the HOST-IMP
interface, then the height of the unfinished work can be seen to be:
unfinished work = (N - 1) (1 - B)T + (N - l)ßT
which sijtplifies to:
unfinished work = (N - 1)T.

(4.25)

This result was experimentally verified by the use of artificial
traffic with various numbers of generators.

For exanple, snap-shot

rteasuranents were utilized to measure the nuntoer of messages in the
system for the case of ten traffic generators, and 43 of a total of 60
measuranents indicated a value of nine, with eight other measurements
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reoording a length of ten messages and with the other nine samples
being irrelevant due to alternate routing.
A similar application of the unfinished work model can be
utilized to show that for the case of finite buffering, the limiting
value of the unfinished work will be approximately
the number of available buffers.

B - 1

where

B

is

Intuitively, this result says that

one buffer nust be allocated to the arriving message which is not included in the unfinished work until its arrival is ootplete.
Cyclic queueing behavior is quite artificial in the normal
network environmsnt, but does occur in oer -ain test conditions such as
the thru-put experiments which we describe in the following section.
4.4

iliru-Put Tests (RPNM Driven)
The oemmunication lines between the IMP's have a bandwidth of

50 Wsits/seoond, which establishes an upper bound on the single path
thru-put.

However, the overhead associated with each message limits

the total thru-put to sane lesser value eis shown in Figure 4.4.1.

The

same figure also indicates the measured thru-nut for the case of alternate routing which exceeds the 50 Kbit/second value due to the bifurcation of the traffic flow.

In all cases the messages were sent at the

RRJM driven rate, i.e., as soon as a link would becane unblocked.
Two different message sizes were included in the above test.
In the first case, the messages were one full packet in length so that
the effective packet overhead was minimized (relative to the packet
size).

The maximum thru-put for such messages was measured to be 38.6

Kbits/second, which agrees quite well with the theoretical value of
39.0 Kbits/second (based on 20.0 msec, of useful data transfer and
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Figure 4.4.1 Thru-Put Measurements Between UCLA and the Neighboring UCSB IMP

5.7 msec, for the packet overhead and the ackncwledgonent for the RFNM)
This maximum thru-put is rot reached for the case of a single link due
to the quiescent period while waiting for the RFNM to return.

This

delay is about 13.5 msec.,* which adds to the "non-productive"
Based on a measured round trip time from UCIA to UCSB of 22.8 msec,
for a 320 bit message (from Table 4.1.1) and the kncwn service tune of
9.3 msec, for a message of that length.
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transuission period, and results in an expected single link thru-put of
25.5 Kbits/seoond.

(The measured value was 22.2 Kbits/seoond.)

The thru-put for the one-packet message case can be seen to
increase abruptly when the transition is made fron six to seven traffic
generators, due to alternate routing via the SRI path.

Alternate rout-

ing occurs at this nunber of generators because the delay values in the
routing table are numerically equal to the existing queue length (at the
time of the routing update) plus four times the HOP number, i.e., the
nirfcer of store-and-forward "hops" along the path.

Equation (4.25)

showed that the expected number of packets in the "syptan" is
where

N

N - 1

is the nvmber of generators (for single packet messages).

Since the number in the queue is one less than the nvmber in the
"system" (one message is being serviced), the routing will change when
N - 2

exceeds four, i.e., for

N

equal to seven as observed in the

measurement data.
The increase in thru-put for the seventh generator was measured to be 8.1 Kbits/second, which is due to the fact that approximately
five messages were enqueued for service when the routing was changed.
Therefore, for a period of time, each channel will be transmitting with
an effective instantaneous data rate of approximately 39 WDits/seoond.
This parallel trananission will last until the five or six messages are
served (five in the queue plus one in the server), with an expected
time to catplete the service of about 125 msec.

With routing updates of

about every 640 msec., the "old routing" channel will contribute an
added data rate of about:
(125/640) '3^ Kbits/sec. = 7.6 Kbits/sec.
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(4.26)

which is approximately equal to the measured increase of 8.1 K/bits/
second.
The single link thru-put for the full 8-packet message case
was seen to be approximately equal to the saturation value of the single
packet case, i.e., 38.5 Kbits/second.

Ibis equality is due to the can-

celing effects of fewer RFTCM's to ackncwledge, and the short quiescent
delay for the single link RFNM.

No alternate routing was observed until

the two generator cest, above which the traffic split evenly between
the direct UCIA-UCSB and the UCEA-SRI-UCSB routes.
The saturation effect for the 8-packet message case occurred
at a lewer bandwidth than was expected, since the direct and alternate
route paths should each be able to deliver messages with an effective
rate of about 43.5 WDits/seoond (which is higher than the single-packet
thru-put since there are fewer RFNM's to acknowledge).

The measured

limiting value of about 70 Kbits/second was therefore investigated
further to try to determine the cause of this behavior.

Several pos-

sible reasons for this discrepancy were considered and described below,
since they represent the possible limiting factors in such transmissions
and indicate the manner in which the statistics gathering tools ca >, re
utilized to determine the cause of ananalies.
a.

Lack of store-and-forward buffers:

In order to obtain the

maximum thru-out, there must be a sufficient quantity of store-andforward buffers to be able to create a queue that is long enough to
keep t..e channel busy during the entire routing update interval which was
thorght to be about 520 msec., so with a packet service time of 23.0
msec., the queue would have to build up to a total of about 23 buffers.
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Since we were told that there was a total of 25 store-and-forward
buffers, this did not appear to be the limiting factor.

Snap-shot

measurements also showed that typically 18 to 20 store-and-forward buffers were in use, which seemed to substantiate this conclusion.
b.

Lack of reassembly buffers;

Snap-shot data at the UCSB

destination IMP showed that typically either 8 or 16 buffers were in
use, with a maximum of 24 being observed.*

Since up to 32 buffers are

available for reassembly, this was not the problem.

The lack of any

queue build up for the discard "fake HDST" was another indication that
no problem existed in this area.
c.

Loss of bandwidth due to routing loops:

In a previous

test, a considerable loss of effective bandwidth was noted due to loops
in the routing (to be discussed in Section 4.5).

However, the accumu-

lated statistics at both ÜCLA and UCSB showed that the transmissions
were all properly accounted for, i.e., no extra transmissions due to
routing loops were seen.
c.

Loss of ba-rcftrfidth due to retransmissions:

Many of the

accumulated statistics data messages indicated transmission errors,
with as many as six retransnissions occurring in a 12.8 second interval.
However, these retransmissions required an insignificant bancfoddth as
evidenced by the thru-put measurements.

(About 800-900 packets would

be sent in one 12.8 seoond period, so that a few retransmissions had
littlo effect.)
*?.

Loss of bandwidth for a multi-HOP path:

The alternate

routing path includes an extra store-and forward delay, but this delay
*

ReassaTibly buffers are presently allocated in 8-packet blocks.
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should not affect the thru-put since the channel is in effect a
pipeline, and additive delays do not affect the thru-put of such a
system.
f.

Bandwidth limitations of the liOST-IMP interface:

The

HOST-IMP interface has a bandwidth of 100 Kbits/seoond, which can
reaaily handle the two 50 Kbit/second channels since in the latter case
there is •in extra overhead due to the packet headers and line control
characters.

The interface is full duplex (i.e., data can pass in each

direction simultaneously), so there is no conflict with the measurement
data being collected.
g.
generator:

Speed limitations of the Sigma 7 artificial traffic
The Sigma 7 corputer nust perform several functions includ-

ir*?; (1) sending the artificial traffic, (2) collecting the statistics,
and (3) driving the line printer (the output device for the statistics
messages).

Iherefore, there was concern that the CPU was limited in

its ability to generate the artificial traffic.

Ihis was shewn not to

be the case, by transmitting to the discard "fake HOST" at the X'lA
IMP (instead of the similar discard facility at UCSB.)

The moasurcxi

thru-put for the local discard test was 91.5 Kbits/second, which verified the capability of the Sigma 7 to generate the necessary bandwidth.
h.

Trace measurements to determine the detailed behavior:

Since the accumulated statistics and the snap-shots

bolh indicated

that the limitation had to be in the UOA IMP, a detailed investigation
of the packet handling behavior was made by tracing all of the packets
at the UCIA IMP for a brief instant of time.

(At the traffic rates

involved, about 100 packets/second were generated and each packet
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resulted in a separate trace message.)

Ihis traoe data indicated two

errors in the values of the IMP parameters that had been used in the
calculations of part (a) above.

First the routing iipdates were found

to occur at approximately 640 msec, intervals instead of the 520 msec,
that this parameter was previously understood to be, and secondly, the
upper limit on the store-and-forward buffers on an output queue must be
approximately 20 (instead of 25) ,* since the interarrival times of
packets were observed to increase from a value of 10.5 msec, to 11.5
msec, (the rate at which the two channels can just keep up with the
arrivals).

Ihis condition will force the queue lengths to grow to

their upper bound, and neither the snap-shot nteasurements nor the trace
data showed an excess of 20 store-and-forward buffers in use.

If we re-

consider the effect of the finite buffering with these new parameter
values, we find that the first channel will have approximately 18 packets to serve when the routing diange occurs, and at 23.0 msec, of service time per packet, that Chanel will remain busy for about 420
msec.

Since the next routing update will occur after 640 msec., the

first channel will be inactive for 220 of the 640 msec., for an effective thru-put contribution of:
420
A thru-pat = ^- • (43.5 Kbits/sec.) = 28.5 Kbits/sec.

(4.27)

for a total estimated thru-put of 72 Kbits/seoond, conpared to the
*A subsequent check with BEN showed that the actual routing ucdate
interval is 655 rcsec. The upper limit on store-and-forward buffers is
25 (octal) which is 21 (decimal).
The other Grfo store-and-forward packets are assumed to be required for
the SENT queue.
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measured 70 Kbits/seoond, which is a reasonable match between the theory
and measurement.
This test activity wa^ described in some detail to indicate
hew the various measurement tools can be utilized to reconcile differences between the expected and experimental da::a values.

However, it

also points out an equally inportant aspect of the experimentation;
namely that those people involved in the network measurement and modeling efforts must be aware of any dianges in the network parameters if
they are to be able to properly interpret the test results.
4.5

Alternate Routing Tests
Ihe alternate routing mechanism of the IMP allows it to

select a new path for traffic when congestion on a given modem channel
exceeds a specified limit.

Hcwever, any adaptive control system may

become unstable, and in the case of the network, this instability is in
the form of routing loops which can cause messages to circulate within
the net rather than being routed towards their proper destination.
Such loops do not have to occur endlessly to be of concern, since ovnn
transient loops add delay to the transmission duo to the longer sourooto-destination path, and by effectively increasing the traffic load
within the net.
4.5.1

Detection of Loops in the Routing Procedure
Several interesting loops were observed in a test that was

designed to check the alternate routing mecharuan for üCIA to RAND
message flow.

This ccrrunication line was of marginal quality during

the test, and numerous retransnissions were required on the direct UCLA
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to RAND path.

Ihe ocmbination of the retransmissions and the heavy

traffic load lead to alternate routing both via the SRI node and via
the UCSB node, and numerous routing loops were noted from the total
packet counts on each channel as indicated in Figure 4.5.1.

Most of

RAND!
NET FLOW INTO RAND - 579 PKTS

ARTIFICIAL TRAFFIC: 70 32-BIT WORDS PER MESSAGE
REGEN. PERIOD • 50 MSEC
5 LINKS ACTIVE

Figure 4.5.1 Loops in the Routing of Packets During a Special
Test Condition (Not Typical of Network Flow)
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the alternate routiiKf was via ÜCSB, which is quite strange sinoe it is
a longer path than the route through SRI.
Accumulated data was only taken at the UOA node, but the
count of adcnowledgements sent on each channel were good indications of
the number of packets which had been received fron SRI and UCSB, and
these were counted as loops.

In a test in which one expected loops,

traoes would also be taken to more closely measure the actual looping
behavior, but unfortunately these loops were discovered well after the
test had been run.
The oonbjjiation of the repair of the UOA to RAND camrunications line and a subsequent BEN rewrite of the IMP system program, resulted in oonpletely differing results when the test was repeated at a
later date.

This latter test showed no looping, and all alternate

routing went via the more direct SRI path.

Ihe test in each case con-

sisted of sending messages with a length of 140 IMP-words cm five links
with a regeneration period of 50 msec.

That is, every 50 msec, the

artificial traffic generator would send a message on any or all of five
links v*iich were unblocked (had received the RFNM fron the previous
trananission).

Ihis network loading amounts to an effect data trans-

i^rssion rate of about 50 Kbits/second.
We should stress the fact tnat the loops shown in Figure 4.5.1
are quite unusual, and are certainly noc typical of what one would expect to see in the network flow.

However, they are indicative of the

type of loops which can occur in a store-and-forward oamunication
system, if the routing is not well behaved.
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4.5.2

Delay Reduction Due to Alternate Routing
Figure 4.3.1 showed a linear increase in delay as additional

message generators were introduced at ilgh traffic levels.

Hcwever,

the alternate routing effect will eventually lessen this increase due
to the bifurcation of the traffic flow into two or more channels, as
shown in Figure 4.5.2.

Ihis same ef-ect was not observed in the previ-

ous figure (and its related experiment) since the shortest alternate
path between UCIA and RAND involves three HDP's, i.e., UOA-SRIStardord-RAND.

Therefore reasonably large queues must build up (of the

order of 10 or more packets enqueued), before alternate routing occurs,
and when such alternate routing does ocrur, the delay is not reduced
significantly due to the three store-and-forward transmissions.

A third

difference between the test conditions of Figures 4.3.1 and 4.5.2
invclves the rate at which messages are transmitted.

The UOA-RAND

test utilized randan interarrival times with an average time between
transmission attanpts of 200 msec, for each generator.

In contrast, the

ÜCIA-UCSB experiment utilized RFMM driven traffic, i.e., messages were
sent upon the receipt of the RFNM fron the previous trananiss.ion.
Two other aspects of thr tests are interesting to coipare.
DM

UCIA-UCSB exenple of Figure 4.5.2 has a delay slope of about 28

msec, per active generator, which is approximately equal to the 26 msec,
service tiite of a full packet message and the ACK for the RFNM.

The

mmber of generators at which the interference begins to occur is seen
to be about 2 generators, while with essentially zero "think time", the
nodel would predict a value of 1.

This difference is believed to be

due to the "pipeline" effect of the system such that two message bit
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streams can simultaneously be in various stages of the transmission,
propagation, and EFm return portions of the system.
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Figure 4.5.2 Average Round-Trip Delay as a Function of thr Number of
Active Message Generators for Full Packet Messages
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CHAPTER 5
MEASUREMENTS AS RETATED TO ANALYTICAL MODELS
One of the primary functions of the network measurervent effort
is to provide a feedback mechanism for the development of analytic models.

For example, a model governing sane aspect of the IMP behavior

might be hypothesized and subsequently either verified, oorrccted, or
bounded by experirtental test casei,.

On other instances, the tests may

provide insights into the actual IMP behavior which wculd suggest extensions or refinanents to the models, and hopefully this process could
be used iteratively to develop models which satisfactorily resemble the
actual operation of the subsystem being investigated.
Wte have attainted to develop a set of test cases to demonstrate the usage of measurements in providing insights and guidance
into the development of nodels for a variety of different aspects of
network behavior.

Although these models were developed as a part of

this study, they have, in some cases, been found to be quite similar to
previously developed models of other application areas.

However, our

xntent is primarily to utilize the models, both as a vehicle to demonstrate the measuranent feedback process, and as approxm^ . ns to the
systan behavior.

These earlier references are cited in areas which were

found to be "reinvented", with the other areas being felt to be original
contributions.

Preceding page blank
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5.1

A Priority Traffic Analysis Model
A ocrmon practice in message switching systems is to have a

priority structure built into the queueing system.

These priorities

may be based on either service requirements, the relative urgency of
messages, the need for interactive response, or any other appropriate
rank ordering of message classes.

However, we will assume that the

priority class of a message is either defined by the message source or
can be determined algorithmically upon injection of the message into
the network, and further that the priority classification of a message
remains fixed as it travels through the net.
Before defining our priority model, we will consider a wider
scope of queue and service disciplines to indicate seme of the alternative designs that might be considered, and to put the model in better
context of the network application.
a.

Queue disciplines and the conservation law

Ihe selection of the appropriate priority mechanism is a subset of the more general problem of selecting a queue discipline from
the multitude of available techniques including PCFS (first come, first
served), DCFS (last cane, first served), selection at random, etc.
Kleinrock (KL64) has shown that the average queueing delay is independent of the queue discipline under the following "work" conserving
conditions:
1.

all messages remain in the system until serviced

2.

there is a single server
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3.

non-preemptive (or preenptive-resume with exponential
service)

4.

Poisson arrivals.

This result is his well known conservation law which states
that:

y^ p W = constant with respect to the queue discipline (5.1)
p^l P P
where

P

is the number of priority classes,

p

tensity, and W

is the traffic inth
is the average queueing delay for units in the p

priority class.*

The constant is evaluated by noting that for

equal to one, the system reverts to a PCFS discipline.

P

An intuitive

feeling for the meaning of the conservation law can be gained by rewriting the sun as:

EpM W = V X x W
p p Z-* p p p
p=l
p=l

(5.2)

which by utilizing Little's result (LI61):
E[n] = n = XW
(where n is the expected number of messages in the system), beoome:;:
P

P

S pp wp=S^
*p
p=l

,5 3)

'

p=l

Vfe shall utilize the convention that the index 1 has the highest
priority, with lower priority messages having larger subscripts.
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This latter form of the equation is in terns of the average value of
the unfinished work, and while not a forraal proof of the conservation
law, does give a feeling for what is being oonservod.

In essence, tho

conservation law reflects the fact that the amount of work remaining to
be done will be independent of the order of servioe.
In the special case v*iere the service density is the same for
all classes, then:

and Equation (5.3) reduces to:

2^ V, W« =
p=l P P

x

W(FCFS) = Etno. in queue]

(5.4)

which states that for this case, both the expected number of messages
in the queue and the expected queueing delay eure independent of the
queue discipline.
Although these queue disciplines have the same mean queueing
delay, they can be shodn to have significantly different delay variances
and therefore produce differing operational results.* Hcwever, for the
special case in which one knows the servioe requirements in advance, a
significant reduction can also be obtained in the mean queueing delay,
and fortunately the message switching application is one such case. We
shall exploit this situation to the fullest possible extent in our
analysis, in considering both the message delay and buffer storage
aspects

f the network. Note that this reduction in the average

*

Whitney tabulates these differenoes for a nurber of queue disciplines
in Reference WH70.
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queueing delay and the nunber in the system is not in conflict with the
conservation law, since we are not changing the amount of unfinished
work, but rather are taking advantage of the additional information
about the service requirements.
b.

Preenptive service disciplines

Just as there are several variations of the queue discipline
in selecting the next message for service, there are also a nunber of
possible service disciplines.

We are concerned here with the preerptive

aspects of the service discipline, i.e., the situation when the service
of a message is prematurely terminated to handle a higher priority message.

Ihe possible preenptive situations can be categorized into four

different types based on the decision algorithm to preenpt and on the
recovery mechanism for the preetpted message.
1.

Ihe fonrer are:

preempt iimedictely if a lewer priority class message is
being serviced

2.

decide to preerpt or not based on sate knowledge of the
remaining or expended service on the ressage being
handled.

and the recovery mechamisms are:
a.

a preempted service must be restarted fron its original
starting point

b.

a preerpted message can be restarted at the point it was
interrupted (or some roll-back point other than its
origin.)
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Although the network being considered does not utilize any
form of preaqptivc nriorities, both cases la and 2a would be feasible,
while the preemptive-resune cases vrould not be unless major changes
were made in the IMP-tJ-IMP packet handling protocol, buffer management
methods, and header infonnation.

However, ehe segmentation of messages

into packets, as will be discussed in Section 5.2, provides many of the
preemptive priority advantages, so that the network application of preenptive priorities was not considered to be a fruitful area for further
investigation.
c.

The round trip delay considerations of oonversaticnal
messages

A primary conoem of the analysis will be with uie added
delay which the network introduces to the interactive conversational
ccrmunications between a user and the corputer.

Therefore, we must

consider the delays added to the total round trip of the user^to-conpuf-er cenrand aivd the computer-to-user response.

Since experience in-

dicates that these two types of messages differ in length by an order
of magnitude,* and because delays in either direction of transmission
are of equal significance to the terminal user, we must consider both
sources of delay in selecting a priority discipline to minimize the
average interactive delay.
The tota] delay that the network adds to the interactive
response will also include other factors such as propagation and modem
delays, but these effects are outside of our domain of control, so we
*

Test data taken by Bell Telephone Laboratories indicates a ratio of
about 12 to 1 for such traffic. (See References FTJ70 and JA69.)
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queueing delay and the number in the systan is not in conflict with the
conservation law, since we are not changing the amount of unfinished
work, but rather are taking advantage of the additional information
about the service requirements.
b.

Preenptive service discipline^

Just as there are several variations of the queue discipline
in selecting the next message for service, there are also a nunber of
possible service disciplines.

We are concerned here with the preerptive

aspects of the service discipline, i.e., the situation when the servioe
of a nessage is prematurely terminated to ^\andle a higher priority .ressage.

Ihe possible preerptive situations can be categorized into four

different types based on the decision algorithm to preerpt and on the
recovery mechanism for the preempted message.
1.

The former are:

preempt innediately if a lower priority clasc message is
being serviced

2.

decide to preerpt or not based on sane kncwledge of the
remaining or expended service on the message being
handled.

ard the recovery mechamisms are:
a.

a preempted servioe must be restarted fron its original
starting point

b.

a preerpted iressage can be restarted at the point it was
interrupted (or seme roll-back point other than its
origin.)
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shall concentrate on those delays which can be reduced by careful
selection of paraneters and message handling techniques.

The primary

source of delay which one can manipulate is that due to queueing, and
hence this leads to our erphasis on that aspect of the problem.

Our

model will be designed to address this problem and will include the
above nentioned variation between the cemmard and response message
lengths.
The servioe requirement of a message is a function of its
length and the channel capacity, such that:
x = l/C
where:
x = service time requir 1 for serial transmission
i = known message length in bits
C =» channel capacity in bits per second
vie consider here only die actual text portion of messages, i.e., the
overhead due to ccmnunications control characters, header information,
and the check sum is ignored since they are the same for all messages
and are therefore merely an additive constant.

(Ihis assumes contigu-

ous nessages, and will change somewhat for the segmented message case
considered in Section 5.2.)

User-to-ccmputer message lengths will be

assuned to be randan variables, with service requirements drawn fron
the density function;

bu(x), and similarly the ccrputer-to-user re-

sponse service times are assumed to be frcm the density, bc(x).
We will assune that there are an equal nunber of user oemmands
and oanputer responses, although we allcw for an arbitrary deference
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in their distributions and mean values.

This assutption does not take

into docount oenputer output that occurs with several bursts in the
total response; a situation which is analogous to the segmented message
case of Section 5.2.

However, there is a cenpensating user effect,

namely the character-by-character transndssion of sane tervinals.

In

this mode of operation each character is sent as a separate user-tocotputer ittessajc, with a response being generated only after the entire
multi-character oomnand has been entered.

Iherefore, the assumption of

an equal nunber of messages from the user and the oemputer seens to be
reasonable, and it allows us to simplify the analysis by considering
the ocrpopite density function:
b(x) = 0.5b,,(x) ♦ 0.5b (x)

(5.6)

as the effective service time density of the interference traffic that
a "tagged" message (i.e., one which we will follcw through the system)
will enoounter upon arrival at the service facility.
two-priority systan, i.e., the case of

P

If we consider a

equal to two, then the

prcbability that a "tagged" user-to-conputer comnand is of the priority
class will be denoted as

ou,

a = Pr[a user^to-oorp. mes. is of the priority class] (5.7a)
am similarly, any cemputer-to-user response will be of the same class
with probability, ot , where;
a

= Pr[a corp.-to-user mes. is of the priority class] (5.7b)

Ihe selection process for determining membership in the priority class
can ne based on message length, urgency» or any other criteria, and

IPO

will result in some average queueing delay for priority messages which
will be denoted by:
W = F [queue delay | priority message!

(5.8a)

with the average queueing delay for non-priority messages being denoted
by:
W

= E [queue delay | non-priority message]

(5.8b)

At any given node, the expected q^eueirig delay for a user-to-oemputer
message will be:
E[Wu ! user-to-oenputer mes.] = o^ ^

+

(1 "

a

u^W2

(S-93)

and for the ocrputer response, the expected queueing delay will be:
E[W

C

I cemputer-to-user mes.] = a W. + (1 - a )W_
C

i

c

z

(5.9b)

The queueing delay of interest is the total for the user cormand and
the oonputer response, and at a given node along the store-and-forward
path, is:
E[Wu ♦ Wc] - (o(u + ac)W1 + [2 - (o^ + ac)]W2

(5.10)

If we define the parameter, a, as the probability that ein arbitrary
message is of the priority class, then for equal rates for user and
ocrputer generated messages.
a = 0.5a + 0.5a
u
c

or:
a + a = 2a
u
c
Substituting into Equation (5.10), we obtain:
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E[wu + wc] = 2[a W1 + (1 - a)W2]

(5.11)

which shows that the expected contribution to the total comnand-response
delay is merely twice the expected uncona: tional quiueing dülay at tue
rode, and therefore allows one to utilize conventional queueing theo'.y
results in the overfMl delay anadysis.
The introduction of a composite service tijne density means
that, at best, the queueing system r.odel can be of the MAV1 type (i.e.,
Markovian arri'^cJs, generell service times, and a single server).

There-

fore, such a model does not have the memory less properties of the M/H/l
system which make queueing net>ork analysis tractable as discussed
earlier in Section 1.4, and the use of the nodel to develop procedures
for delay minimization should be considered to be a local optimization
which should load to good, but not necessarily optimal, overall network
performance.
5.1.1

The General Analysis of a TVo Priority Class Queueing System
The effect of priorities can be to either give better servia?

to certain selected messages, or to reduce the average delay for messages in general.

Fortunately, if the higher priority class of messages

is also of shorter length, then one obtains both improvements simultaneously.

However, longer messages will have larger average delays in this

priority situation as oempared to a non-priority system.

We shall con-

sider the effect on each class of message in Section 5.1.2, bu' for
row, wo are oonoemed only with the overall average message queueing
delay.
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In the following theorem we shall investigate the change in
this overall expected queueing delay for an arbitrary division of messages into two priority classes.

Ihe result will include the case of

shorter messages having higher priority, but wil] also be valid for
other cases such as giving priority to long mnssages or a random assignment of priorities.
Theorem 5.1.1
For a single server queueing system with Itoisson arrivals,
infinite queueing space, and a general service process, the
expected queueing delay (averaged over all messages) for a
fewD class priority system will be:
W = W(PCFS)

1 - a X x
1 - a X x.

using any arbitrary discrimination process to divide the messages into the t»o classes, where the rotation is:
E [fraction of priority messages] = a

(5.13a)

E [service time of a priority message] = x,

(5.13b)

and in whidi:
X = average arrival rate
x = E [service time of an arbitrary ^ssage]

-y

x = E [square of the service time of an abritrary message]
W(PCFS) = E[queueing delay | PCFS discipline]
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with:
W(PCFo) ■ X ?/ 2(1 - p)
and:
P = A x < 1
Proof;
From Cobham's result (C054) we know that .he expected delay for a
priority message is:
W

l

= W

C

+

(5 14)

"l *1

-

where:

VJ^ ■ E[queueing delay of a priority message]
WQ

= Eftime to ccrplete an existing service]

n, = E[niitt)er of priority messages in the queue]
and one can sW that (e.g., see Referenoe SA61):
W0 = A?/2

(5.15)

Next we utilize Little's result (LI61), which states that the

exnected

number in the system (or queue) equals the average arrival rate times
the expected time in the system (or queue).

Applying these results,

with an average arrival rate of priority messages of

or in reduced form:
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otA, we obtain:

W =
1

(X X

V2)
1 - oAx,

(5.16)

By a similar, b'^t scmewhat more involved procedure, we can calculate the
expected delay for a non-priority message. One can show that:
W2 = WQ + n1x1 + n^x. ♦ n.x.

(5.17)

which states than an arriving non-priority message will expect to wait
for the ocmpletion of the service being performed, plus the service
of rjie n,

priority messages already in queue, plus that for the n

subsequent priority arrivals and finally, that for the n_ non-priority
messages that were already in the queue (which will each require an
average of x- seoonds of service).

Using Little's result the equa-

tion beoomes:

X? + a\ WjX,
- + a) W2x-1 + (1 - a)X W2x2
W2 = -^iv^ich upon ocmbining terms beoones:
W, =
2

(A ?/2) + a\ X.W.
,
L±
1-0

(5.18)

where:
p = X x
and with further reduction yields:
W

l

Ihe expected delay for an arbitrary message is then found by combining
these two ccnponents, since the unconditional delay is:
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E[delay] = W =^ E[delay[p

priority class] • Pr[mert)er of p

class]

which becones:

w.
W = a W1 + (1 - a) j-^ior:
W =

(5.20)

1 - ap
1 - P

1 - aXx,

Since the first factor is the FCFS queue delay, and replacing
Xx

p

by

to give a similar form to both the nunerator and denominator, we

have:
- ci\x

W = W(PCFS) •

(5.21)

1 - aAx,
which ocrpletes the proof.
Ihis theorem indicates that the expected queueing delay with
priorities can be either less than, equal to, or greater than the FCFS
delay depending on the relative values of
delay will remain finite for all values of
1 - oAx

x,
p

and

x.

Hcwever, the

less than unity since:
(5.22)

< 1

1 - oAx,

due

DO

the fact that:
(5.23)

x = ax, + (1 - a) x2
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Similarly, the zero of the function does not occur in the range of
p < 1

since,
aXx = ap

and

a

(5.24)

is at rrost equal to unity.
The result of Iheoran 5.1.1 was developed independently, but

was later found to be a generalization of an earlier result obtained by
Morse (yo58) and another described by Conway, et

al. (C067).

In each

of these cases, the authors were considering a particular scheme of
priority classification, and neither recognized that the result is
applicable to any arbitrary separation of the items requiring service
into two classes, with the only parameters of conoem being the fraction
of the items that are in the priority class, and their average service
requirement.
The problem considered by Morse was the following.

Priority

messages have an exponential service time density with a nean service
rate of

y.

Non-priority service requirements are also exponential,

but with a service rate

3y.

Note that a priority message may require

a longer service time than some non-priority message; indeed, the
priority messages may be longer on the average since
less than or greater than unity.

ß

can either be

Exanples of such a system would be

those in which the sender of the message has paid a premium for faster
service, has a degree of urgency, or outranks other users.

Morse de-

veloped his solution by considering the state equations for the queues
and solving for the expected value of the queueing delays from the
generating functions.

He then considered the ratio of delays with and
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witnout the priorities and obtained as a result,
ratio = l-«Ma+ (l-a)(l/B)] .

1

1 - ap

'

a P

eff
\?'£oi

1 - ap

in which his peff corresponds to our p, and his value of p is \/u
or our

\Xy

llis result, which was based on exponential service tijnes

for each of two priority classes, is an interesting special case of
Theorem 5.1.1.
Ihe problem described by Conway, et al. is the same as we
will consider in Section 5.1.2, i.e., the situation when the two
priority classes are distinguished by a threshold service requirarent,
such that messages requiring less service than this threshold value are
considered to be of higher priority. We will discuss their result in
more detail later, since the priority threshold case is the problan of
particular concern to the ARPA network.
5.1.2

The Two Priority Class Case With Priority Based on Message
Length
"
Ihe two priority class case utilizes a priority threshold,

J^,, to categorize messages into two groups; (1) priority ntssages for
which 0 -< x < Xi , and (2) non-priority messages with X < x .
T

this special case, the value of a will be a function of X_,
T

o^ = Pr [priority message] = J

o, = o
and:
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b(x)dx

For

a2 « Pr[non-priority message] = J

b(x)dx

o2 ■ (1 - a)
The general two class priority result of 'Iheorem 5.1.1 applies here,
and beocnes a function of the priority threshold, )C,,

1 - aOU;£
WOU) « W(PCFS)

2

(5.26)

1 - aO^X^OU
where tfal functional relationships of
explicitly.

a

and

x.

have been shown

Hcwever, we shall drop this functional notation in the

sequel for notational convenience.*
We can determine a nunber of characteristics of the
function fron the form of Equation (5.26).
tiere wiU be no priority mcsssages, i.e.,
W^ = 0) = W(PCFS)

WOO

For exanple, for X^'-- 0,
a = 0, and we are left withi
(5.27)

Our result was obtained independently from that of Conway, et al.
(0067), who also considered this special case of Theorem 5.1.2. Their
result was of the form:
E[W]

=

2(1 - p)

\ 1 " Pi

/

v^iere:
p^ » XG(d)E[p |p < d]
and G(p) is the cunulative service distribution, such that G(d) is
equival ".t to our a. Their p and d correspc/nd to our x and Xrespectively. They noted that for any G(p), d is an increasing
function of A, and is always greater than E [p]. They calculated the
optimal priority threshold for the exponential and uniform densities
using the approach of Cox (0061).
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Tr»e value of

c u

ax. » J
0
In the liitüt as
value of

can not be greater than x sinoe:

>dj{x)dx < J xb(x)dx = x
0
X-, becanes infinitely l^-xje,

ax,

^3prc«ches the

x, so that:
WO^, -••«)= W(PCF5)

(5.28)

The general shape of a plot of the expected delay, W, as a
function of ttm priority threshold, X-, is therefore krcwn to be equal
to the PCFS value at both oirtremes of
value at intermediate points.
delay at sane optimal value of

X-, and to have sonic lesser

This general shape implies a minimal
)L,, and we s all investigate the loca-

tion of this optimum and the degree of inprovenent that one can obtain.
Ihis investigation shall consist of four parts; (1) the application of
Iheorem 5.1.1 to sane sanple service density functions, (2) some additional theoretical results from these observations, (3) the introduction of a delay cost weighting factor, and (4) sane experimental results pertaining to the two priority class model.
5.1.2.1

Sxanples of the TVao Priority Class Case
We will consider several exanple service time density func-

tions and the corresponding relationships between the queueing delay,
W, and the priority threshold, X-.

These examples provide a more

intuitive feel for the mechanisms involved and for the results that are
obtained.

Fortunately, they also provide sane new insights and sur-

prising generalizations to the analytical results.
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a. 1Vte exponential service density case
If we consider the special case for which the service time
density, b(x), is exponentially distributed,
b(x) = ve"'*

0 < x

(5.29)

we <i)tain the following function fonrs for a and ox^

x

OL

jAye-uxdx = 1 - e '^
0

15.30)

and:
^ = /

xue"UXdx = ^(1 - (1 + uXr)e

]

(5.31)

If we «ubstitute these values into the expressions for V^ and W2 of
Iheorem 5.1.1, we can obtain the expected delays for the priority and
non-priority messages respectively, as a function of X^,, namely:
w
1

- (^/2)
1 - oX^

or:
w
W

l

e/y

-u^r
1 - p[l - (1 + U^e M

(5.32)

and:
w
W2 = r-r7

(5.33)

These equations are plotted as a function of Hp in Figure 5.1.1,
with p fixed at 0.8.

Both the delay and X^ scales are normalized
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/iW-a/iW, +(1-0) pW2

Figur« 5.1.1 Plots of the Queuemg Delays for Priority and Non-priority
Messages as a Function of the Priority Threshold, XT
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with respect to the average service time.
Ihe unconditional average delay, W, is al^o shown in the
figure, where:
W = ctV^ + (1 - a)W2
since

a

(5.34)

is the probability that a message is of the priority class.

The variable

a

is a function of

)C, being equal to the cumulative

distribution function,
a = BOy = Pr[x < Hj]
Ihe optimal value of

>c,

(5.35)

can be seen to be at about

u)C, = 1.6, which

puts the priority threshold at 1.6 times the average message length.
This value of the threshold is much higher than one wculd ir.tuicively
expect, and as can be seen fron the corresponding value of

a, means

that about 80% of tie messages in the system would be included in the
priority class 1
The optimal value of

JL,

is that which minimizes the

function, WOO , and Cox (C061) has shown that, although an explicit
form can not be obtainai, the optimal value of

5C,

is related to

p

by the equation:

b.

A ccmparison of results for the hyper exponential,
exponential, and Erlang service densities

A broad range of service time densities can be modeled by the
use of hyperexponential, exponential, and Ear Icing functions, so these
densities were selected as further examples of the optimal priority
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threshold analysis.

T^e hyperexponential density was assunod to ha\'c

two equally liked exponential cai|xjnents with service reijes of p

b(x;Y,u) = O.Sue"*^ + 0.5Yye'YUX

0 < x

and

(5.37)

For this servioe time density function, the result of iheoran 5.1.1 can
be shown to be:
1 - ap
1 - p

(5.38)

W(PCFS) = wJL— . JLlJLl

(5.39)

WO^) = W(FXTS) •

m\

where:

1 - P

WYd + y)

♦ ■ II - (1 + MXp)«

-WJL
.
-v
L
] ♦ i[l - (1 + YUjy« **T<

(5.40)

and:

a = BO^.) = 0.5[1 - e

^ + 0.5[1 - e

The com «ponding relationship between

p

T

]

(5.41)

and the optilttl priority

threshold, X- , can also be shown to be:

?1

"

v^iich for

Y

r

^ m~

(5.42)

= 1# beocmes tlie exponential result of Equation (5.36V

The form of the hyperexponential density of Equation (5.37)
is useful when one is concerned with the ratio of the service rates,
and expects the mean service time to vary as a function of this value.
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since:
*

= E[X1 =

Tfi1

(5.43)

licMever, if a oonstar.L mean service time is desired. Equations (5.38)
through (5.42) can be modified by the substitution of:

which follows directly fron Equation (5.43), with the expected value
of x being a crnstant.
Ihe hyperexponential density of Equation (5.37) is actually a
family of functions, if we let the value of Y vary as a parameter.
The mean value was given in Equation (5.43) and with the second morent
being:
2

E[x2] « l±£

(5.45)

the variance can be shown to be:
s2 = —^ f3 " ^
4(r>ir

+

5Y2]

(5.46)

such that the coefficient of v riation is:

c = 2L

3 - 2Y + 3Y
1 ■»■

2Y

21V2

(5.47)

+ Y2

The coefficient of variation will roach its maximum value of the square
root of three at both extreme values of Y; nanely at zero and as it
beoomes arbitrarily large, and will be minimum of one at Y equal to
unity.
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7ne Erlang density can also bo considered to b3 a family of
functions, with the parameter, K, being any positive ir»<-ec,«r greater
than zero, such chat:
b(x;K,u) =

(K

^, (Kyx)K"1e'KwX

0 < x

(5.48)

For K equal to unity, the function reverts to the simple exponential
case, just as the hyperexponential did for

y equal to unity.

Ihus

Erlang densities represent one half of the spectrun of functions which
includes the exponential as a central function and the hyperexponential
as the other half, with coefficients of variation of less than unity
for the Erlang case, and greater than unity for the hyperexponential.
We will only consider the case of K equal to two for the
Erlang fauily, since a general solution would require a closed form
representation of the integral.

a ■

(K- 1)! / (KUxr'V^dx

(5.49)

which is a variation of the inocrplete gaitma function anr". is known not
to be expressible in closed form.

However, the lack of a general solu-

tion is of little concern because; (1) our a priori expectation is that
the service densities will be mare hyperexponential-like due to the
oomposite user and oorputer generated traffic, and (2) the effect of
priority handling is most dramatic when there is a large coefficient of
variation for the servioe times.
For the case of K equal to two, the queueing delay expression fron Iheoran 5.1.1 beocmes:
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^
HOy = W(FCFS) .• \lr
[l^HJ

(5.50)

•^lere i

1 + 2^ +

e

5^—

^5.52)

and
0 - 1 • (1 - 2^)6

T

This result is plotted in Figure 5.1.2

(5.53)
for the case of

equal to

D

0.6, along with the oorresponding delay functions for the exponential
and hyperoxpcnential service densities.

The locus of the optimal

threshold points is also shown and both sets of curves indicate the
spectrum of results which are obtained from the Erlana and hyperexponential families.*
An interesting relationship can be noted between the degree
of improvement relative to tie PCFS delay and the location of the
optimal threshold relative to the mean.

For exanple, for

0.6, the exponential density has an optimal value of

X_

p

equal to

of about 1.4

times the mean and the FCFS delay is about 1.4 times the delay at the
optimal location.

This observed relationship can be expressed as:

The limiting case of y equal to zero does not behave as might bo
expected near the origin due to the sharp cusp which forms, and
eventually degenerates into an inpulse function.
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Figure 5.1.2 The Locus of Optimal Value Points for Various Service Time Density Functions
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W(FCFS) _ ^n

and will later be shown to be true in general in Theoran 5.1.2.
The relationship between the value of.

p

and the optünal

threshold location can be shown to be:

,

(1 * ux^je

2Wt^,,

for the Erlang (2) servioe density, and this ^unction is plotted in
Figure 3,1.3, wiiich edso shews a corparison w th tie hyperexponential
family.

The set of curves includes the exponentirl result of Cox

(C061), which again displays an intentediate behavior between that of
the hyperexponential and Erlang functions.
c.

A conparison of three p.d.f .'swith same mean and variance

The exponential, hyperexponential, and Erlang functions were
of interest since they carbine to cover a range of possible distributiai
shapes.

Hcwever, they also harye varying manents and it is difficult to

separate the effects that are dependent on density shape versus those
that are a function of the manents.

To obtain some measure of this

difference in effects, we shall consider three density functions that
have the same first and second manents, but that differ significantly
in their shape.
We know fron the Pollaczek-ttiinchine fonnula that the PCFS
gueue delay for all three densities will be the same, since this delay
is a function of the first two moments of the service time for an M/G/l
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Figure 5.1.3 The Relationship Between the Values of p and the Normalized
Priority Tnreshold for a Spectrum of Density Functions
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system, i.e.:

E[queue delsy] =

Therefore, the

P

?

T^1
p

—
2x

(5.55)

X
curves for all three of the densities
T
will have the same starting and asymptotic values since this value is
the PCFS delay.
the

N versus

W versus

Our real concern will therefore be with the shape of
^

curve near the optimal value and with the resulting

latitude in the selection of the priority threshold.
Ihe three functions which we will consider are the hyperexponential density» a truncated

1/x

density, and a discrete distribu-

tion, with each distribution having a mean value of 30, a variance of
1350, and a resulting coefficient of variation of 1.22.

Ihe three

functions are:

1.

b(x) = 0.5ye"ux + 0.5YUe"YUX ,
f or y = 1/15

2.

0 < x

(5.56a)

llxiM

(5.56b)

and Y = 1/3

b(x) = l/(x InM),
for M = 150

3.

b(x) = 0.56(x - 5) + 0.256(x - 18) + 0.256(x - 98) (5.56c)

Where the delta function

6 (x - a)

it has unit probability area.

is non-zero only for

x = a, where

The three functions are plotted in

Figure 5.1.4 and can be seen to differ in shape by a considerable
degree.

Figure 5.1.5 shows the resulting plots of average queueing

delay versus the location of the priority threshold, and these three
curves are surprisingly similar, but do not have the exact same delay
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Figure 5.1.4 The Three Density Function»

reduction.

We observed in the examples of cart (b), that the delay

reduction and the optimal priority threshold were related by:
W(FCFS)

=

r

^

"

^TO

X

We -uall later generalize this result (in Theorem 5.1.*), and it will
therefore shew that the optimal threshold differs only slightly for the
three distributions.
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Hypeftxponantial. Dncrat«, and 1/K Sarvioa Tinw Oittributtont

5.1.22

Further Analysis of the Two Priority Class Caco
A close look at the priority analysis for the various

different service time density functions s,jggests several areas of
possible generalization.

These observations include the equivalence of

♦-.he turo ratios,
W(PCFS)

*ro

and the similarity of the equations relating
service densities.

WB

o

and

)C.

for various

shall show that one can indeed generalize these

relationships in the following analysis.
•nieoran 5.1.2

The ratio of the minimal queueing delay,
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w

ftm)» ^

the

^^

delay, is equal to the inverse of the ratio of X-^
mean servioe tine,

x,

to the

for any arbitrary service density.

(5.57)

Proof:
The optijnal priority threshold location, X^, is found by differentiating the delay expression of Equation f5.12).
W0(l - aXx)

woy -

(1 - p) (1 - a»SL]
However, one would expect that this differentiation could only be
carried out for a particular service density, b(x).

If we proceed with

the differentiation in general, wc must evaluate the roots of:
W0(l - ap)

d_

dW

(5.58)
(1 - P)(1 - aXx1)
The

W0

and

1 - p

to be considered.

d

factors are not functions of

X-,

and do not need

Wc> are loft with:

1 - gp

■ 0

(5.59)

1 - aAx,
Where

o =J
0

b(x)dx

(5.60)

and:
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X

I-

=

«I

/ *«*
0

(5.61)

Ihe differentiaticai results in:

p(i - dSL}f*
< )
i ^"

" ^^r^i) ■ o

A(1

or when we substitute for a and ojL, as above:

P(l - rä^gr / b(x)dx - A(l - ap)^- / 3<b(x)dx = 0

The differentiation of the integrals is easily handled by the relationship that:

y
|r/f(2)dz = f(y)

and when oaimon terns are factored out, we are left with:
P(l - oX^) - XX^d - ap) = 0

(5.62)

Ihe terms within the parentheses are those fron the original expression,
and are therefore the subject of our investigation.
are interested in the ratio:
1 - gp
£-.,£_
1 - aXx
^

^

Since we know fran the definition of
p « Ax
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p

In particular, we

Then:
1 - op

x
(5 63,

i - rfS] " ^o'

•

which when substituted into the delay equation produces:

^o " r?T ' p^v ■ w^s)//^o\

w(Jt ,

This is then a proof of the theoran.
Corollary 1
Ttie optimal priority threshold will always be greater than or
equal to the mean service requirement, regardless of the
service time distribution.
Proof;

The theorpm proves that:
W(PCFS)

^O

As the arrival rate, X, beoones very small, we kixv that W^)
comes approximately equal to W(PCFS),

be-

since fron -Heorem 5.1.1,

n« W(PCFS)
.. 1 " oAxlt ,;
lm
w/v
r
"
= 1
w^)
: :
X-K) *1*fol
X-K) 1 - oXx
lim

:

and that:
WCFCFS) > HO^J
because

j^ < x.

•Iherefore,

v X
^Q

and x are related by the
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(5.65)

inequality,
^TO - «

(5.66)

with equality for the special cases of A = 0 or for the degenerate
case of j^ = x = constant.

This conpletes the proof of the corollary.

Another relationship which seemed to have scra possible
generality was the function relating p to JL^ with an observed form
of:
f(

i

^- 1

+

*ro '*>

-^—

(5.67)

x

*ro-

This relationship is generalized in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1.3
The general relationship between the optimal priority
threshold, and the traffic intensity is:
1

i- 1 +

(1 - •) GL - )L0]
2 SL

for ary arbitrary service density, b(x)

(5.68)
where a is the

fraction of messages thaL are of the priority class, and )L
is the average servioe time of a non-priority message.
Proof;
We knew frcm Equation (5.62) that,
0[1 - oXScj] - Xj^tl - ap]
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where a and

ooc,

are ocnputed at JC,.,

fron Riuations (5.60) and

(5.61).
Expanding the above equation, we obtain:
p - aXXjP ♦

OLX^P

or, by recalling that

= A)^,0

o = Ax,

X [x - oxjp + o^rl = AX.J.Q
which results in:

If we solve for

1/p

we obtain:

1

^O"*^

P

^rn--

(5.69)

v*üch by adding and subtracting like quantities, one can write as:

i m *ro-* + ^n - V " (^o ' g
0
^To"^
^ro-^
or:

i

t, g-^-tt-"1^

(5.70)

We recognize fron Equation (5.23), that:
x - ax, = (1 - a)x_

(5.71)

such that
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1

(1

,

a)

-

ho

^2 ' ^]
- x

which is the desired result.
Thecaen 5.1.3 can be utilized to determine the plot of X-^.
versus p for any given service time density function.

For the ex-

ponential case considered by Oox (0061), we can write the result by
inspection since we know that:
aO^) « BO^Q) = e

T0

(5.72)

and the mean of the exponential tail is,

*2

=

*ro

+ 5r

such tha*-.:
i-l
■ 1 +
+ ^J
P

(5.73)

ho'*

This equation is equivalent to the result given in Equation (5.3fi) and
plotted in Figure 5.1.3.
5.1.2.3

Introduction of a Delay Cost FVmction
A surprising aspect of the priority threshold analysis of

Section 5.1.2 was the fact that a large fraction of messages should be
included in the priority class. A more intuitive approach might select
only 5% to 20% of the messages for such preferential treatment, and
while intuition should not rule over analysis, it does signal a potential oversight in the model.
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If one considers

the various classes of messages that miqht

be serviced by a netvcrk, the list would include the stort messaqes
such as single character echoplex traffic, terse catmams (such as
/LOGIN), short lines of code, and brief ocrputer responses, and would
cover a wide range of message sizes up to the transmission of large
files.

These classes are ordered by message length, but this sane

ordering applies reasonably well to one's response time expectations,
and therefore a weighting of delay as a function of the message length
seems appropriate.

One such weighting is introduced by the utilization

of a delay cost function, c(x), which is defined as the "cost" of
delaying a message by one second given that the message requires
seconds of service.

x

This cost can be expressed in arbitrary units, and

is merely a relative weighting of the delc.y values for the various
message lengths.
An alternative approach would he to implement

N

priority

classes for the different message classifications, but the cost function approach may allow us o accomplish nearly the same effect without
the additional overhead of a nultiple priority scheme.*

Vfe consider

only cost functions which are a monotonicallv non-incrcasinq function
of the service requirement, x, and therefore a family of exponential
curves is felt to be adequate, but they should be normalized to have a
canton expected oost over all message lengths, with a convenient

*

Cox and Snith (C061) consider the case of N priority classes, with
the cost of delay for any message in the ith class being w^ units of
oost per second. In our example, the cost function is continuous,
rather than being discrete by class.
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normalization being:
E[c(x)] = 1

(5.74)

•niis expected value will be a function of the service time density,
b(x), but for the exponential cost function, the expected value takes
on a particularly interesting form as shown in the following theorem.
Theoran 5.1.4
An exponential weighting for the oost of queueing delay as a
function of the service requirement, x, and normalized such
that the expected oost is unity, is:
c{x) = e'^/WK)
where B* (K)
density, and

(5.75)

is the Laplace transform of the service time
K

is an arbitrary positive constant that con-

trols the degree of the weighting.
Proof;
An exponential cost function is desired of the form:
c(x) = a e"100 ,

0 < x

(5.76)

with the constraint that:
Etc(x)] = 1.
The expected value of the cost function is, in general:

E[c(x)] = f c(x)b(x)dx
With the ej^xaiential form of

(5.77)

c(x), we obtain:
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E[c(x)] = / a e"kxb(x)dx
0

(5.78)

which can be roooqnizcrJ as being of the form ot a Laplace transfonn,

b)

L{b(x)) =B*(s) = (me~SXh(x)dx

7

which for

s = K

(5.79)

results in:

E[c(x)) = a B*(K)
Since this expected value is equal to unity, we have the relationship:
a = 1/B*(K)

(5.80)

and therefore the generalized exponential cost function is found to be:
c(x) = e'^/BMlO

(5.81)

which proves the theorem.
For the ejqxffiential service density,
b(x) = ue"yx,

0 < x

the Laplace transform is:
B*(s) =

s + u

and the cost function becones:

c(x) .LS-HV101

(5.82)

A more convenient notational form results if we make the substitution
of variables,
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k' = k/u

(5.83)

-k'yx
c(x) = (k* + De"

(5.84)

such that:

A family of exponential cost functions are thereby produced, ranging
fron the extreroe case cf a constant,

c(x)

equal to unity, for

equal to zero, to very sharply peaked functions near the origin.

k'
The

latter vrould heavily weight the delay for messages requiring very short
service times, as shown in Figure 5.1.6.

c(")-(k•+1)••','',"

Figure 5.1.6 Examples of the Exponentiai Family of Cost Functions

The introduction of a delay cost function changes the priority
analysis of Section 5.1.2, such that for a message requiring
of service, the expected delay cost is:
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x

seconds

E[delay cost | xl = c(x) • Efqueue delay | x)

(5.85)

For the two priority class system,
E [queue delay I x < X.J = W1
and:
E[que'Te delay | x > X-] = W_
such th.at the uncondxtional delay cost function beocmes:

0

ft

E [delay cost] = W. j c(x)b(x)dx + W

fco

s

I c(x;b(x)dx

We shall introduce the notation:
\
ac = J c(x)b(x)dx
0

(5.86)

resulting in:
E [delay cost] = a W. + (1 - m )Wn
c 1
c 2
The equations for

W,

and

W.

are not functions of

fore are as in Equations (5.16) and (5.19).

c(x), and there-

Substitution and sinplifi-

cation produces:

W
E[delay cost] = -.

■L "

•
P

1 - a p
—
1 - aXx,
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(5.87)

in which both

a

and

a

appear.

For the exponential cost function

and the exponential service density, the equation for

a,

beocnes:

-Oc'+Dux
a

c " / ^

dx

+ 1)e

or:
-(k'+Du^
(5.88)

1 - e

The resxilting cost-weighted delay as a function of the priority threshold, is shown in Figure 5.1.7.

The reader should recall that, with the

Figurt 5.1.7 Optimal Priority Threshold Curves for Several
Parameter Values of the Exponential Cost Function
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exception of

k' = 0, the delay is not scaled in normal tüne units, so

the apparent delay reduction for

k' > 0

is merely due to the lesser

weighting of the delay for long messages.

However, the net effect of

the cost function is to decrease the optimal priority threshold, >c,t
which also reduces the fraction of the messages in the priority class.
This reduction is consistent with one's intuitive expectations, which
implies that sane similar cost-weighting may be inherent in the
intuition.
5.1.2.4

Reduction in Buffering Needs Due to Priority Handling of
flessages
Little's result, n = AW, would lead one to believe that we

can reduce the buffering needs at the same time that we reduce the
expected queueing delay, since the nanber of messages in the queue is
proportional to the average queueing delay.

However, the extent to

which the delay reduction results in a similar reduction in the buffering requirements is dependent on the storage allocation scheme.

For

example, if storage is allocated with an arbitrarily small number of
bits in a segment, then the priority system vail have no storage advantage since bits will be freed at the service rate of the channel
regardl' is of whether long or short nvjsages are being served.

The

other extreme is when storage is allocated in fixed length blocks, in
which case serving short messages frees these blocks of storage most
rapidly.

These t>ro allocation schemes are bounds on the effect of pri-

orities, and will be discussed in more detail in the follcwing
paragraphs.
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a.

The oontinuous ■toggM allocation model

Although we know fron the above argunent that introduction of
priorities should not effect the storage considerations for this case,
let us look at the analysis in more detail since it brings out several
interestang aspects of the problem.

The expected storage requirerent

is:
E[storage requirement] » Cfn^ + fi^J
where

C

is the servioc- rate in bits per second.

(5.89)
Using Little's re-

sult again we can obtain:
E[storage recfoiranent) - MoWjÖ^ + (1 - o)W2Cx2J
in which
and

W1

C^

(5.<»0)

is the expected length (in tits) of a priority message,

is the expected time that such a i.^ssage requires this storage

due to its queue delay.

(Storage is also requ^rer* during service and

until an ackrowledg ment has been received but we eure not considering
these effects here.)*

These products of storage needed anti the time

period lur which it is held form a measure of buffer utilization,
namely the bit-seconds of s^xarac? vequircment.
If we substitute for the values

W,, W,, and

x.

and sim-

plify the resulting expression we obtain:
E[storage requiraient) ■ XCxK _n |

t-.91)

i
The time required for serial trarsmission, propagation delays, and
ackncwledgement return are indcpej.ient of the factors being consider^
here.
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which is merely the PLTS storaqe roquircrvnt.

'Itiis rcjsulL cxxjld luve

boon obtained directly fron the conservation law since this law is
based on the fact that the expected amnunt of unfinished work in the
queue is independent of the queue discipline.
b. t^e fixed length storage allocation model
If all message lengths are less than seme finite naximal
length, L, and if storage is allocated in segments of this maxünal
lenqth, then the expected storage requirement is:
E(storage requirement] = Lfn. + nj

(5.92)

or from Little's result,
E [storage requirement] = aXW.L ♦ (1 - oOAW-L
w'iich upon substitution for W.

and W_ beccmes:
W

E[storage roquireramt] » XL 1.

0

"

1
n
P

" "^

(5.93)

1 - aXx1

The ejected reduction in the storage requirement due to the priorities
is the same as the reduction in the expected queueing delay, as would
be expected since in this case the storage requirement is directly
proportional to the number of mpssages in the system.

In fact, Equation

(5.93) could have been obtained directly from Equation (5.12) and
Little's result, since the proportionality factor is knew to be L.
Since this is the same reductior. factor eis was previously
seen in terms of the average queueing delay, all of those plots are
equally applicable to the buffer considerations.
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However, one

additional plot is shown in Figure 5.1.8 to indicate the typical range
of values of

n,

and to show the relative insensitivity of the selec-

tion of the priority threshold.

Even wlian the threshold is varied fron

one-half to twice the optimal value, the iiiprovanent factor is only
slightly degraded for this example case.

4 i-

HYP'cRF.XPONENTIAL DENSITY
T-Ä

Q

3

N

III
u.
u.

% XT0 < XT < 2 XT0

i
i
d

3 i

Figur« 6.1.8

The Effect of Prioritin on MM Buffer Raquirtmonts for th# Caw
of Fixed Length Buffer Allocation
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5.1.2.5

Experimental Verification of the Priority Model
The priority model was evaluated via an experünent in which

the priority threshold parameter of the IMP was varied and the resulting
queuoing delays were measured for several values of the traffic intensity,

p.

The values of

p

were selected using the techniques of

Section 4.1.3, with the nirfcer of active generators being selected as
the alterable parameter.

(Changes of the message lengths would have

oonplicated the corparison with the theoretical results sinoe both
and

x

would vary.)

a

The set of simulated oarameter values were selec-

ted from Figure 4.1.3, with the simulated values of

p

of 0.3, 0.5,

0.6, and 0.8 being generated by the selection of 5, 8, 10, and 14
messace generators respectively.

The time parameter, T , was set

accordingly at 200 msec, for all of the tests.

An average message

length of 320 bits was selected as a cenpromise between (1) desiring a
reasonably large variable oorponent for the message servic? time, and
(2) being able to neglect the effect of message segmentation into packets.
of

The service time for a message therefore consists of an average
1/u » 6.4 msec,

for the exponentially distributed message length

portion, plus an average overhead corfjonent of

X^ = 2.9 msec,

header and line control characters, as shown in Figure 5.1.9.

for the
The fig-

ure also indicates the service time requirement for the ackncwledgement
traffic which occurs due to the RFNM (Request For Next Message) mechanism, (i.e., each RFNM must be acknowledged).
a service time of

X

Acknowledgements require

- 3.0 msec, for serial transmission, and occur

with an average arrival rate, Xa, that is equal to the average arrival
rate of messages, V , such that the cemposite average arrival rate
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b|K)

Figure 5.1.9 The Composite Service Tim« Dcmity

becores:
A

= Xa

+

Sn

and the cxmposite traffic intensity is:
p

c " Aa Xa

Since

X,

and X„
am

m 0

+

^

are equal, the value of

x

oc = x

+ X (X

a

+ X

0

+

p

c

can be written as:

V*

which is of the usual form, i.e., the product of the average arrival
rate and the average nervioe time.
The effect of the acknowledgement traffic was shown in
Equation (4.5) to result in an average message «Jelay of:

W(PCF£ message traffic) =

(1 - pJJ (1 - pc)
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where

Da

is the traffic intensity of acknowledqanents,
oa = A Xa/2

and W0

is the expected time to cotplete any existing servioe, which is

fran Bjaation (5.15):
W0 « X E[x2]/2
Sinoe the servioe is the oarposite of two caiponents,
w

0 " Aa

Etx2

' ■" '^J/2

+ x

W0 beoanes:

E
m

fx2 | a nes.J/2

which can be shown to be:

A (

2

X

0

(

V2+ (xa)2|

For the values of the service tine variables given above, the expression reduces to:

W0 = |[68.3]
and results in an expected PCFS message delay of:

a
For the

p = 0.8

c
case,

A

is equal to 0.13, and

p

becores equal to 0.195, which results in a theoretical FCFS queueinq
delay of approximately 28 msec., ccrpared to a ireasured value of 32
msec.

This error is quite acceptable when one considers that a 1%

error in the arrival rate at a value of

p

queueing delay error of about 1.5 msec.

The fact that the ahape of the
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near 0.8 will result in a

theoretical and measured delay curves match well as a function of the
threshold value, and that the two sets of values agree quite well for
p = 0.6, gives good support for the validity of the model.
error for the

p = 0.5

The relative

case is surprisingly large, but is believed to

be due to two F.ource£ of error; (1) the resolution of the round trip
time measurement-, is 0.8 rsec., and (2) the queueing delay value is determined by subtract ina the relatively Large fiaad portion of the round
trip time (about 20 msec.) fron the average round trip measurenent.
Hence, the queueing delay values for the Lower values of

p

aiB subject

to nuch larger relative errors, i.e., the sane fixed value error has a
nuch larger apparent effect.

More precise mjasuranents oould have been

made by the use of trace data, hat were not felt to be justified since
differences between the queueing model and the actual system performanoe are typically more acute at the higher values of p.
The data of Figure 5.1.10 is shown with the queueing delay
scaled in msec., but can be normalized by dividing by the average servioe time of the oariposite traffic,
E[x | ocrposite traffic] = 0.5(3.0 msec.) + 0.5(9.3 msec.)
for an average value of 6.2 msec.
delay for the

p = 0.8

Therefore, the normlized queueing

case is 4.5 ocrpared to a normalized value of

4.0 for the exponential exanple of Figure 5.1.1.

The oanposite density

has a larger delay value due to the added delays of the higher priority
ackncwledgenent traffic, although the exponential service density has a
larger variance and henoe would otherwise have the greater queueing
delay.
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Figure 5.1.10 A Comparison of the Theoretical and Experimental Values of
Queueing Delay Versus the Priority Threshold Location
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The degree of iitprovanent between the

p = 0.8

Ceses of

Figures 5.1.1 and 5.1.10 also makes an interesting ocrparison.

For the

exponential service density, the average delay was reduced by 42% canpared to the PCFS delay, while the delay reduction for the ccnposito
service density was only 30%.

This lesser reduction in delay is due to

the fixed service time catponents, which cause the theoretical model of
Equation (5.12) tc take on the form:
W = W(FX3S) i-^X+V^
1 - aX[X + K.]
This relationship shows that as the fixed ccnpcnent, X, is increased
relative to the variable ccnponent, 1/u, the degree of inproveroent will
be decreased accordingly.

Future analysis and experimentation should

probably consider the overhead due to the HDST-to-HOST protocol as par*of this fixed component.
Ihe general agreenent between the predictions of the theoretical model and the experimental data was very encouraging, but an even
more iirportant aspect of the experiment was that it brought about improvements in the model.

For exarple, the fixed time conponents that

acccrpany each message had not been included in the origint.x model, but
became obvious when the experiment was being designed.

However, a more

subtle effect involved the handling of the ackiv^ledgements for the
RFTM's which had also been overlooked.

This effect was uncovered while

atterpting 'JO reconcile earlier experimental data, but was finally included in the model by utilizing part of the original priority analysis.
This iterative and ocrplanentary usage of the measurement and modeling
techniques is believed to be a significant advantage over the use of
either approach by itself.
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5.1.3

The Introduction of Additional Priority Classes
For the case of priorities beinq determined by an a priori

kncwledgo of the service requirement, wo can qeneralize the categorization process by defining the

i

priority class to be that set of

messages which have service requirements in the range,

.-. , < x < x..

The fraction of the messages in the class is then:

a =

b(x)dx

i J

<5-94)

x

i-l

and the expected service time, given that a message is in the

i

class is:
-X.
x. = i- y
i x

x b(x)dx

(5.Q5)

i-1

For a system with

P

priority classes, there are

P - 1

priority

threshold to select, subject only to the constraint that:
>L
4

1

< >c, <...'*_
4
2
P-l

(5.of)

This is a situation that leads to an increasingly conplex optimization
problem as the value of

P

becones larger.

To avoid this oorrhinatorial

explosion, we will only consider two special cases;
priority class case with

X-,

= ßX_
2
1
probability areas for each class.

ß > 1,

(1) the three

and {?.) the case of equal

r

5.1.3.1

An Example With Three Priority Classes
A priority threshold, JC

which divided messages into two

priority classes was considered in Section 5.1.2, and we now
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wish to

extend this notion to additional priority classes.
an exaiple, the case of two priority thresholds,

If we consider as
)c

and

X-

we

will have three priority classes, and will define these classes and the
associated variables as shown in Table 5.1.1.

TABLE 5.1.1
NOMENCIAIURE FOR THE THREE PRIORITY CLASS CASE
class 1

class 2

high

medium

Priority
Service times

'<.\

H,,

< x < 5C

Average queue delay

M

i

W

Fraction of messages

a

i

a

Arrival rate

V

class 3

low

x

v

2

^

2
a-X

«3
a-X

Pollc*äng the approach of Section 5.1.1, we have:

(5.97a)

w

l

1 - Xa^
w0 + XafiLW1

W

2

=

1 - X (a^ +
w

W

3

=

o

(5.97b)

a^)

+ Xa^Wj^ + Xa-XjWj
(5.97c)
1- <)

and an expected queueing delay of:
(5.98)

W = OjV^ + a2W2 + a3W3
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This result is shown in Figure 5.L11 for the special case of an
exponential service density, a traffic intensity of
priority threshold of

Xl

= 2X_, .

2

r

p = 0.8,

and

Ihe two priority class case fron

l

Figure 5.1.12 has been superunposed to indicate the effect of the additional priority' class, and as usual, the axes are normalized with respect to the mean service time.

The ccnparison shows a relatively

small inprovement in the average queueing delay, but a somewhat extended
latitude of threshold values for v/hich good inprovenents were obtained.
The delay of the third priority class shows a rapidly increasing value
as

)C,

increases, but of course, there are relatively few such mes2
sages at high value of JL,
^or this distribution. The middle class
l

2

messages have a delay varying from that of the highest priority messages
for
of

^p

near zero, to that of the tavo priority case for large values

X, ,

since at both extremes, the system is essentially a two pri-

ority class system.

The highest priority message delays are the same

for both systems since the further subdivision of lower priority messages does not affect the class 1 messages.
In the above exanple, the two priority thresholds were related
)C = 2JC, . Vie can expand this relatioaship by introducing the
1
2
1
parameter, 6 such that:

by

2

j.

The effect of varying this parameter is illustrated in Figure 5.1.12
for a hyperexjonential service density, and for a traffic intensity of
p ■ 0.6.

^Jote that for

6 = 1,

the two thresholds are superimposed,

and degenerate to the two priority class case.
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The improvement for

12 i-

*iW2 (2 PRIORITY CLASSES)

/iW

6 -

, (SAME FOR BOTH CASES)

MX T1

Figure 5.1.11, A Comparison of the Delay Curves for Two and Three
Priority Classes. (Exponential service)
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HYPEREXPONENTIAL SERVICE
> = %, p - 0.6

ü - xT2/xT1

2.0 ß\N

^ = 4

1.5 -

-f

_L
2
MXT1

Figure 5.1.12. The Effect of a Second Priority Threshold, XT2 = ^XT
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ß - 2

is similar to that observed for the exponpntial density in

Figure 5.1.11 and a slight additional iiiprcuanent is obtained for
ß = 4.

Hoever, for higher values of

b,

no further decreases were

observed, and the curve hjgins to revert to the
will approach asynptotically as

ß « 1 case which it

ß becones infinitely large.

One should not be too dogratic about conclusions drawn fron
these two exanples, but they sean to indicate that additional priority
classes provide little improvement in tiie queueing delay, but do increase the latitude of the iirprovenent relative to the threshold location.

That is, the precise threshold location is not as critical for a

given service density, and conversely, a given set of thresholds may be
reasonable for a wider class of service density functions.
5.1.3.2

The Analysis for P Priority Classes
The queueing delay expressions of Equation (5.97 a-c) can be

readily extended to the case of

P priority classes by first rewriting

them in terms of W ,
W

W.

0
S——
1 - Xoux.

(5.99a)

W

W
-;
Z0
(1 - XojX^ [1 - X(a1x1 + a^)]

(5.99b)

W

W. =
[1 - X(a1x1

i?0
+• a2x2)]'[l - X(a1x1 + oux, ♦ ou-xj]

and noting that the results are of the form:
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(5.9Sc)

w.

"3
i. x x
vi
i^i

W

P

which is Cobham's result (0054).

(5.9«»d)

i x

- 5=1
z; ^
J J

WP

are more oonccmod with the

expected queueing delay averaged over all message classes,
(5.100)

W = oJN, + o2W2 + ... + OpV^

which after considerable .ilgebra, can be represented in the form of the
FCFS delay and an inprovenent factor,

, p
w

W =

p=l

o

0p

^2

1- 0

A

p
1 - X

p-1

•

J^ a.x.

1 - X 2^, a.x.
i=l 1 1
k^p+l

101)

1

i-xj"

a.x.

)"■

1«

Tliis is the generalization of Theorem 5.1.2 to the

P

priority class

case, and has the r?ame generality of prioritr/ classification as the
original theoran.*
If one expands the products of Equation (5.101), the numerator
and denominator cancel except for two factors leaving.
O (I

W =

P

i - PI Zu
P=I

in which the
arith (0061).

1 - p

-p)

(5.102)

p-i

i - * .\=i
E Vi •l -x i=i
E art
j j

factors cancel Vaving a result given by Cox and

However, the cr. -ellation of the

1 - p

factor in their

»

Due to the ger.erality of the priority classification of Equation (5.1015
the factor witnin the braces will not necessarily be less than unity.
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previous analysis lost the more explicit and intuitive form or representir¥3 the expected delay as the product of the expected PCPS delay
ard a reduction factor as shown in Equation (5.101).
5.1.3.3

The Limiting Case of a Continuum of Priority Classes
If the nunfcer of priority classes is allcwed to increase

indefinitely, the svnnation of Equation (5.102) approaches the integral
result of Phipps (PH56),

W,^JL.

f'
gfid
/ ll - X / y d B(y)
1

(5.103)

0

where the expected remaining servioe time, WQ, is replaced by its
equivalent,
Wn - X ?/2
and the

a 's
n

becane the elemental areas

dB(x),

or in the case of

continuous functions, b(x)dx.
If we consider the hyperexponential service time exarple,
-UX

« r

"YVX

b(x) = 0.5 M e ^ + 0.5 Y U e
then we know from Equation (5.45) that:
?= (1 + Y2)/(U Y)2
and one can show that:

/Xyb(y)dy = ^

(5.104)

0
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where:
♦(MX) = (1 - (1 + Mx)exp(-ux)] + ^ [1 - (1 + YUx)exp(-YUx))
The integral for the expected delay tlion boaws:
U E[queue delay] =

2u

i + y'

dx
0

(5.105)

»-$"

Due to the oorplexity of the integral when we include the expressions
for

b(x)

and

ij;(ux),

the evaluation was perfontted numerically to ob-

tain the results shewn in Figures 5.1.13 and 5.1.14.

"I^e f^rst figure

FCFS
HYPEREXPONENTIAL

2 PRIORITY CLASSES
3 PRIORITY CLASSES
CONT. PRIORITIES

MW

2 -

1,0

Figure 5.1.13.

A Comparison of the Quaueing Delays for the Cases of No
Priorities, Two Priority Classes, Three Priority Classes, and
a Continuum of Priority Classes
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HYPEREXPONENTIAL
7 - 1/3, p • 0.6

MX-

Figure 5.1.14. Typical Plots of Queueing Delay Venus Priority Threshold

is a corparison of the optimal delay values for the cases of two and
three priority classes, with the PCFS delay and the continuous priority
delay shewn as bounds on the delays.

The introduction of a single pri-

ority threshold, i.e., two priority classes, can be seen to acccrplish
the major portion of the available reduction in delay, but one should
recall that the latitude of reasonably optimal values was also inprovod
by further priority classifications.

In cases where the density func-

tion is unknown or is variable, this increase in latitude may be particularly important.

Figure 5.1.14 shews a typical plot of the delay
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versus the threshold value and includes the continuous priority model
as the lower bound.

Here again, one can see the closeness to this

limiting case: for the case of merely two or three priority classes.
5.1.3.4

Considerations of the Cost to Inplar^nt an Additional
Priority Class
The optimal priority system was shown to be one with a

oontinuun of priority classes.

However, if one associates a non-zero

cost to inplanenting the priority classifications, the optimal value
will be for sane finite number of priority classes, and we will next
consider the problem of how to find that optimal nunber of classes.
One of the problans in the optimization of multiple priority
classes is the selection of the various priority thresholds, i.e., the
borders between the classes. We shall arbitrarily resolve this by
selecting equal probability areas for the priority classes.

For ex-

arple, if one has P different priority classes, the boundaries shall
be selected such that:

b(x)dx=l/P

/

for

i=l,2,...,P

(5.106)

\.i
where:
\

'=0'

**

\

Cobban's result which was derived in Section 5.1.3.2 states that;
W
Wp'i

^

, P = 1,2

1

X

" * % Vij " ^ »£]
23fi

P

>v

;

Where:
W = E [queue delay for a priority class p message]
and the priority preoedenoe relations are such that class 1 messages
have priority over class 2 messages, etc.

The average queue delay is:

W = o^ + a2W2 + ... + OpWp

(5.108)

but for the case of:
«I

= a

2

=

= Op = 1/P

then:
W = jj [V^ + W2 + ... + Wp]

(5.100)

with each delay term, W , being as given in Equation (5.107).

A plot

of the delay, W, versus the number of priority classes is shewn in
Figure 5.1.15 for severed values of
sity.

p

and an exponential service den-

Once again the rapidity with which, the delay reduces as the first

few priority classes are

introduced is apparent.

The figure also

shows the delay values for the optimal two priority-class case, which
for

p

equal to 0.8, results in a further delay reduction of about 10%

beyord that of the "equal probability area" threshold.
If we include a cost function to account for the overhead
associated with the priority medianism, we must establish two criteria.
First the unit of cost must be selected, e.g., in actual dollar costs,
in CPU utilization, in added message delay, or perhaps in terms of manory requiranents; arö deoondly, the functional relationship between the
cost and the number of priority classes nust be ajjproximated.
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An

EIQUEUE DELAY)
EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIMES

J -

H\N

2 -

^•^•^^P ■ 0.7

*^

p • 0.6

p - 0.5
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^_

p « 0.4
p - 0.3
p = 0.2

p « 0.1

1

1

1

.

1

,

1

5

6

7
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1
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1
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NUMBER OF PRIORITY CLASSES

Figure 5.1.15.

The Effect of the Number of Priority Classes on the
Expected Q. eueing Delay
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12

investigation of several possible priority irplertentation schorls
indicated that the most critical cost effect was the core storage requirenent for the priority determination and marking

routines, and

the additional linked lists to mechanize the priority queues.

These

costs grow in a nanner which we will approximate by:
cost = K ln(N)
where

N

(5.110)

is the number of priority classes and

to be selected.

K

is a free variable

The choice of the base for the logarithm is arbitrary,

since it merely changes the value of
ling the integer values of

N,

K,

but for convenience in hand-

we will utilize base „wo logarithms.

The cost function then becomes;
cost (in mamory requirements) = K'log^CN)
where

K'

(5.111)

is equal to the memory requirement to inple:i>ent the two

priority class case, which we will refer to as
to ipplement

P

M-.

The cost function

priority classes can then be written as:

C ■ Cost (in memory requirements) = M_log (P)
p
^2

(5.112)

and is the cost that must be considered when one implements additional
priority classes.

The logarithmic cost function was chosen for a

variety of reasons including; (1) it has a zero value for a single
priority class, i.e., PCFS, (2) it has a decreasing slope as the nuitfcer
of priority classes is increased (which accounts for the use of more
efficient priority queue handling mechanisms), and (3) because the time
required for the priority classification via a binary search is known
to be proportional to the logarithm of the number of categories.
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If we assvme, as in Section 5.1.2.4, that messages have some
predefined maximal length, L, which defines the block size for storage
allocation, then on the average,

n

such blocks will be linked to-

gether on an output queue, where by Little's result:
Efnurber in queue] = n = XW
If each such storage block is of length

L,

then the expected storage

requirement for the enqueued messages is:
Elstorage for buffering] = XWL

(5.113)

The requirement that message lengths have some such finite upper bound
is a practical necessity, but does not introduce any theoretical problem in the model since the message length distributions can include a
discrete (delta function) ccrponent at the length, L.

linder these con-

ditions, the expected storage requirement for buffering can be reduced
by the same priority techniques that reduce the average queueing delay,
W, and when both the priority implementation and buffering considerations of Equations (5.112) and (5.113) are combined, the total storage
requirement for a store-and-forward node with

Q

output queues becomes:

E[storage] = QXIJW(P) + M2loq2(P)
If it weix not for the

M2log2(P)

(5.114)

component, this expected value

would be a continually decreasing function of the nurtber of priority
classes.

However, the grouing inplementation cost corponent will re-

sult in a finite optimal nurrber of priority classes, and it is this
number of priority classes which we wish to determine.
TTie example of Figure 5.1.15 was extended to include this
cost function, using the approximate inplementation costs of the ARPA
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network mp, i.e., a requirement of about 25 IMP-words to iiiplaumt the
two-priority cL-ns mechanism, and L = 63 IHP-words, for a value of
Nj of:
M2 = || L = 0.4L
The e^jrrssion for the average storage requirement is then:
E[storage] = QXx —+■ L + n.4L log2(P)
x
which can be written as:
E[storage] = QpL uW(P) + 0.4L log2(P)

(5.115)

This function ia plotted in Figure 5.1.16 for the exponential service
example of Figure 5.1.15 and for

Q = 3.

Several values of

p

are

shewn, with definite optimal, i.e., minimal cost, values being indicated.

As expected, the higher values of

o

show the greatest im-

provement due to the priority inplementation, and show the benefit of
introducing additional priroity classes, up to a maximum of about three
or four classes.

In contrast, the lower values of

p

indicate that

the FCFS system has the minimal cost since the average nunfcer of messages in the queue is very small.
concern at the higher values of

However, ehe effects are of primary
p,

since effective buffer utilization

is more critical under heavy loading.
5-1.3.5

Design of an Experiment to Verify the Multiple Priority Model
An experiment could be run to verify the multiple priority

model by an approach quite similar to that utilized in Section 5.1.2.5
for the two priority model.

Artificial traffic would be set up as
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EISTORAGEI ■ QpL^W(P) ♦ 0 4L log2 (P)
(PLOTTED FOR Q = 3)
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NUMBER OF PRIORITY CLASSES
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Figure 5.1.16 The Expected Storage Requirements Including the Priority Implementation Costs
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before using fixed length messages and varying the nunber of active
generators to establish the desired levels of the traffic intensity, p.
For purposes of the design of a suggcsttxl experiment, it will
be assumed that a multi-priority systotr will be investigated using the
equal probability area criterion for determining the priority classes.
An exponential distribution of message lengths would be utilized with
an average length of 40 bytes (to minimize the truncation effect of
packet segmentation).

Iherefore, the priority threshold fcr the two

priority class system vrould be set at a length, L , where:

."Vr.0.5
with I" equal to 20, i.e., the average message length in terms of
16-bit IMP words.

(The priority threshold should be expressed in terms

of IMP words since that is the way in which the variations would be
made during the experiment.)

For the two priority class system the

priority threshold is therefore,
L = 0.691 = 14 words
P
This value will be sub-optimal Kjcause the optimal threshold is knrwn
to be greater than the mean vfiue.

Hcwever, it should serve as an

experimental test point to compare with the theoretical results of
Figure 5.1.15. The thresholds for the three priority case can be determined in a similar manner by:

e

= 0.67

and
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..

-L

P

2/ I
^ * - 0.33

e

with resulting threshold values of;
= 0.40* = 8 words
\

and
L

= 1.1U = 22 words.

The thresholds for higher nunrbers of priority classes wxild be determined in a similar manner, with experimental data taken for each such
set of values and cotpared with the theoretical results of Figure
5.1.15.

Values of

p

equal to 0.4, O.fi, and 0.8 vrould be adequate to

verify the model, and should give large enough queueing delays to give
good results fron the round-trip delay portion of the accumulated
statistics.

The UCLA-to-RAND path would again be utilized for the test

to avoid alternate routing effects.
The largest error for such a test should occur for the highest
value of

p,

which for

p

equal to 0.8 ± 0.05, would result in errors

of about +20% to 30% about the nominal delay value.
creating a traffic level of

p

The accuracy of

equal to 0.8 should be somewhat better

than this ±0.05 value, so that the error would not be expected to be
quite that large, but could easily be in the 10% to 15% region.
This experiment was not performed due to the difficulty of
implementing the various priority mechardsms by TIP program changes, and
the fact that such changes would have to be performed by the network
contractor, BBN.
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5.2

Models for the Seepented Message Case
The preceding analysis assumed that messages would be

serviced in a contiguDus manner, and that message buffers were of sufficient length to hold a maximal size message.

A mrfcer of practical

desires and constraints can not necessarily be ntt by such a scheme,
and therefore most message switching systems eure designed to handle
fixed length message segments.

Sane of the oonsequences of such seg-

mentation are considered in the following sections.
5.2.1

Rationale and Effects of Segmentation
The wide variation in possible message lengths loads to the

segmentc'tion of messages into shorter fixed length blocks or packets,
to smooth the service demands, and to give better response to short
interactive messages.

The buffer allocation problem may also be af-

fected by the segmentation because of the need, in most equipment, to
allocate space in fixed size blocks, but such segmentation does not
necessarily affect the message flew since small buffers can be linked
together to store a given lengti message.

However, if the messages

must be trandmitted as a contiguous bit stream, interactive messages
may be delayed excessively, so that seme type of preemptive or preenptive-resune discipline might be oonsidered.

Hie segnentation of

messages into packets is similar to the preerptive-resvme situation,
but preenption is allowed only at the packet boundaries.

Some overhead

is required in either case, with the individual packet overhead being
the cormunication control characters and the header information.

The

advantages of segmenting messages into packets generally favor small
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packet sizes, but the packet overhead cost must be balanced against
these gains to determine the optimal packet size.

We will consider

some of these packet size selection criteria in Section 5.2.4, but for
new will further explore the advantages of reducing the packet size.
The analysis of Section 5.1.1 showed that the expected
queueing delay is proportional to the average time to corplete an existing servioe, VL, which in turn is proportional to the second menent
of the servioe time.

Truncation of the service time density reduces

this second moment, as shewn in Appendix A, and thereby leadp to shorter
queueing delays for priority messages.
A second effect of interest involves the changes in the
arrival times when messages are segmented.

By definition, an arrival

occurs when the last bit of a contiguous bit stream reaches the IMP,
and the effect of the different arrival epochs in reducing the amount
of unfinished work in the system is shown in Figure 5.2.1.

"xe seg-

mented message case also decreases the total delay by the fact that
arrivals occur earlier, and that the input and output processes tend to
be overlapped.

The reduction in the amount of unfinished work implies

that the storage requirement should also bo loss for the seqmontod
Ccise, a consideration that will be pursued in Section 5.2.3.1.
A third consequence of segmentation is its effect on the
error control techniques used to detect and correct transmission errors.
Longer segments are more likely to contain randan errors and also make
retransnission more costly, but allow the use of more efficient error
control codes.

An optimal balance of these factors depends on the

error mechanism and rates involved, and has been considered in previous
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INPUT STREAMS ON
TWO CHANNELS

(a) UNFINISHED WORK DIAGRAM FOR CONTIGUOUS MESSAGES

MESSAGE #1 /
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l

MESSAGE #2 I
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(b) UNFINISHED WORK DIAGRAM FOR SEGMENTED MESSAGES
Figure 5.2.1. Typical Unfinished Work Diagrams for Contiguous and Segmented Message Flows.
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studies including that of Kirlin (KI69).

The line quality and nrror

control in the ARPA network have been quite effective and do not appear
to fx? <i dntomininq factor for packet size, arri tJierofore will not Im
crxLsuiorcxi further,

(A

24-l>U cycli« wror dicckitu acxln is .icpcmliHi

to each packet, and is checked and regenerated at each store-andforward IMP).
The segmentation of messages into separate packets which can
flow through the network independently introduces the possibility of
gaps between packet transmissions.

These gaps are typically due to

other traffic in competition for the .service facility, and cause additional delay conponents at the destination because the message must be
fully reassembled prior to transmission to the HDST.

Aside from such

gaps between packets, the individual packets may have arrived out of
sequence, duplicate packets may have been recieved, or in rare cases
one or more packets may have been lost, so that the reassembly process
requires nunfcering the packets and indicating the final packet of a
message, as well as time-outs to discard message fragments in the latter
case.

The selection of this time-out vame and the mechanism for allo-

cating reassembly buffers are important system parameters, and need
careful attention.
including;
send",

Several possible allocation procedures are possible

(1) reserving the proper number in advance by a "request to

(2) setting aside a full set of message reassembly buffers u;«n

the receipt of the first packet of a message, and (3) allocating buffers
on an "as arrived" basis.

A concern in the latter case is that in

periods of congestion, few conplete messages might be reassembled due
to the exhaustion of the buffer supply by numerous partially reassembled
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messages.
Ttie area of message segmentation is rich in possible
advantages and pitfalls, which makes it a viable area of analysis and
measuronent, with the goal of iitpcoving the network performanoe by
finding more optimal techniques and parameter values.

Several such

aspects are considered in the following sections, with both analytic
and experimental methods being utilized.
5.2.2

The Separation Between Packets
If there were no other traffic in a store-and-forward network,

the packets of a message would flow through the net in a continuous
stream.

However, when other traffic is introduced at the various nodes,

the various message packets tend to became interspersed, and the packets
of any given iressage may beocne separated.

This intermixing does not

neoessarily change the average delay in flowing through the network,
since the nessages are essentially time-sharing the channel capacity,
and analogous tire-shared-ccrputer analysis results have indicated certain conservation relationships (KL64).

Hcwever, the network problem

differs in severed ways including the lack of well ordered servioe
scheduling, and also in the fact that the net involves a sequence of
such facilities.

There is an intuitive feeling that as packets become

separated, interference may beoone more likely and therefore that the
expected gap size may tend to grow as the message flews through a large
network.

We will show in Theorans 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 that the expected

gap size is bounded for both the FCFS and priority disciplines respectively.

Interestingly, this bound is the same in both cases, and is

equal to:
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lim E[interpacket gap after traveling thourgh

n nodes]

(5 116)

1-p.

where

p.

is the traffic intensity of the interfering traffic.

Theorem 5..1.1
The expected interpacket gap for a segmented message, and a
FCFS queue discipline, is:

E[Tn] = [1 - (p.)""1] JA- • Xs

v^iere
the

is the extra interpacket spacing at the output of

T

n

(5.117)

node due to interfering traffic along a store-and-

forward path, X , is the service time of a maximal length
packet, and

p.

is the traffic intensity in terms of the

average arrived rate of interfering packets and their service
requirements.

All

entire netvork path.

p.'s

are assumed to be equal along the

Interfering packet arrivals at each

node are also assumed to be Poisson, with parameter

A..

Proof:
If we consider a "tagged" multxpacket message at the originating node,
coasisting of packets
in Figure 5.2.2(a).

P, ,P2,. ..,P.,...,

vie find a situation as shown

I^ie packets are presented to the queue as a group,

and for the FCFS system, are transmitted continguously.

The arrivals at

the second nude are therefore soaced at regular intervals of
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BATCH ARRIVAL OF PACKETS
(a) QUEUE AND SERVER AT THE SOURCE NODE
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(b) THE INTERFERING ARRIVALS AT THE SECOND NODE
Figure 5.2.2. The Effect of Interfering Traffic to Create a Separation Between Arrival* of Packet* of
a Menage.
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seconds, where
packet.

X

is the time required to service one maximal lernrth

Hcwever, at this second node there may be interfering traffic

arriving on other input channels with an arrival rate of
shewn in Figure 5.2.2(b),

X.

and as

these packets will beooroe interspersed with

the packets of the tagged message.

The expected value of the time be-

tween the tagged packet departures will be:
T- = X
2

S

+ T-

(5.118)

2

where the gap between the now non-contiguous packets will have an
expected value of:
x- = iT^ x.
with the subscripts
subscript

2

(5.119)
i

referring to the interfering traffic and the

indicating that this delay is at the output of the second

node along the path.

The expected value

ä.2

is the average number of

interfering arrivals during the interarrival time between the tagged
packets, which tor Poisson interference arrivals is:
n.. = X. X
12

(5.120)

IS

and the value

x.

is the average service requirement of the interfering

traffic, such that:
p. = X. x.
i

(5.121)

ii

The expected gap between the packets at the output of the second node
can then be written as:
E[T,] = p. X

2

(5.122)

is
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and this gap beoanes the interarrival gap at the third node.

There is a

non-zero probability that the interfering packets which separate the
tagged packets will be routed to the same output channel at the third
node, but we shall ignore this effect and assure that only new arrivals
will be contending for the channel.

Interfering traffic can occur any-

tixne during the interarrival time which has now grown to

X

+ T,

such

that the expected nurrber of interfering arrivals beccnes:
S

i3ssXi(Xs

+ 7 )

(5-123)

2

and the resulting gap between the tagged packets at the output of the
third node beoomes:
BtTj] =X.(Xs

+

E[T2])xi

or substituting tor EfxJ,
E[T3]

and sinplifying:

= Pi(l + pi)Xs

(5.124)

A similar line of reasoning at the fourth node produces,
E[T4]

= pi(Xg +

E[T3])

or:
E[T4] - pi(l + pi + pi2)Xs
and leads to the general iterative expression:
E[Tn] = pi(Xs +

(5.125a)

EET^])

or:

EtT 1 =p X

n

i s£(pi)k

(5.125b)

kaO
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DTuation (5.125) can be expressed in closed form as:
1 - (Pi)""1
EtTnl = *i Xs
1-p.
and by grouping terms:

«Tni = ii - (p.)"-i,(r4i_)xs
with
of the

Tn

being the gap between a pair of tagged packets at the output
n

store-and-forward node.

Hiis ocrfDletes the proof of

Theorem 5.2.1.
The expected interpacket gap is shewn in Figure 5.2.3 for
severed values of
the gap size.

p , and indicates several interesting aspects about
i
Ftor relatively snail values of p., the expected gap

length reaches an asynptotic value after going through a fw nodes, with
larger values of

p.

requiring long paths to reach a similar asymptote.

Ihe fact that in each case an asymptote exists is of interest, since it
shews that the gap does not grew in an unbounded fashion, but of particular interest is the mathematical form of this asyniptotic value,*
p

lijnE[T ]

n

i
r^-Xs

=

(5.126)

It is interesting to note that for the expected interpacket gap to become within a factor, F, of the asymptotic value, T # we need:
log(l - F)

»ii^og

Pi

*

Ihis form is believed to be analogous to the conservation results of
Kleinrock (KL64) for various time-sharing queue disciplines.
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X, - SERVICE TIME FOR A FULL PACKET
p - TRAFFIC INTENSITY FOR INTERFERENCE

Figure 5.2.3. Expected Inter-Packet Separation After Going Through n Nodes.

This can be shewn by noting that the expression for
written as:
11 1
E[Tj
n = [1- (p.)
i " ] ?oo =F ?„
«a

such that:
(p^1 = 1 - F
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E[T

n

]

can be

and by taking logarithms of both sides.

n

. x 4 toga
- *)
log P
i

Therefore, any value of

n

equal to or greater than this value will

cause the expected gap to be within the factor, F, of the asymptotic
delay value.
An extension of interpacket gap model was obtained by a
colleague* who considered the case of non-uniform traffic intensities
along the store-and-forward path.

This change meant that the expected

interpacket delay would not necessarily increase at each subsequent
node, resulting in an extension of the iterative relationship of
Equation (5.125a) to include this case,
E[Tnl = max{pin{Xs + ECt^l , Eh^]}
where
n

th

p.
in
.
node.

(5.127)

is the traffic intensity of the interfering packets at the

The interpacket gap analysis is a priority system differs in
two aspects from that of the FCFS system.

In the PCFS system, any

arrivals occurring between the arrivals of packets
also serviced between

P.

and

P.+1.

P.

and

P^+1

were

Ir the priority system, the

interfering arrivals will be any non-priority packets between the
arrivals of

P.

and

service but before

P.+1,
P.+1

and any priority arrivals after

begins.

P^

begins

The resulting interpacket gap given

This extension was made by Gary Fultz, who was concerned with differing traffic intensities across the net in routing simulation studies.
This interpacket gap tiitr was of concern to him because of its effect
on the reassanbly time of messages at the eventual destination.
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(b) THE QUEUE AND SERVER AT THE SECOND NODE
Figure 5.2.4. Arrivals and Departures for the Queue and Server in the Priority Queueing Case.
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in Ttieorem 5.2.2 is rhown to increase more rapidly than that of the
non-priority case, but to have the same limiting value.
Theorem 5.2.2

The expected interpacket gap for a segmented message with
higher priority traffic conpetiig for the server is:

■W

n

X

B[Tnl -rr-jlf - h^H I

^-12R)

where the conditions and variables are as defined in
Iheoran 5.2.1 with

p

and

p

being the traffic inten-

sities of priority and non-priority traffic respectively.
Proof;
Assume that a multipacket message is initially entered into the network
as shown in Figure 5.2.4(a).

The

j

and

j+ls

packets of the

message are not necessarily served contiguously (as in the PCFS case)
since priority arrivals during the service of
before

P. ,

X.

Pj+1

If the arrived rate of interfering priority messages

then the expected time between the departures of

P.

and

is:
EtT ]

l

where

will be serviced

as will other priority arrivals during the service of the

priority messages.
is

P.

T,

= X

s

+ EtT 1

l

(5.129)

is the time to servioe the

Etv J

l

= X

ip(Xs

+ E[T 1)

1

v,

priority arrivals, with:

(5.130)
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and since the arrivals and servioe requirements are independent,
ECTJ

= EfvJ • E[x |mes. is priority]

or:
E[T 1 = X

ip(Xs

1

Solving for

+ E T 1)5

f i

i

(5.131)

we obtain:

E[T,]

,.

x, X

p

X

E[T ) = »iE-J_5-= JLJL-

'"Vl
v«*iere

p

(5.U2,

P

is the trciffic intensity for interfering priority messages,
p = X. x.
P
IP 1

'flie ejected interdcparture tine of packets P.

and P. ,

at the

first node is then:

<5 133)

«ü'-^^Ag-rK;

-

so that at the second node we can expect to find

T\

interfering

arrivals of regular messages, where:
BCD] = X^p BITJ] = X.np(Xs

+

ElTj)

(5.134)

Only the non-priority messages are considered to be .i-nte fering in the
sense of adding to the interpacket gap.
either served prior to
priority arrivals, where

P.

Any priority arrivals are

or are considered in the
v-,

v2

interfering

has an expected value of:

E[v2] ■ Xip(Xs ♦ E[T2])

(5.135)
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If we again assune an independence of service and arrivals, the
expected interdeparture tine becomes:
E[T2] = Xs + Elr]^] ' x2 + E[v2] • j^

(5.136)

or substituting for the expected values,
E T 1

= X

t 2

+ X

inp ^2(Xs

s

+ E[J ]) +X

ip VXs

1

+ EtT 1

2

However, since:
E[T2] = Xs +

E[T2]

and substituting:
Pp = XiPxl
we can solve for

EtT 1

2

and P^-X^ilj

EffJ

= p

nP

X

as:

s

+ p

np

EtT ]

l

+ p

p

X

+ p
S

p

EtT 1

2

or:
F[T2]

=

l^j£
D
P

L

(5.137)

where I
pM

p

+ D
= aXx, + (1 - a)X iL
^np
1
'2

and:
ax, + (1 - a)x2 = x
so that
0
P

= 0 + MP
P
np
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(5.138)

By repeating the above arguments at subsequent redes, the result of
Equation (5.137) can be seen to be a general iterative relationship
such that,
p X
S

E[T ] =
n

+ p
E[T
]
■ nP
n^_
1 - P

(5.139)

with:

EtTj

(5.140)

1 - p.

This relationship can be expressed in a closed form* as:
n

B[Tnl

which for

p

1 - P
equal to zero, becomes the FCFS result of Equation

(5.117).
If we oorpare the two results, we see that unlike the PCFS
system, the priority system has a non-zero expected gap at the first
node, but that both have the same limiting value as
large.

n

beocnes very

The latter effect is not obvious, but can be shown by noting

that:
p = p

P

+ p

np

such that:
P

np =

P

"

P

P

This form is a variation of the closed form representation developed
by Fultz from the iterative result of Equation (5.2lf).
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which is less than the denominator, 1 - p , and therefore in the limit.

lim
n-x»

fef-

leaving;

lim

E[T n

n-oo

I priority system] = T—^— X
1 - p

s

which is identical to the limit for the FCFS case
TTiese effects are shown in Figure 5.2.5 for various values of
p, and with
that

ox

pp

and

p np

is equal to

being arbitrarilv
- made equal.
-i

(1 - a)xnp

This assumes

in Equation (5.138), which from the

priority threshold analysis, seems reasonable.
The preceding analysis was based on the assunption that all
of the packets of a message arrive at the source IMP simultaneously,
i.e., as a bulk arrival.

If we assign a finite rate to these HOST-to-

IMP transfers, such that a full packet requires

X.

seconds to cross

this boundary, then the analysis must bo modified to include this
effect.

The interpacket gap at the output of the originating node then

becomes:
Elr ] =X

inp^2Xl

l

+ X

ip VXs

+ E(T ])

l

(5 141)

-

which is a modification to Equation (5.131) to include the non-priority
interference.

Solving for the average gap time, we obtain:
p

E[T 1

1

=

X, + p
SE

1 - p

P

X
S

(5 142)

-

P

TYio delays at subsequent nodes can be determined by the previous
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Figure 5.2.5. The Expected Interpacket Gf»p for the Priority System After Going Through " Nodes.

iterative relationship,

E[Tn] =

1 " P_

which leads to the closed form result:
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-i£k)*PxU

^'n1 * r^p
where X

and X,
si

(5.143)

are the full packet service times for the IMP-PIP

ard HOST-DIP trc^ismissions respectively, then
gap at the output of the

n

x

is the interpackot

store-and-forward node.

(This result

also shows that the non-zero HOST-DIP transfer time decs not effect the
limiting value as
5.2.3

n

beootnes arbitrarily large.)

Experimental Verification of the Packet Separation Model
A conplete experimental verification of :he packet separation

model would require the ability to generate artificial traffic at each
node along the store-and-forward path of a test message.

Since such

facilities are available at only one s^te, the UCIA Network MeasuraTient
Center, the verification test was much less extensive than would normally be desired.
The test was designed to test the validity of Equation (5.143)
for the special case of

«'i' ■ rhr

n = 1,

P -

jn£_

l-o.

P

l - P *l

(5.144)

The interference traffic was generated by the pseudo-randan artificial
traffic generator (as described in Section 2.5.8) with the traffic intensity, o, being determined by selection of the average message length.
The number of active message generators was a cmnprcmise between, (1)
the desire to avoid alternate routing, and (2) the desire to mimmize
the RFNM dependency of the arrivals.
meet both desires satisfactorily.
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Eight generators were found to

The generation of the multi-packet test traffic was originally
planned utilizing three different techniques to obtain a range of values of the parameter, X^ (the time required for the serial "arrival" of
a packet).

The "fake HOST" pseudo-message generator facility within the

IMP was selected to provide a minimal value of

X,

of 3.3 ntsec., which

is the typical time required for the background program to generate a
full packet of data.

Similarly, the "fake HDST" generated traffic at a

neighboring IMP was utilized for the maximal value of

X, = 23.0 msec,

which is the time required for the sericJ arrival of a full packet at
the TJCLA IMP, which in that case serves as a store-and-forward node.
Ihe third source of multi-packet traffic was to be from the network
measurement center itself since the interference traffic and the test
traffic could be created using separate message generators and message
leaders (to trace only the test traffic).

However, the latter condition

does not provide a meaningful set of interference traffic since both
the test traffic and the interference traffic must arrive on the same
serial HOST-IMP interface, so only the theoretical curve is shown for
the case of

X,

equal to 10.5 msec.

The theoretical values of the inteiwpacket gap tiire,
various message lengths and values of

X.

T

for

are plotted in Figure 5.2.6

along with the test data fron the experiment.
of

T,

"ITie increase in the value

for very short messages is due to the fact that nost of these

messages are of the priority class, and therefore cause an increased
amoun1-. of interference.

Equation (5.144) indicates that for the special

case in v,*iich all of the interference traffic is of the priority class,
the value of

T

will not be a function of
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X,, and this effect was

25

— — — -- THEORETICAL
» CURVE FIT TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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I
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1
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FIOI.Ie

5.2.6 A Comparison of Measured and Tneoretical Inter-Packet
Gap Times Due to Interference Traffic.

also verified by the experimental data.

This effect is due to the fact

that the only arrivals that will contribute to the inter-packet gap are
those that occur during the

X

seconds that a packet requires for

service, and the subsequent arrivals during their service, etc., as
expressed in the iterative result of B-ruation (5.131).
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;

The experunental and theoretical results agree reasonably
well for both the case of
23.0.

X,

equal to 3.3 msec, ard for

X1

equal to

Both the shape of the curves and the magnitude of the inter-

packet gap (as measured by trace data at the destination) indicate
that the model represents the actual system behavior satisfactorily.

The theoretical curves include the effects of the ackncwledgements, the priority resssages, and the non-priority messages by considering the expected service tüne to be:
E[x] = E[x |anACK] • Pr[an ACK]
+ E[x | a pri. mes.] • Pr[a pri. mes.]
+ E[x| non-pri. mes.] «Prlnon-pri. mes.]
Ihe acknowledganents are in response to the RFNM's (Request For Next
Message), and therefore occur with the same frequency as messages, such
that:
Pr[an ACK] = 0.5
Messages are considered to be in the priority class if they are less
than or equal to 10 bytes in length, which for the exponential density
of message length, results in:

-10/j

where

!

is the average message length in bytes, and

fraction of messages that are in the priority class.
also be in the priority class).

o^

is the

(The ACK's will

The expected service time for a prior-

ity message can be found from the trancated exponential result of
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Appendix A,

-y^-l

«T
Xp^^l*^ V =ü 1 1 - c

-v\

and tiie expected servioe time for a non-priority message is also shown
to be:
Xn

P

= E[

\lxm> V =^ +Vu

Using these results, one can write the expected service time (of messages and ACK's) as:
E[x] = 0.5Xa + 0.5<yx0 + xp] + 0.5(1 - o^) [X0 + ^ + 1/p]
whore the first two terms represent the priority servioe times, and the
last term considers the non-priority service times.

Ihe equation is of

the form:

E[x] = a E[x | priority] + (1 - a)E[x | non-priority]
and if multiplied by the net arrival rate (of messages and ACK's),
produces:
X E[x] - X{0.5Xa +

O.SO^XQ

+ xp]} + X{0.5{1 - o^) [X0 + Xj. + l/wl)

where:
X = X

a

+ X

m

= 2X

m

with the subscripts referring to ACK's and messages.

The values of the

priority and non-priority interference traffic intensities can then be
written as:
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p =2

y0-5Xa

p

+ 0 5o, [X +
- kn 0

V}

and:

with the ccnposite traffic intensity being:
p

c

= Mp + Hp
p
np

If we consider an exanple in v^ich the messages have an average length
of 20 bytes, we find that 40% of the messages are in the priority class,
and such messages have an average service time of 3.44 msec., oorrpared
to an average of 7.5 msec, for the non-priority messages (including the
overhead characters for each).

The service time of an acknowledgement

is 3.0 msec., and when canbined with the priority messages, produces a
traffic intensity of:
p
where

X

p

= X [3.0 + 0.4(3.44)] = 0.175
m

is 1/(25 msec.) for the artificial traffic being generated.

The traffic intensity for the non-priority traffic can be found in a
similar manner, since:
p

np=y(1-ant)[X0

+

*r

+ 1 / jl}

'>

which beoanes:

P

= Qjg [2.9 + 1.6 + 3.2] = 0.185

such that:
p

c =

p

p

+ p

np

= 0 36

-

26^

The expected value of
X

T

can then be calculated for the kncwn value of

equal to 23.0 msec., and for the desired value of

Xy

Tliese re-

sults are tabulated in Table 5.2.1 along with the associated values of
0

P

and p

np

.

TABLE 5.2.1
THEORETICAL VALUES OF 1HE INTER-PACKET GAP, T
Avg.Mes.
Length
(bytes)

0
8
20
40
60
80

5.2.4

Expected Value of T

P

\

.23
.28
.36
.49
.63
.77

P

P

np

X.aS.a

X^IO.5

X1=23.0

1.00

.23

.00

6.9

6.9

.72
.39
.22
.15
.12

.22
.18
.15
.14
.14

.06
.18
.34
.49
.63

6.7

7.3

5.9
8.3

5.8

7.3

10.1

5.3

8.3

13.3

5.6

9.7

16.8

6.0

11.3

20.4

P

The Special Case of Exponential Message Lengths
As in so much analysis, the assunption of an exponential

service requirement sinplifies the analysis by decoupling several effects which would otherwise be highly interdependent.
of

TViis attrinute

w

he exponential density is the well kncwn meroryless property, i.e.,

the conditional density for the case of
with the sane parameter value.

x > X

is also exponential

This aspect of the exponential p.d.f.

is useful in the segrrented message case because of the fact that cutting off an arbitrary number of bits from the beginning of a message
does not affect the statistics on the remaining portion of the message.
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We will take advantage of this memory less property i

the following

analysis, and subsequently will evaluate the results by an actual
network experiment.
We will assume that message lengths are considered to be
random variables, but that messages are partitioned into packet length
segnents for transmissicn through the network.

That is, the bits of a

ntessage from the HDST are to be examined serially, until

t

bits have

been received, at which time a packet is formed, and the bit count is
restarted.

"Hie service time for such a packet is assumed to be

X

seconds, such that for the exponential message length density with a
mean message service requirement of

l/y.

Pr[message service < X ] = 1 - e

"^s
'

(5.145)

and due to the iremoryless property, this same probability applies to
the regaining service requirement after an arbitrary nunber of packets
have already b^en formed from the message.

Therefore, since the proba-

bility that the message service will not be conpleted at any given
packet, is:

Pr [service not canpletedl = e

"^s

(5.14f<)

Such a process, in which the probability of continuing is the same at
each epoch in time until a "success" is finally reached, leads to a
geometric distribution of the number of trails, such that the nmrber of
packets in a message is governed by the probabi] ."-y law:

P(n)

= (e'""")"'^ - e'1*3)
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n=l,2,i,...

(5.147)

and the expected number of packets per message is simply:

KW-vf, -P",,x-)

(..MR)

These results are well kncwn, and have been utilized extensively in
analysis, including as a mcdel for the number of time-sharing quanta
required to service a request (AD69).

In many ways, the problan of

multiplexing messages at a ocmnunications channel is similar to that of
time-shared systems, and many of the follcwing results may be applicable
in both fields.
If nessages are not segmented, then the queueing delay
analysis is simply that of the well kncwn fl/H/1 case, i.e., messages
arrive at an average rate of
average service time of

l/\i

X

messages per second and require an

seconds per job.

0, for such a system is simply

.X/y,

Ttie server utilization,

and we are interested in conparing

this si-'ple case with the segmented message situation.

The following

argunent considers these factors for the two cases, and shews that for
the M/>V1 system, the server utilization for the contiguous message
case, p , is the same as for the soomnnted nessago case, p , in which
m
n
the message is partitioned into fixed length packets with a servier
requiranent for a full packet of

X

seconds.

Vie know chat for the contiguous message case, the arrival
rate and average service time are:
X

m

= A

and
^=l/p
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such that:

For the segmented message case, the arrival rate of packets is more than
the oorrespondLig rate for messages by a factor equal to the average
number of packets per message,
X

« X «Elno. of pkts. per mes.]

which fron Equation (5.148) is:

-ux.

V - "d - .•"»)

(5.149)

The expected servioe time of a packet can be found from the servic ■
time distribution which is a truncated exponential with an impulse
function at
Appendix A

x = X .
s

The first mcnent of such a function is shown in

to be:
-MX,

^ = E[x | 0 < x < Xs] - i(l - e

S

)

ch that:

Op - Vp =

1 - e

-MX33

iL - e -yxs
• —11
in

•

(5.150)

Pp - X/y
which is precisely the same as the result for
that the two values of

p

p

and thereby troves

are equal.

If we pursue this same line of reasoning, we can obtain some
additional results relating the contiguous and segmented message
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situations.

One such case, which does not necessarily meet with one's

intuitive expectations, relates the average number of packets in the
queue for a segmented system
contiguous system.

to the number of messages in queue for a

If there are an average of

N

packets per message,

the intuitive expectation would bo to find more than one, i.e., approximately

N

packets in the queue of the segmented system for each mes-

sage in the queue of a ccxp.arable contiguous message system.

However,

we will show in Theorem 5.2.3 that just the ooposite is true, if we can
assume that the packet arrivals obey a Poisson process. This is not
necessarily an acceptable assurption for the case where the network
traffic is low, since in such cases the packets of a message would flow
in a reasonably contiguous manner, and the interarrival tunes would be
deterministic, i.e.,
first packet).

X

seoonds apart (except for the arrival of the

At higher traffic loads the packets tend to separate and

would have more random interarrival times, which is encouraging since
the analysis is of more oonoem at higher network loading.

A second

effect which introduces a randomization, is the multiplicity of input
channels.

Because the arrivals of interest are arrivals at the output

modem queue, and a given packet may have reached the IMP ft on any one of
several input channels, the corposite arrivals to the queue have a more
randan pattern than the arrivals on any one input channel.

However, the

validity of the Poisson arrival asstrption should be carefully considered in using the theorem result.
Theoran 5.2.3
The expected number of packets in queue for a segmented message case is less than or equal to the expected number of
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itessaaes in queue for a corresponding oontiguous message
si stan, for the case of Poisson arrivals and exponential
message servioe requirements.
ProofThe expected nurber of messages in the queue for a contiguous message
M/M/l system is knom to be:

E[no. of mes. in Q | oontig. mes.] =

2
_

P
1

(5.151)

The expected nurber of packets in the queue for the segmented case can
be shown by use of the Pollaczek-ttiinchine formula to be:

E[no. of pkts in Q | seg. mes.l =
where

X

is the arrival rate of packets,

(X ) XZ
2 ^ _ p ^
p

(5.152)

is the server utiliza-

tion factor for packets which was shewn previously to be merely equa]

"j
to

p,

and

xi

is the second mement of the packet service time.

know fron Equation (5.149) that the arrival rate of packets is-

N. ■ "d - .^)
and from Appendix A, the second moment of the service time is:

? . 4|l - (1 4 yxg)e

S

)

such that the expected nurber of packets in the queue beoomes:

^(l- (l+uVe"1*5)

^i-7*-r-

2(1 - p)

1 - e
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We

or;

-wx^
n

-

1 - (1 + vXs)e

P

where we have replaced
involving

p

X/y

(5.153)

by its equivalent, p.

Sincx,* the factor

is equal to the expected nuntoer of messages in queue for

a ountiguous message system, we must then show that the second factor
is always less than unity to prove the theorem.

Ttiis can be done by

showing that the numerator is never greater than the dencminator for
all

0 < X ,

[-

i.e..

-ux.

e

- UX e

j < [l - 2e ^s +

(e-f)

(5.154)

Subtracting the first tvro terms frcm both sides results in:

-ux.
-UXse

< [-e

s

(l - e

s

)\

Dividing by the cannon term reverses the inequality due to the negative
sign, such that:

[«.] 111 - e"JXs]
For

yX

> 1,
s -

the inequality is obviously true.

For

yX

expand the exponential in an infinite series, such that:
?

r

(UX )2

S

1

[ux2]> [1- (1- yxs + —5j—- •••)]
or:
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< 1

we can

?
0 >
and since

(iiXg)2

yX < 1,
s

(tiXg)3

the absolute value of each term decreases and so

the first term is doninant, and the inequality must hold.

Therefore,

the average nurttoer of packets in the queue as expressed in Equation
(5.153) must be less than, or at most equal to, that of the contiguous
message case, which proves the theorem.
Corollary 1
The expected nuitoer of packets in the queue for the segmented
nessage case of Iheora.i 5.2.3 will vary fron that of the
M/H/l case for

Xe ■♦ <»,

tyt)/l case for

Xs * 0.

to that of the deterministic service,

Proof;
The expected number of packets in the queue is expressed in Equation
(5.153) for a full packet service requirement of

Xs

^oth

seconds,

the nunerator and the dencminator of the term in brackets are functions
of

X

s

and both go to zero as

X,,s

beccmes very small.

The use of

L'Hospital's rule produces:

lim
yXg-0

i - (1 + yX9Je

1

d - e- "^

(1 + yXje
= lim
yXs-K)

or:
MX,
lim

yxs-n

..(l - e

-yx.

-ux.

-V*.

*) J
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I - ^)

- e

-yX \ -yXt

which is still indetermir-i-je.

A second application of the rule results

in:
1

lün
2 e

2

-,,Xs

Therefore, we have the limting case of:

s
which is the expected number in queue ror an M/tD/1 queued ng system.
This result can be seen intuitively by noting that as

Xg

L-ccnes

small, most of the packets will be full length padcets and will therefore require a fixed (deterministic) servioe time.
At the other extrane, as

Xs

becomes very large, the system

reverts to the contiguous message M/M/l case, with:

14-

n

-

P

2

(5.156)

s
Thus the two extrane cases are sham to be the M/D/i systan for
uX -K)
s

and the M/MA systan for

uX s -«-,

which proves the oorollary.

Vfe noted in Section 5.2.1 that the arrival epochs changed
when we segmented nessages because, by definition, an arrival occurs
when the last bit of a contiguous stream is received.

Making these

message segments shorter reduced the unfinished work in the system, and
fron the corollary result, reduces the expected unfinished work to an
arbitrarily small value since we have a lesser nutfcer of message segments in the queue, and each segment is of arbitrarily small size.
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Of

course, in practice one must include seme fixed length header and
ocmunications control infonnation with each such segment, so it is rr>t
practical to segment messages to that extent.

This leads one to assune

that there must be seme optimal packet length which will be a function
of both the overhead and the average message length, and such an
extension of this analysis is considered in Section 5.2.5.
5.2.5

The Optimal Segment Size
We observed in Section 5.2.3 that making a segment (or packet

in ARPA network terminology) as small as possible inproved the network
performance, and therefoie, indicated that segmentation should be done
in very anall increments.

However, each packet must contain identifica-

tion information (its header) and line control characters which constitute a fixed overhead per packet and preclude the usage of very
small segment sizes.

An optimal packet size must then exist, which

will be a function of the message length distribution and the packet
overhead.
The criteria for the optimization will depend on the aspect
of the network behavior which is oonsidered to be most sensitiv.» to
this selection, and might include the preertptive-resune-like behavior
described in Section 5.1? the need for retranciission due to errors as
considered by Kirlin (KI69), or the efficient utilization of buffer
storage.

This latter effect is felt to be of particular significance

in the ARPA network, and will be considered to be the criteria for the
optimization.
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5.2.5.1

The Optimal Segmentation for Exponential Message Lengths
If we oonsider an exponential density of message lengths as

shown in Figure 5.2.7(a),
packets of length

L ,

and the effect of segmenting messtiges into

(e.g., by taking the first

s

L

■

units of the

message and forming a packet) then we have the packet length density
shown in Figure 5.2.7(b), which includes an impulse function whose area
is equal to that of the portion of the density for

i > Ls.

The re-

maining portion of the density then becanes the new density of interest,
conditioned on the fact that

Ä. > L,.

For the exponential density, the

conditional form is identical to the original function, a characteristic
which is unique to the exponential and leads to its "manoryless" property which makes it so tractable in analysis.
Another aspect of the optimization is the selection of the
buffering attribute to be optimized, e.g., to minimize the total wasted
space, or seme other criteria of concern.

The selected criterion was

to optimize the efficiency of buffer storage utilization, i.e., to
maximize the ratio of effective storage utilized for message text relative to the total storage required for the fixed length block, the
header information, and any other packet overhead.

(The line control

characters do not need to be considered since they are hardware generated, *nH we are only concerned with memory utilization.

However, any

necessary pointers for linkirrj buffers should be included.)
If we assure an exponential distribution of message lengths
with a mean length of

l

characters, a maximum text length of

characters per buffer, aiJ a header of
average buffer efficiency of:
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H

Ls

characters, we will have an

(a) THE ORIGINAL EXPONENTIAL DENSITY

PjU)

(b) THE TRUNCATED DENSITY

I
(c) THE CONDITIONAL DENSITY

Figure 5.2.7. The Effect of Segmentation on the Exponantential Density of Menage Lengths.
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s

s

where J l^ the Fnean of a truncated exponential as derived in Appendix
A.

Ttiis efficiency is shown in Fiquro 5.2.8 as a function of lermth

L for several values of H. Both Ls and H are shorn normalized
s
with respect to the mean message length, Ä .
The optimal, value of L /I

is the point at which the

efficiency is maximized. We can therefore calculate these optimal
points by differentiating Equation (5.157) with respect to Lg, which
yields:

.

s' m

g!L= ?L
^

s

«.fl - e

2

+ H

x
2

1

= 0

(L5 + Hi

such that:

e

S

n

tLs

+

H] - V^1 -

e

]

"

0

(5 158)

-

A root of the equation will be the value of the length, Ls, at which
the optimal efficiency occurs.

Tf wo find the proper root of this

equation and chen insert it in Equation (5.157), we can find the equation for the locus of the optimal points (shewn as a dashed line in
Figure 5.2-8).

However, to avoid the necessity of solving Equation

(5.158) for its roots, we will take advantage of the form of the numerator of Equation ('.157) and note that:

—

. e'^S
L

s0

+ K

-Ls(Ai

= e
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UAml
L1

4

+

H

6

8

NORMALIZED PACKET LENGTH, Ls/ Km
Figure 5.2.8. Buffer Utilization Efficiency as a Function of the Normalized Packet
Length and Packet Storage Overhead.
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10

with the subscripts indicating that Ls0 is the length correspondinq
to an optimal value of the efficiency.

If we substitute into Equation

(5.157) we obtain:

n(opt) =e

s0

m

(5.159)

which defines the locus of points shown in Figure 5.2.8.
The optimal buffer size as determined in the above analysis
was later found to be consistent with an earlier result obtained by
Vtolman (WD65), although the two approaches '/«re quite different. Wblman
obtained a relationship between the parameters, which, using our
symbols, is:
v
Ls 3 /TH
Im

and he found this result to be applicable to most "smooth" density
functions, i.e., those which do not have large discrete or concentrated
probability ccrponents.

His approach was to minimize the wasted space,

as oenpared to our maximization of the utilized space, and both analyses
considered the same overhead components.

His result has the advantages

of sane generality and of being an explicit equation for the segment
size in terms of the average message length and the overhead per packet.
Hcwever, it does not indicate the effect of non-optimal segment size
selection, i.e., the sensitivity of the efficiency to the choice of the
packet length as indicated in our Figure 5.2.8. The two results are,
therefore, felt to be very oatplementary, and tend to confirm the resulting selection criteria for packet size.
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5.2.5.2

Experanental Verification of the Model
Thfc buffer utiliza-ion efficiency can be viewed as the ratio

of the average packet size (of useful infomation) to the total storage
rcauireroent of a fixed length buffer.

The latter figure includes any

packet header infonnation, marking, padding, and ehe necessary
pointer(s) for linking the buffers on the queues.

Tt-e model was de-

veloped to give sane indication of the optimal buffer size for a given
average message length (assurdng an exponential density of lengths).
A logical verification test would be to vary the buffer size and measure the resulting storage efficiency,

n.

However, it is difficult to

change the buffer size since it is an IMP design parameter, so an
alternative method of varying the average message size was pursued.
Changes in tue parameter, i , are equally effective in changing the
ratio

L_/<
an variations in
s m

shown

n Figure 5.2.9.

L ,
s

ari result in the efficiency curve

This plot was obtained by generati.ig artificial

traffic with an e^aonential distiribution of lengths, and measuring the
average infomation content of packets as the average message length
was varied.

Each buffer was assured to oonsi.3t of a total of 138 bytes

of nessage content plus 12 bytes of overhead), with a resulting efficiency of:
n

, (» bytc3 3ent/# pkts. sent)

(5>160)

The two measured values were the number of message content bytes transmitted cm *Jie imcl'in channel, and the number of packets sent on that
sare channel.

(Both of these values are available from the accunulated

statistics as described in Section 2.5.1)
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Figure 5.2.9. Buffer Utilization Efficiency as a Function
of Average Meuage length (Exponential Density)
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500

Figure 5.2.? differs fron the theoretical curve of Figure
5.2.8 since the latter was based on the independent variable being L .
IkMever, a second theoretical curw is shown in Figure 5.2.9 as a
functior. of I ,

and a reasonably close agreement can be seen between

the theoretical and measured data. The difference at higher values of
i

is due to the fact that message sizes are limited to a maximun of

1000 bytes, and this w.s not taken into account in the theoretical
model.
This same dati- can be oorpared with the theoretical curve of
Figure 5.2.8 by rescaling the effective overhead, H, to be;
^i=|3
m

(5.161)

Ihat is, the value of H is six for Ls equal to 63 and should retain
that same nonralizel value as £m is varied. Therefore,
H(eff.) = 6 ikl

(5.162)

will retain the effective value of H equal to approximately 0.1 as
the ratio Ls/Im is varied. The resulting theoretical and measured
values are ccrpared in Figure 5.2.10, and again indicate a reasonably
good match between theory and experiment. The sane truncation effects
that influenced the upper portion of the curve in Figure 5.2.9 are ncv
seen in the lower values of LSA.
scmewhat different in that range.
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and cause the two curves to be

EXPONENTIAL MESSAGE LENGTHS
H (eff) = 0.1

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES

1

.40

THEORETICAL CURVL

NORMALIZED PACKET LENGTH, L A
t

i

Figur« 5.2.10. Buffer Utilization Efficiency as a Function of the Normalized Packet Length
(Based on Adjusted Values of the Overhead, H )
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CMAPTER 6
OCNCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FUTURE RESEARCH
This research has shown that an extensive measurement
capability can be developed within a store-and-forward acmtLinications
network, and that with proper care, these mBasurenent facilities can
utilize the prooessing and transmission facilities of the data network.
Hcwever, we found it necessary to work very closely with the network
ütplementation group to ensure that the necessary data could be obtained
with a minimun perturbation to the systan behavior.

These mea«uranent

considerations included the selection of the proper set of measurement
facilities, and the introduction of the capability to selectively enable or disable the various iieasurement routines at each node in the
network.
The measurement facilities were initially utilized to verify
the design and operation of the network, and as part of this activity,
an extensive artificial traffic generation capability was added to the
set of measuranent tools.

Ihis artificial traffic generation capability

was later found to be extremely valuable for the simulation of traffic
flow conditions, and was subsequently modified to include random message length and transmission time capabilities, in addition to the
original deterministic traffic generation capabilities.

The importance

of artificial traffic generation was not fully appreciated initially,
but evolved to be one of the more valuable network measurement tools.
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Subsequent retvrork measuranent activities have derronstrated
that the netvrork perfcaitance can be evaluated, and that anomalous
behavior can be disoovered and information
cause.

Tn be gained regardinq its

The ocrplementary nature of the measurement and modeling

efforts was also demonstrated, with the experimental results beinq
utilized in several instances to improve or correct the models.

Thc-

models have, in turn, been utilized as the basis of further network
experimentation, with the modelinq and measurement functions being
found to be mutually constructive in an iterative scheme of model
development and verification testing.
Several application areas are envisioned for future neta*ork
experimentation including the measurement of the iwtWDrk traffic for
use in determininq future topological and bandwidth changes, xs well as
to identify the different user transnission characteristics such as
those due to interactive teletypewriter activity and graphic display
data requirements.

Measurements are also planned to determine areas in

which dynamic control mechanisns oould be effectively utilized to enhance the networ; performanoe, and to determine more extensive mc«isures
of such system perfomanoe.
A minbcr of possible measurements of interest would require
the oooperation of one or more HOST facilities to obtain the necessary
data.

Those experiments include measurements of the performanoe of the

overall network facilities including the HOST-implemented protoco1. functions, and the degree of system degradation Liposed by such protoccl
inplementations in terms of both the memory space and response time
considerations.

A final suggestion for future research which may be of
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particular interest in determining the viability of network techniques,
is to determine the degree to which users at the various sites are able
to utilize each other's resources rather than regenerating a local version of the same facilities.

Such measurenents would also determine

the features that should be available in future program and hardware
developtents that will mke than more useful in a netvroik envirorrent.
It is hoped that such future measurement activities can extend and
build upon the reasuranent facilities which were developed as part of
this research.
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APPQJDIX A
TOE MOMENTS OF TOE TFUOTH) EXPONÖ/TIM. DEKSIT/
Tho analysis of both the two class priority queueing syscan
and the seijnented message ser.ioe case required that one calculate the
manents of truncated density functions.

Such menents have been derived

by Adiri (AD69) and also by Coffman and Kleinrock (0068), and are simmarized in the following equations, although the notation and form of
the results have been modified to suit our purposes more directly
a.

The Truncated Ejqpc.iential With a Deterministic Ccnyxment

When messages are secynented into fixed length secntents or
packets, same fraction of the segments are of the maximal leiVTth, and
result in a deterministic cotponent of the service time densitv function as shown in Figure A.1(b).

The density also has a fixed offset at

the origin to account foi the overhead service requirement such a«j the
line control characters and the header.
The manents of this function can be shown to be:
a
„
E[x] - XQ + J1 [1
- e-^s.
]

(A.l)

andr
2.2
2
'^ss
Etx^l - xf + ^ [1 - (1 + yXg)e
]
u

^O
"^s8
+ -^ [1 - e
]

Preceding page blank
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(A.2)

"o

<a) THE EXPONENTIAL DENSITY FUNCTION

Xo

Xo**S

+ x

T

(cl TRUNCATED AND RENORMALIZEO
DENSITY

(b) TRUNCATED EXPONENTIAL WITH A
DETERMINISTIC COMPONENT

(d) A RENORMALIZEO EXPONENTIAL TAIL FROM THE TRUNCATION

Figur« A.I. The Exponential Dwuity nnd Smaral Variatiom of iti Truncated Form.
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b.

The Truncated and Renonnalized Density

The truncation effect in the priority analysis did not involve
an ijnpulse function at the truncation value, and therefore resulted in
the two conditional densities shown in Figure A. 1 (c) and (d).

To

ciifferentiate between Mie two ♦ypes of truncation, and to be consistent
with the notation used in the priority analysis, we shall consider tais
truncation value to be

X^ + Xp-

The nonents of the first of these two

truncated functions are:

Elx | x < X,,

+

y - X0

+

±

-u*r

1 - *t

(A. 3)

1 - e

•^

and:

Elx^ | x < XQ + Xp]

X2 4.

2

1 - e
2X,

U^e
i 1 -

(A.4)

e -»*r

Although Aiiri did not consider the second function directly, it CIT. be
considered to be a special case of part (a) with
Xj,

and

Xs

becoming arbitrarily large.

X-

beorming equal to

The nonents are then:

Etx |x> X^.] -jq. + i

(A.5)

and:

E(x2|x > XJJ - 092+ -ir+T-
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or:

(u^)2

E[x2 |x > O =^
y
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(A.6)

APPENDIX B
THE TRUNCATED

1/x DENSITY FUNCTION

An interesting density function for much of our analysis is
the truncated density,
(B.l)

1 < x < M

f (x) » 1/x In M

The function has a very shar^» peak at its initial value,
relatively flat slope near its maxiirun of

x ■ 1,

and a

x » M.

The manents of the function can be found by:
M
—
n

/•
I

x

n

,

* ' J nn-M^
which can be integrated for the general case, resulting in:

n

n

M

X

n In M

£-1
n In M

(B.2)

Using the first and second monents, we can fird an expression for the
variance,

o

2

=

(M2 - l)ln M - 2(M - I)2
«

2(ln nr

(B.3)

and for the ooefficient of variation.

c =

(M + l)ln M

i(M- D

1/2
(B.4)

- 1
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The truncation of the function at some finite upper bound is necessary
to meet the jnit area requirement.

Also, since the cvuulative distribu-

tion function is:
F(x) »in x/Li M

(B.5)

the lexer bound can not be less than unity (to avoid negative values).
For our purposes, this lower bound shall always be considered to be
unity.
The

1/x

density has several valuable features whiA make it

of interest, including the fact that it transforms into a uniform density for the transformation of variable,
C ■ logbx
which is the continuous equivalent of the log histajraro reshaping
effect.

The av«d.lability of readily calculated higher moments is also

a convenience for use as a test case in the mement transformation work
of Section 3.3.2.1.
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APPENDIX C
TEST CASES FOR TOE MCMENT TRANSFORMATIONS
Pairs of

f (x)

and

$(£)

functions are needed for evaluatiai

of the manent transformations derived in Section 3.3.2.1.
equations require the calculation of many higher nonents of

Since these
$(5)»

will investigate tunctions with leädily obtainable ncrents, and

we

tn

particular, will consider uniform and exponential forms of the function,
♦ (5).
a.

Uniform

0(0

Density

The logarithmic transform function pair for which
uniform, has an

f (x)

0 (?)

is

function of the form:

f(x) » 1/x InM

1 < x < M

(C.I)

and from the transformation of variables,
♦ (C) = In 2/ln M

The mcrents of the function,

0 < K < logp

4>(0

(C.2)

can be shewn to be:

?. fe-MTV

(C.3)

with the central nonents being:
for n = odd
u_
,n ■

(C.4)
n

" irinMi /
([2 In ij / (n + 1)

for n a even
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From Equation (3.44), we have the relationship:
x = l + ^ln2 + |y(ln2)2+ ...+£- (In 2)u + ...
which upon substitution for the mcrnents of ♦(C)
- _ , . In M . (InM)2 .

.

(In M)n

(C.5)

beoores:
.„ ,.

.

A nore convenient form can be obtained by adding and subtracting unity,
resultiTg in:

x = ^[(l + l.M + i^+i^+...)-l]

(C.7)

The »expression within the parentheses can be recognized as the infinite
series equivalent of the exponential, which further siirpllfies to:
e

= M

TTie resulting expression for x is:
x = (M - D/ln M

(C.8)

which from Equaticr. (B.2) is known to be the mean value of the l/x
density. TTiis result serves as a check on the correctness of the expansion, but does not answer the real question of ooncem, namely, how
rapidly does the series converge?
We could pursue this problem for the general value of M,
but since such a result would still be a special case as far as general
p.d.f.'s are concerned, we shall not bother with such a pseudo-generality.

Instead, we shall consider the special case shown in Figure C.l

for which the mean value of x is known to be 15.15. V*ien we
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fix) = 1/xln64

0(0-1/6
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(a) THE f(xl DENSITY AND ITS LOGARITHMIC TRANSFORMED EQUIVALENT DENSITY.
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(b) THE RELATIVE CONVERGENCE OF THE ESTIMATES OF i FROM THE
MOMENTS OF #£).

Figure C.I. The Density Functions and Convergence of the Estimate of
the Mean for the Example Considered.
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♦(C)

calculate the notents of

and substitute these nonents into

Equations (3.44) anä (3.50), we find that the farmer converges very
slowly, requiring the tirst 6 to 10 moments to obtain a reasonable estimate of the mean, while the latter converges much more rapidly.

In

fact, tte expansion in terms of the central moments converges to within
0.3% of the actual value when only three moments are considered, canpared to a 1.0% error in the estimate when the first ten mcments about
the origin are considered.

However, these figures should not be con-

sidered to hold with any generality, or as necessarily being typical of
the convergence of each series.
b.

Exponential

»(C)

Density

A second transform pair involves a uniform (MC)

density

with its logarithmic transform function being an exponential in the
left half plane.

Ihe

| 1
f(x) = JO

f (x)

function is:

0 < x < 1
.
otherwise

and the corresponding (MC)
(MO = In 2 e^1112

. ft.
<c-9'

function can be shewn to be:
-»<C<0

(CIO)

This exenple is of particular interest because it does not result in
convergence of either Equation (3.44) in terms of moments about the
orictn, or Equation (3.50) in terms of the oentral nonents.

Hcwever,

the latter expansion does oscillate in a reasonably restricted range
about the nean as shown in Figure C.2.

The expansion in terms of mo-

ments about the origin oscillates between zero and unity because of the
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f(xM

0(^) = ^2«^^ 2)

(a) The f (x) DENSITY AND ITS LOGARITHMIC TRANSFORMED EQUIVALENT DENSITY

ESTIMATE FROM
MOMENTS ABOUT
THE ORIGIN

<

ui

5

UJ

Z

o

ESTIMATE FROM
CENTRAL MOMENTS

Ui

TRUE MEAN ■ 0.5
UJ

NO. OF MOMENTS CONSIDERED

(b) THE RELATIVE CONVERGENCE OF THE ESTIMATES OF

x FROM THE MOMENTS OF 0(^

Figur« C.2. An Example in Which the Moment Trantformt Do Not Converge.
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alternating series which results for these values of the nonents of
<M0 •

The functions used in the example are not considered to be rep-

resentative of actual densities which would be enoountered in practice,
but are a convenient functicn-pair to demonstrate the convergence
problem.
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APPENDIX D
MOMENT OORRBCTICNS FOR GROUPED DATA
The calculation of manents fron grouped data such as
histograms can result in systematic bias errors depending on the shape
of the density function and the order of the moment being estimated.
Sheppard (SH98) developed correction formuias for gaussian-lüce densities using the Euler-McLaurin sum fomula as a discrete approximation
to the definite integral representation of the moments.

The necessary

and sufficient conditions for the applicability of the correction formulas are met by functions which are continuous and finite over the
range of interest, and which taper to zero at each extreme.*

For such

functions, the first moment is unbiased, and the variance has a correction of:

(a2)

c

S

(a2)

where the subscripts

uc "
c

h2/12

and

estimates respectively, and

uc
h

fc-1*
denote the corrected and uncorrected
is the histogram interval size.

Most of the density functions that we have considered do not
meet the above conditions, since the exponential and other "J-shaped"
densities do not taper to zero smoothly at both extremes.

Elderton

(EL33) has made adjustments for these shape differences using an empirically derived rule based on observations of the exponential density.
*

A more formed description of Sheppard"s corrections can be found in
Cramö: (CR6i).
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but in a conpanion paper, Peorson showed that these corrections degrade
considerably for densities with shapes that, ».adically depart fron that
of the exponential.

(One such deviation is the so-called "twisted

J-shaped" curve whiäi has a large, but finite, slope at its origin.)
Pearson also conpared Elderton's corrections with other adjustnent forimuas by Pearse and by Martin which were more accurate, but required
considerably more cotputational effort,

ihe Pearse method also ir^luded

an "abruptness" ooefficient for truncated density functions, Abemathy
(A333) took a different approach to densities which do not meet the
restriction of Sheppard's formulas, in that he removed thb need for the
slowly tapering tails of the density at each extrero, and only required
the existence of the maients of the density function.
These mcnent corrections as developed by Sheppard ard as
modified by Elderton, Abemathy,and others, have all been based on
uniform interval histograms.

We will take a different approach which

is not limited to uniform intervals, and whi* takes advantage of the
information available in the neighboring interval heights.
if we considered the

i

For exatple,

interval by itself, we oould only assure a

uniform distribution across the interval.

However, if we know that the

interval to th- left is greater, and the interval to the right is
smaller than the

i

interval, we have ad-Iitiaial information regard-

ing the most likely distribution of the probability mass across the
.th .
i
interval. This usage of neighboring interval heights to determine
a linear slope function will be referred to as a first-order approximation to the density shape, as opposed to the zero-order approximation
of the uniform density assutption.

This terminology and approach is
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analogous to that vi^od in sanpled data reconstruction, and in keeping
with the analogy, higher order approximations are of rapidly increasing
ccnplexity, and are felt to have marginal value considering this added
caiplexity.
In order to develop techniques wlrch are applicable to both
uniform and log-hxstograns, we will first consider a more general approach to histograms as shown in Figure D.I.

The intervals are

Ana-r^/N

Figur« 0.1. A Fint-Ordar Approximation to a Ganaratizad Hhtogram NMMt

determined by a functional relationship sudi that
of the i
in the
is

interval.
i

n./tt»

If

T\.

out of a total of

N

h(i)

is the width

observationF occur

interval, then the probability associated with tJir interval
and for the zero-order apprcadination, the elemental density

function is:
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f^x) = ni/Kh(i)
The cxjiponent of the n

x

i <

x

(D.2)

< *i*l

moment due to this interval for any approxi-

mation, f. (x), will be denoted by:

h+i

AE[
*% " /

xn ^(x) dx

(D.3)

and since the mcment oontributions are additive, the moment estimates
will be:
N-l
(D.4)

1

i-o

The approximate slope for the i

interval, m., will be the weighted

average of the slopes to the midpoints of the two neighboring intervals.

n.
m.i = w.i

Vi

j

^[h(i - 1) + h(i)]

♦ (1 - w,)
1

i+l
'n-1

n

i

TT'fgrrr)

(i[h(i) - h(i ♦ 1)]

(D.5)

If we select the weighting acoording to the length of each slope segment, i.e.,
u.
w

h(i - 1) + h(i)

i -FTi'-1) + 2ha) +ha + \)

and:
i

1

M

■ wi

-

h(i) » h(i + 1)

ha - ij + ana) +ha +1)

then the slope becanes:
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(D.6)

2

LNF7mT Nhg - DJ

(D.7)

The first order appro:dmation function for the
fi(x) ■ imx + Bi

i *

interval is:

X. < x < xi+1

(D.8)

for which:

fi(xi*^iI)-nVNh(i)

(D.9)

h-&r-Mh**P-)

0,10)

such that:

Ihe function can then be written as:

(P.ll)
•ttie oorpaient of the

n

monent is from Equation (D. 3),

X

n

AE lx ]i

- f

i+1

x^^x + B.] dx

0.12)

or:
vi+l
-n,

x^2

w,

x^1

which beocnes:
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are as dcfinod in Rquations (D.7), (D.IO), arei

where nu, B^^, and Xi

Figure D.l respectively.

Ttiis is as far as we can carry the develop-

ment without introducing a functional relationship between the
and the

X.'s

h(i) 's

so we will next consider the two special cases of in-

terest, nanely the uniform and log-histograms.
a.

The Unifom Interval Histogran

For an M-interval
are of length

h

uniform histogram, all of the intervals

such that:

h(i;-h

i « 0,1,2,...,M-l

(D.14)

and:
Xi = ih
with the range of

'D.IS)
x

equal to:

0 < x < Mh
If we evaluate Equation (D.12) for the expected value of
i

x,

in the

interval, we obtain:

AEM. = ^{[(i ♦ l)h]3 - [ih]3| + 2^|[(i + l)h]2 - [ih]2|

or:
m.h

3

,

^

v

2

B.h

2

AE[x]i = -3—|3i + 3i + ll + -5—{2i
Since we know that B. is equal to:
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+ 1

}

{D 16)

-

•i-flr-V^I*
then:
m h

m

j

AEtx]i = -5— (3i + 3i + 1) +

21 1

ffi-v^H^H * '

and by cxjllecting like terms:

E[xli = ^r+5- (2i + l)[niAlhJ

(D.17)

which ipon substituting for m.,

«Wi-^^^r^wr^i-Vi1
becones the desired result.

0.18)

The first term is the conventional can-

ponent of the iraan, and the second term is the first-order correction
ocrponent.

Note that if

ni+1

is greater than

n^»

i.e., for a

function with a positive slope, the aorr'»ction is positive since more
of the mass is beyond the midpoint, and conversely, if the slope is
negative, the .tass is nearer the origin so the correction corponent is
negative.

The total correction will be the svm of these ccnponents,

but we must also account for the end oonditions where the slope functions are undefined.*

A reasonable cipproach was found to be to assune

that, for slope considerations, we should let
ri

=

n

M_T

such

n_^ = IQ

and

that the correction fonrula.

The end conditions correspond to the "abruptness" coefficient
mentioned earlier.
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M-l
oorrection = -^ 13 (ni+1 - n^^)

(D.19)

correction » -^ [l^.- - n0l

(D.20]

becomes:

This result is consistent with Slieopard's oorrection for functions
which taper to zero at the two extremes sinoe for such functions the
oorrection would be zero.
The second mcroent oorrection is more ocnplicated because of
the terms being reused to the higher powers, but can otherwise be
evaluated in a similar manner.

However, there are two choices for the

conventional representation; (1) assuning that all of the probability
mass is looatea at the center of the interval, at

ih + h/2, and (2)

assuning that the mass is spread uniformly over the interval, in which
case the effective mass location vrould be

ih + h//3.

After consider-

able algebra, one can show that the oorponent oontributicns for the
first case are:

AEtx2], = [(ih ♦ if Ijt] ♦ 4 inf ♦ tth 4 I (ni+1 - n^)!
for which the total correction becones,
-h2
correction = -^ (n0 -r n^^ + Oj + ••• ♦

r

M-]^

or süiply,
-h2
oorrection = -sy

(D.21)
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which is equivalent to Sheppard's correction, since the estimate of
variance is:
o2 = Etx2l - {E[x])2

(D.22)

and the estimate of the mean was unbiased for the set of applicable
density functions. The crjmbination of the two oorrection formulas of
Equations (D.20) and (D.21) are applicable co any density functions for
which the moment integral of Equation (D.3) is defined.
For the second case, i.e., where the effective probability
mass location is ih + h/^J, the ccrporent contributions are:
AEtx2]. = [(ih ♦ h//3)2 ^] ♦ (ih f h/rt ^[ni+1 - Vl]
for which the total oorrection is:
■ 2/sr M-l /

i

l +

correction " «T^ (

i /

v

n

^)( i+l " Vl)

and results in a first-order correction of:
oorrection = —j^-

(D.23)

Ihis oorrection is of the same sign as in case (1), but is of snaller
magnitude since the initial estimate is based on a better approximation
of the density function.

Intuitively, one prefers an estimate requir-

ing a minimal correction, so the latter method was used in the conparative Monte Carlo tests of Section 3.3.2.4.
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b.

The Logaritfrnic Interval Histogram

Data taken in log-histogram ftxtn can be oonsidered in either
of two danains, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.

In the

C

domain, the

histogram has uniform intervals of unit length such that:
^ = Pr[i < C < i+M

(D.24)

The equivalent probability density in the

P. -ni/h(i)

(b)1 <

x domain is:

x<(b)i+1

(D.25)

where the interval boundaries are:
Xi = (b)1

i «= 0,1,2,...,M-l

(D.26)

and the interval length functions are:
h(i) = (b-Dftj)1
for all

b > 1,

where

b

(D.27)
is the base of the logarithmic transforma-

tion.

For these values of

X.,

Equation (D.12) beocmes:

dM.* ^[(bi+1)3 - (bV] + ^[(b1*1)2 - (b1)2]
or:
m
B
i
3
3i
i
2
7i
AE[x]i = ^i (bJ - 1) (b)-51 + -1 (b^ - 1) (br1

The values of

m.

and

B.

can be shown to be:
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Mi =

ö
r
(b - l)(b + D^O?)1

(D.28a)

... a t» w1

(D.28b)

and:

B.

=

P.

fron Equations (D.7) and (D.10) respectively, such that:

Axii-pi ^2-^)2i

3i b3-l

(b + l)(b2-l)

+mi(b)

or:
P. (b2 - l)(b)2i m, (b)3i
,
ABWj ■ -s
^
+ -^jj
(b - 1)J
and substituting for m.,

we obtain:

P. (b2-l)(b)21

mx]

.„

= J

,,2f.,2i

bfe^ fel

'

6(b+l)^

[p

- p
1+i

]

(D.29)

1 i

"

Equation (D.29) is of the desired form in that it consists of a conventional zero-order estmate term,
P^2- l)(b)2i

2

X+1

fM

=

J

Pj^ x dx

{D.30a)

1

(b)

and a first-order correction term,

i01 correction =

b(b

'

1)2

^)21 [P.. - P. .]

(D.3flb)

6 a> +1)
A more convenient form of the aorrection equation involves the
values since those represent the actual measured data.
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IT.

Ihe correction

equation then becomes:
Ith correction = ^'^f'
6(b+ir

IT. , ,

If •

1+1

i

1-1

(b-l)(b)1+1

(b-lXb)1'1

or:
i^ correction = fe " Ü 1^- [w../- b2ir. .]
1+1
i 1
6(b + l)^
"

(0.31)

Ihe end conditions for the log-histogram do not sinplify as readily as
they did for the uniform interval case, but are particularly irportant
due to the potential moment contribution of such large segments at a
large distance frcm the origin.

(Note that the end condition at the

origin is not significant due to its relatively small effect on the
moments.)
At the upper end of the histogram, we will assume that the
nonexistent

M

interval mirrors the value of the last actual inter-

val, i.e., that for slope considerations;
P

M =

Since the
the

M

P

^32)

M-1
interval is

b

times as long as the

M-l

interval,

n value must then be:

TT..

such that the slope correction to the M-l St
fe " 1)(b)2
3
6(b + l)

[bTrM1
J
M . - b\
M2

Ttie resulting total correction is therefore.
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interval becomes:

(D.34)

|M-2

I
1

+

^-^2 j S fVl - ^^i-l W

1 (b)M

frVl - ^M^

" (

f0"35)

with the uncorrected estimate being:
u2

, M-l
i=0

or:

gM

uc

=

^ETri(b)i

(D-36)

i=0

For the practical case of ooncem to us, the base of the logarithmic
transform is equal to two, with the uncorrected estimate being:

i=0
and the corresponding correction formula being:
(M-2

5? E

j
tTr

i+i -

'i=l

4ff

i-i]

(2)1 + [2

vi - 4V2] (2)H'1

(D 38

- )

The second moment estimate and correction can be found by
evaluating Equation (D.12) for

2
iE[X li

n = 2,

= ^[(b1+1)4 - (bV]

v*iich siitplifies to:
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with the i

B
+

corponent being:

^V - (bV]

m, (IT - 1)

41

AE^]. = -i-^
Substituting the value of

(b)
Bi

+

(b) 3i

(D.39)

from Equation (D.28b), we obtain:
m, (b)

3
3i
AE[x ]. = P. (b - l)(b)
g
Ä

i

B,l (b0 - 1)

^

i

which upon substitution for n^

4i

1

[(b - l)2(b2- 1)]

l2

fron Equation (D.28a) beoanes:

3
3i
,b(b-l)(b2-l)
E[x*]i = Pi (b -l)(b)
6(b + ir

ih)*p
11

P
i

,

(D.

40)

^

Equation (D.40) oonsists of a zero-order estimate ocrponent,

^)3ii

ä+1

r

>)■

(b3 - T
l)(b)3i
= /

2

x Pi dx

(D.41)

(b)"
and a first-order correction ocmpomBnt:

1* v*^ - »^lY1 CPi+1 - P..,,
If we substitute for the tr.

ith

values as in Equation (D.31) we obtain:

«action = ^^ij

except for the N-lst

tVi -

b2

(D 42a

ViI

-

>

term vrtiich is:

(b - 1) f ) •?N-2

[bur
N-l "

b

(D.42b)

V2]

The zero-order estimate can be also obtained in terms of

TT.

by sub-

stitution in Equation (D.41) which leads to an unoorrected estimate of:
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«A* - ^ * ! * 1 £ -i«»»21

(D.43)

i=0
For the limiting case of

b

^proaching unity, the histogram becomes

arbitrarily close to the continuous case, and the zero-order second
moment is seen to be unbiased.

The correction term goes to zero in

this limiting case, as can be seen fron Equations (D.42a, b).
practical case of concern,

b = 2,

For the

and the equations beocme:

M-l
E[x2]uc = ^ £ TTi(2)2i

(D.44)

i=0
and:

1 1 M-2
correction - jy £ ["i+i " ^i-l1

(4)

2i

'i=l
+ [2^ - 4TrM_2] (4)M"1

(3.45)

The correction fontulas for the first and second mcnents of both
uniform and log-histograms were utilized in the Monte Carlo tests as
described in Section 3.3.2.4, and on the average, produced significant
iitprovements in the mcment estimates.

In sane cases the resulting

estimates were overcorrected, i.e., produced equally large errors but
of the opposite sign, and in isolated cases, produced even larger errors
than the "uncorrected" estimates.

However, more typical correction re-

sults were to reduce estimate errors as shown in Table 3.3.2.
The effect of the first-order correction for the exponential
density is shown in Figure D.2, and indicates a reasonable slope curve
fit over each segment of the log-histogram.
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However, the last interval

.010 -

f(x) - (1/80) t (-x/80)

.005 -

Fiflure D.2. An Exponential Density Shown with the Theoretical Log Histogrim Value*
and the First-Order Slope Approximation.
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shews an effect which can result in significant errors, and is shown
on a magnified scale in Figure D.3.

The first-order slope, in this

case, causes the appmxijintim function to Kv^mrr rvxyttivr, «ind intmluoos extra positivr- nia?;:; at the lowi«r inrttcxi «•! tJw inl(>t-v.il.
Both effects tend to bias the menent estimates to be low, with an increasingly imoortant effect on higher norents.

Such a condition can be

detemined fron the probability height's, i.e., it will occur if:

.0015 -

*

0010 -

.0005 -

100

200

300

400

Figure D.3. An Enlargsd Portion of the First Order Approximation of Figure D.2

32Q

M1 > D
i—r>Pi

m
m

or substitutijig for ini
b[P

i+1 "

In terms of the

TT.

(D.46)
and reducing, if:
2,

p

i.l] > Pif^- i)(b + D^]

(D.47)

probabilities, the test becomes:

rT

i»l " b2Vl1 „. +. ,v2
"JB^TJ
> (b i) \

(D.48)

Ihe appropriate action to take when the test fails is not clear, and
probably should be handled on an LVvvidual basis.
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APPENDIX E
MOMENT ESTIMATION CAPABILITIES OF
UNIFOFM AND DDG-HISTOGRAMS

Mcaite Carlo tests were run to evaluate the nonent estimating
capabilities of relatively coarse histograms with both uniform and
logarithmic intervals.

These tests were devised to check for any par-

ticular sensitivities to sanple size, location of the itean, or density
shape.
a.

Overvievr of the Monte Carlo Tests

Uniform random variables over the range of 0 to 1 were
generated by a conventional psuedo-randan number generator, and were
converted into the density of interest by a transformation of variables
of the form,
f(x) dx » g(y) dy
where

f(x)

(E.l)

is the desired density function, and
(1

0 < y < 1

10

otherwise

g(y) ■

(E.2)

The random variables were sorted into both uri form and logarithmic
histograms, and also were accumulated as a sxxn and a sum of squares to
provide a known record of the true sarple mean, mean-square, and variance.

Estimates of these moments were then made from the histograms

and were ocrpared with the known saitple statistics.
the

c

The test included

irst-order manent oorrections for both the uniform and
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log-histograro, as well as evaluating the superposition method of
Section 3.3.2.2.
b.

Selection of the Parameters for the Experiment

A variety of density shapes was desired, so the tests
included the uniform. Erlang(2),
truncated

1/x

exponential, hyperexponential, and

density functions.

The uniform and truncated

1/x

densities were optimal for density estimates because of the equal area
segments for the uniform and log-histograne respectively, and therefore
were included in the manent estiinate tests as well.

The Erla'ig(2),

exponential, and hyperexponential were considered to be nore typical of
the densities that might be encountered anä represent an interesting
spectrum of possible density shapes.
Ihe range of the random variables was set fairly arbitrarily
at 0 to 500, and for base two logarithms, resulted in 10 increments for
the log-histogram.

Ten intervals of size 50 were then selected for the

uniform histogran.

The values of the mcrents for the uniform and

1/x

densities were defined by the range, and so were not free variables.
However, the Erlang(2), exponential, and hyperexponential densities had
no such constraints, but their parameters were arbitrarily set to have
approximately the same mean value as the

1/x

density.

The neans are

only approximately equal due to the truncation effects, i.e., no values
over 500 are allowed.

This selection of intervals and mean values

should be a highly unfavorable test for the log-histogram since seven
of its ten intervals fall well below the rrean value.
The density functions being considered are shown in Table E.l
which lists their parameter values and the resulting nean, variance.
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and coefficient of variation, where these latter values include the
truncation effect.

TAHI£ E.l
TOEORCTICAL VALUES OF THE MDMQTTS OF THE
TRUNCATED DENSITY FUNCTIGNS BEING OONSIDERED

Density

Range

Parameters

Uniform

0-500

-

Erlang (2)

0-500

Exponential

0-500

80
80

Hyperexponential

0-500

40 and 120

1/x density

1-500

c.

Variance

Coefficient
of Variation

20,830

0.58

8n.O j

3,170

0.70

79.0

5,960

0.98

76.0

8,820

1.23

80.3

13,670

1.46

Mean
250.0

j

Generation of the Desired Densities

TTie randan numbers that were obtained from the random number
generator

were uniformly distributed over the range of zero to one.

If we call this uniform density
(1

0 < y < 1

10

otherwise

g'y)

where:

g(y) =

and desire a transformed density,

f(x),

then we can relate the two

densities by:
f (x) dx = g(y) dy
which for g(y) =1

beccnes:
(E.3)

y = / f(x) dx = F(x)
0
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We weint the inverse function, i.e., the relationship of
function of

y,

x

to seme

and can most easily obtain this by a slight change of

v riable,
y' = 1 - y - 1 - F(x)
where

y'

(E.4)

will also be uniformly distributed over the unit interval.

For exatple, if

f (x)

is the exponential density,

f (x) = u e'*1*

0 < x

(E.5)

then,
F(x) = 1 - e'V*

and
y' = 1 - F(x) = e'MX
so that:

A sunilar transformation can be found for tha truncated
f (x) = 1/x In M

1/x

density,
{E.7)

with:
y' = 1 - F(x) = In x/ln M
or:
x = expty' In M)

(E.8)

The trans formations for the Erlang and hyperexponential densities can
readily be found from exponential cenponents; the Erlang (2) being the
sum of two exponential random variables, and the hyperexponential being
the randon selection between tvo equally likely exponential randan
variables with, different means.
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d.

Mcment Estijnates Using the Superposition Methcxi

The technique described in Section 3.3.2.2, in which the loghistogran ccrponents were transforroBd into

1/x density seqmsnts, was

evaluated by a series of Monte Carlo tests with uniform, Erlang (2),
exponential, hyperexponential, and truncated
The method produced excellent results for the

1/x

.lensity functions.

1/x density, as would

be expected, and somewhat surprisingly, also gave good results for the
uniform density.

However, for the Erlang (2), exponential, and hyper-

exponential cases, the estimates of the mean were in error by about 5%
to 6%, and the variance estimates were about 30% too large.
The reason for both the good estimates of the uniform density
case, and the poor estimates of the "long tail" densities, is the fact
that the

1/x

density is reasonably flat at the larger values of

x.

This tpper region provides a predominant contribution to the noment
calculation, and must be approximated quite closely if good estimates
are to be obtained.

Since the

1/x density approximation has a sig-

nificant weakress in this area, it was not pursued any further.
e.

Moment Estimates Using the First-Order Correction BguatJcrE

The five density functions shown in Table E.l were utilized
as test cases to evaluate and oonpare the moment estimation capabilities
of the first-order correction equations for both uniform ard log-histograms.

The resulting estimates of the mean values are shown in Table

E.2 with the variance estimates being shown in Table E.3.

The sur-

prising result is that the estimates from the log-histograms were often
actually better than those fron the uniform histogram, even though the
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TABLE E.2
A COMPARISCN OF ESTIMATES OF TOE MEAN FROM UNIFORM AND LCG-HISTOGRAMS
Estimates of the Mean
Density
Function

Uniform

Erlang (2)

Exponential

Hyperexponential

Truncated
1/x density

Lot
No.

Sample
Maan

Uniform Histogram

Log-Histogram

Estimate

% Error

Estimate

% Error

1

242

242

+0.U

244

+0.7%

2

250

250

+0.1%

247

-0.9%

3

243

244

+0.5%

250

+2.8%

4

254
248

+0.6%
+0.3%

256
249

+1.2%

Ttotal

253
247

+1.0%

1

84.5

84.5

+0.0%

84.7

+0.2%

2

90.1

89.6

-0.6

87.0

-3.5%

3

75.0

72.3

-3.7%

74.6

-0.6%

4

78.4

77.4

-1.2%

79.3

+1.1%

Total

82.0

80.9

-1.4%

81.4

-0.7%

1

81.8

83.7

+2.3%

81.8

+0.0%

2

82.4

85.1

+3.3%

81.9

-0.7%

3

80.5

81.1

+0.7

81.2

+0.9%

4

78.1

80.2

+2.7%

76.0

-2.8%

Total

80.7

82.5

+2.3%

80.2

-0.6%

1
2
3
4

84.9

86.9

+2.4%

84.1

-0.9%

73.3

75.4

+2.8%

74.3

+1.3%

81.7

82.6

+1.0%

82.8

+1.3%

83.4

86.7

+3.9%

83.0

-0.6%

Total

80.8

82.9

+2.5%

81.0

+0.3%

1

80.2

87.9

+9.6%

81.7

+1.9%

2

91.2

98.8

+3.3%

93.8

+2.8%

3

73.5

80.0

+8.9%

71.5

-2.8%

4

78.6

85.8

+9.0%

82.0

+4.3%

Total

80.9

88.1

+9.0%

82.2

+1.6%
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■mBLE E.3
A COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES OF THE
VARIANCE FROM UNIFORM AMD LOG-HISTOGRAMS

Estimates of the Variance
Density
Function

Uniform

Erlang (2)

Sanple
Variance

1
2
3
4

21,8)0

23.300

23,700

Truncated
1/x density

Log-Histogram

Estimate | % Error

Estimate

% Error

+ 6.6%

22,100

+ 1.2%

25,100

+ 5.8%

22,800 1-3.8%

19,600

20,900

+ 6.6%

21,000

20,200

22,100

+ «».1%

21,600 | + 6.8%

Total

21,300

22,800

+ 7.0%

21,900 1 + 2.8%

1
2
3
4

3,470

4,110

+18.6%

2,200 j -36.5%

4,050

4,810

+18.9%

2,390 ! -41.0%

2,470

3,020

+22.2%

1,080 | -56.3%

3,130

3,810

+21.5%

2,940

- 6.1%

Total

3,280

3,940

+20.3%

2,150

-35.0%

1
2

5,650

6,110

+ 8.3%

5,300

- 6.1%

6,950

7,450

+ 7.1%

6,820

- 1.9%

3

5,610

6,200

+10.4%

6,010

+ 7.1%

4

6,160

6,530

+ 6.1%

4,890

-20.6%

"Total

6,090

6,570

+ 8.0%

5,760

- 5.4%

1
2

7,100

7,510

+ 5.7%

6,250

-12.0%

7,090

7,270

+ 2.6%

7,260

+ 2.3%

3
4

7,540

7,880

+ 4.5%

7,410

- 1.8%

7,510

7,860

+ 4.6%

6,940

- 7.6%

Total

7,310

7,630

+ 4.3%

6,960

- 4.8%

1
2

14,500

13,900

- 4.7%

15,000

+ 2.8%

17,200

16,500

- 4.2%

17,600

+ 2.3%

12,000

- 4.1%

12,000

- 3.8% 1

Exponential

Hyperexponential

Uniform Histogram

Lot
No.

i

i

1

■ + 7.1%

3

12,500

4

12,300

12,000

- 3.2%

14,200

+15.2%

Total

14,100

13,500

- 4.0%

14,700

+ 4.1% j
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lather has much better resolution at the higher data values, and
consequently should yield better escimates.
Sorte insight into this apparent discrepency can be gained
fron Table E.4 which corpares the corrected and unoorrected estimates

TARTP E.4
THE EFFECT OF THE FIRST-ORDER MDMENT
CORRECTIONS FOR AN EXPONENTIAL DENSHY
Mean

Mean Square

Variance

Uniform intervals
•

uncorrected

+3.5%

+ 7.9%

+ 9.2%

•

corrected

+2.3%

+ 6.3%

+ 8.0%

Log intervals
•

uncorrected

+6.9%

+21.4%

+29.3%

•

corrected

-0.6%

- 3.2%

- 5.4*

for the two types of histograms with an exponential density function.
The unoorrected estimates of the first and second nonents have relatively large errors for the log-histogran procedure, but the correction
can be seen to be quite effective in decreasing the error; and in fac:
tends to scnewhat overcorrect the values,producing an error of the
opposite sign.

In contrast, the uniform histogram corrections are not

necjrly large enough and Tables E.2 and E.3 show that this was typically
the case.

The log-histogram corrections were far more effective and

produoed overall estimates which appeared to be reasonably unbiased.
The same basic correction technique was used for both types of histograms, as described in Appendix D, but the data indicates that sane
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other weighting of the adjacent slopes would probably give better
results for the uniform histogram, since they should inherently give
better mcnent estimates than the log-histograms.

This subject was not

pursued, sinoe for our purposes the log-histograms were shewn to be
preferable for density estimates, and when corrected, produce good
estimates of at least the first and second mements.
The five density functions were selected to have a variety of
density shapes, and indeed some shape-dependent errors were seen in the
test data.

For exarple, the Erlang (2) density test was found to have

very large errors in the variance estimates.

This effect was due to

two factors; (a) the second mcnent about the origin is scmewhat overcorrected, and (b) the variance is the difference between two estimates,
52 =E[x2] - {Etx]}2

(E.7)

and since the variance of the Erlang density is relatively small, this
beccnes a large percentage error.

For exarnple, in the first sanple,

the errors in the mean and meansquare values were 0.2% and -11.6%
respectively, but the resulting error in the variance was -36.5%.

For-

tunately, the Erlang density shape is not expected in any of the message
size data, so the log-histogram data reduction for the netorork measurements should not involve this kind of error.
f.

A Comparison of the Estimates for Different Mean Values

In many measurement situations, one knews the range of allcw^
able values but does not have much insight into the expected value of
the variable.

We will now cotpare the uniform and log-histogram for

such a case, with the value constrained to be within the range of 0 to
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500, but with various values of the mean. The resulting errors are
plotted in Figure E.l as a function of the sanple mean (for an exponential density). The log-histogram estimates have errors in the estimate
of the mean value which are reasonably independent of the actual mean
value, while the uniform histogram estimates are a strong function of
the location of the mean. While this exaitple does not necessarily inciated a general relationship, it does seem to be reasonable to expect
many distributions to have such a characteristic because of the nature
of the errors involved.

That is, the uniform histogram will be expected

to have a reasonably constant absolute error in its estimates, which
will be a decreasing percentage error as the ncminal mean value is increased.

In contrast, the log-histogram has an absolute error which is

approxinately proportional to the ncminal vadue, and hence produces a
fairly constant percentage error.
The second moments are seen to have a larger percentage error
in both cases, although the log-histogram has scmewhat less error than
the uniform histogram.

In contrast, the variance estimates of the uni-

form histogram are reasonably constant over the entire range, and are
often less than those of the log-histogram.

This is due to the fact

that, for the exponential density, the error in the variance is proportional to the difference between the percentage errors of the first and
second mcments,
er(a )

T

M

, er (x")

_

er (x)

X
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(E.8)
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Figure E.I. A Comparison of the Errors in the Moment Estimates
from Uniform and Log-Histograms.
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and this difference is fairly constant for the uriform histogram case.
This relationship can be shown by considering the error of the
estimates:
<*r{x) = E[x] - E[x)

(E.9a)

er(?) = Etx2] = E[x2l

(E.9b)

Ä
2
2
2
er(a ) = a - a

(E.9C)

Ihe estimated varicu>oe is:

a2 =Erx2] - (E[x])2

(E.iO)

and the actuad variance is:
a2 = Etx2] - (E[x])2

(E.ll)

If we subtract Equation (E.ll) fron Equation (E.10), we obtain the
error in the varianoe,
S2 - a2 - {E[x2] - E(x2]} - {(E[x])2 - (Etx])2}
vstiich can be written as:
er(a2) = er(x ) - {E[x] + E[x]} • er(x)

(E.12)

For small errors, the sun term will be approximately equal to twice
the mean value, such that:
2
"T
_
«
er(a ) = er(x ) - 2 x er(x)

(E.13)

Ihis expression siitplifies for the case of 1-he exponential density with,
?=2o2-2(x)2

(E.]4)
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resulting in:
er(ö 2 ) ^ er(xT)

er(x)

(E 15)

which yields Equation (E.8).
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GLOSSARY
Accunulated statistics:

The measurement routine which gathers counts,

suns, and histograms of activity in an IMP over a time period
(presently 12.8 seconds).
ACK, ackncwledganent:

An IMP-to-IMP transmission from IMP. to IMP.
i
j

that verifies that a packet was received and accepted by HIP.
from IMP. along the store-and-forward path.
ARPA:

The Advanced Research Projects Agency, the agency of the Department of Defense which sponsored the network development.

Artifact:

Any measurement effect whidi results in a difference between
the observed system variables and the actual system variables
(as they would exist if the measurements had not been made).

Artificial traffic:

Traffic that is generated solely for purposes of

network loading and tests.
BBN:

Bolt

Beranek and Newman, Inc., the network contractor and a node
in the network.

Blocking:

The condition that occurs when an IMP cannot accept transmissions from its neighbors due to the lack of buffers.

Buffer:

Storage space for a full packet.

Fflfce- »JUST:

An IMP routine which performs one or more of the HOST-like
functions, e.g., tne source or destination of messages such
as the statistics data, the DIP console Teletype, and the

Preceding page blank
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discard facility.
PCFS:

First-Cone-First-Served queue discipline.

First-order manent correction: A correction technique for manent estimates fron histogran data using a linear slope approximation
based on neighboring interval heights.
GHOST:

Sane as a Fake-HDST.

Header:

A 64-bit record preceding each packet, which contains the
source, the destination, the message nurber, etc.

HDP:

One IMP-to-IM0 path or leg.

The HOP # is the nunber of such legs

between two nodes.
HOST:

One of the independent ccrputing centers of the network.

Hello:

A periodic trananission between adjacent IMF's to pass routing
inforroation and to test the operational status of the lines.

HDST-to-HDST protocol:

The prescribed manner in which HOST ootputers

ccmnmicate.
IHY:

I Heard You; the response to a Hello message.

DTP:

Interface Message Processor; the store-and-forward ittessage
switches for the network.

Inter-packet gap:

The time interval that occurs between otherwise con-

tiguous packet flew due to other traffic on the communication
channels.
Leader:

The 32-bits of information which precede each message and
define its destination, message number, »^tc.
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Link:

A logical (software) connection between the IMF's at the source
and destination nodes of a message transmission.

The link

becones "blocked", (i.e., cannot be used again) until a RFNM
is retuTiied.
L L:

Lincoln Laboratories

Log-histogram:

A histogram in which the intervals are scaled in a

logarithmic (or exponential) manner.

In the case of binary

.log-histograroo, each interval is twice the size of the
preceding interval.
Marking:

A bit-string 00...01 preceding the first bit of a message (for
transmissions between HOST ccnputers having differing word
lengths).

MIT:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Message:

A logical record of up to 8095 bits which is used for HOST-toIDST transmissions.

Modem:

A modulator-derodulator used to convert between digital data
and the frequency-modulated telephone carrier signal.

Moment corrections:

The addition of term(s) to compenscte for the

systematic bias in mcment estimates from group >d data such as
histograms.
msec:

millisecond, i.e., 10

ysec:

microsecond, i.e., 10

Net, networ'v.

-3

seconds.
seconds.

The catmanications facilitier (including IMF's) which

interconnect the HOST ccnputers.
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Sometimes used in a larger

scope including the HOST conputers as well.
^M::

The Network Measurement Center (at UCLA).

Node:

One of the sites involved in the network, i.e., typically
referring to both the IMP and HOST(s).

Packet:

A message segment of up to 1008 bits of information, (the
standard IMP-to-IMP trananission block size).

Padding:

A bit-string 10...00 foJlowing the last bit of a nessage to
fill out the remaining portion of the IMP (or destination
HOST) word length.

Poisson arrivals:

Independent randnm arrivals to a queueing systan

(with an ej^xanential density of interarrival times).
Propagation delay:

The transroission delay due to the finite propaga-

tion time of electrical energy along a transmission line
(about 10 usec. per mile).
Protocol:

The established procedures and standtLflJs for network
transrv'. ssions.

Pseudo-messages:

Fixed length artificial traffic generated by the

IMP's.
RAND:

The RAND Corporation.

Reassembly:

The process of collecting packets and placing them in the

proper sequence to recreate the segmented message.
RFW:

Request For Next Message; the response which is returned to the
message source to allc*t further transmission along a given
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link.

(A congestion and flow control mechanism.)

RFNM driven traffic:

Traffic flow that occurs as rapdily as the RFNM

mechanism will allow.
Routing:

The selection of each store-and-forward "hop" along the
souroe-to-destination path.

Routing table:

A table lifting the estimated best known cotmunication

channels for transmission to the various destinations.
Routing update:

Ihe process of exchanging routing information between

the nodes in a network.
SDC:

System Developnent Corporation.

Signa 7:

The ccmputer system at the UCLA Network Measurement Center.

Segment:

A portion of a message; often synonymous with packet.

Segmented messages:

The division of messages into fixed size blocks

(called packets).
SE2TT queue:

A linked list of packets which have been transmitted, but

not yet acknowledged.
Snap-shots:

The measurement routine which records the state of the IMP

queues and routing tables at periodic intervals (presently
every 0.8 sec.).
SRI:

Stanford Research Institute.

Store-and-forward:

The receipt and subsequent transmission of a packet

by an intermediate node in a network source-destination path.
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Ihru-put:

The effective rate at which data can be transmitted through
the network, i.e., between a given source and destination.

Traces:

Measurement data taken at an IMP recording the time at which
a given packet was received and "processed".

UCIA:

university of California at Los Angeles.

UCSB:

University of California at Santa Barbara.

Unfinished work diagram:

A diagram showing the anount of the service

"backlog" which iö present in the systan as a function' of
time.
Uniform histogram:

A conventional histogram in which all of the

intervals are of equal size.
Utah:

The University of Utah.
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